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In this study methods were developed for the prediction of wave 

conditions that are hazardous to navigation at river entrances, with 

emphasis on applicability to the Columbia River. There are two basic 

components to the prediction system: (I) a semi-automated spectral 

method for forecasting the significant height and average period of 

waves in deep water, and (2) an index of navigation hazard at river 

entrances that depends on the significant height and average period in 

deep water and on the mean current and water depth at the entrance. 

The computerized, deep water forecast method is a hybrid scheme 

that combines the spectral principles of the Pierson-Neumann-James 

method with the graphical input techniques of Wilson and the f-etch 

limited spectrum of Liu. The significant heights generated by the 

method are well verified by winter wave measurements at Newport~ 

Oregon. 

The hazard index is based on the probability of wave-breaking In 

water of arbitrary depth and current. The breaking probability is 

derived under the assumption that wave heights and squared periods are 



statistically Independent and distributed according to a Rayleigh 

probabll tty density function. The breaking-wave probability and the 

hazard Index depend on the wave steepness in deep slack water and on 

the depth (relative to the wave period squared) and current (relative 

to the perlod) at the river entrance. The dependence on depth and 

current is achieved In two ways: (1) the 1 lmiting steepness (breaking 

Index) is found as a function of relative depth and relative current, 

and (2) the wave spectrum In water of arbitrary depth and current is 

found by transformation of the spectrum in deep slack water. The 

transformation Is performed by requiring that the rate of wave energy 

propagation remain constant. The hazard Index is closely related to 

the probability of breaking swell. At water depths that are typical 

of river entrances, the hazard index depends strongly on the significant 

wave height, mean current and depth, but only weakly on the mean wave 

period (since the breaking height of swell at such depths is only weakly 

dependent on period). 

Hindcasts of deep water significant wave heights and hazard indices 

compared reasonably well with measured heights and Columbia River bar 

closure periods. Forecasts based on accurate prognostic weather charts 

should provide similar results. 
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PREDICTION OF HAZARDOUS COLUMBIA 

RIVER BAR CONDITIONS 

I, INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this study Is to develop methods for predlctf.on of 

hazardous bar conditions at thelcolumb·ta River mouth sufficiently In 

advance for advisories to be Issued. The methods should permit those 

with little knowledge of wave forecasting to predict average wave con

ditions offshore of the river entrance as well as the relative hazard 

due to high breaking swel 1 over the bar Itself, 

Justification of the Study 

The mouth of the Coiul'llbla River Is one of the most formld•ble 

harbor entrances In the world during periods of heavy sea and swell. 

As large swell encounter decreasing depths and strong ebb currents 

they become steeper and break more frequently, 

Every year several lives are lost and hundreds of distress calls 

are handled by the Coast Guard's Columbia River Bar Patrol from Cape 

Disappointment. Most boating disasters Involve small fishing boats and 

pleasure craft with Inexperienced operators, and occur during the good 

weather months, July and August; when these small boats are particularly 

active. 

The Columbia River entrance Is frequently lmpassa~le to all vessels 

during winter months due to high waves created by local storms, or high 

long period swell arriving from distant storms. The shoat areas to 
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either side of ·the bar channel have been called the "Graveyard of the 

Pacific" due to the large number of ships and men lost on and along 

them before bar pilot operations were begun. Loss rates of larger 

ships have been reduced in recent years, since experienced seamen seek 

the aid of the Columbia River.Bar Pilots when conditions are hazardous. 

Though the. 1,oss of mercha~t ships is becoming rare, the disruption 

of shipping during hazardous periods creates costly delays. The fixed 

operating costs of these vessels are in the approximate range of $3,000 

to $3,500 per day ($125 to $140 per hour). Hundreds of ships pa$s 

through the entrance e~ch winter, and the bar is impassable for about 

300 hours on the average. At present, bar crossing decisions are 

based on existing reports of conditions. The lack of prior knowledge 

as to the expected onset of hazardous conditions prevents proper.plan

ning of ship arrivals and departures or rerouting to alternate ports. 

If. reasonably accurate .predlc~ions of bar condlti-0ns were readily 

available, the lead time would allow ships to be diverted more fre

quently to alternate ports. Wood products are the preclomlnant cargo 

and their availability at several ports gives shipping agents some 

flexibility In scheduling. Greater efficiency in operational schedul

ing of longshoremen, pilots, ships' crews, and many other such groups 

could be achiev•d, since delays and cancellations could be ~nticlpated 

and. better us.e made of .work and leisure time. 

Accurate predictions of wave conditions could materially reduce 

the toll of 1 ives and small craft not-only at the Columbia River mouth 

but also along the adjoining coasts north and south of there. Advisor

ies Issued 12 to 24 hours in advance could prevent .many disastrous 



flshing and pleasure-boat excursions. Those issued 6 to 12 hours In 

advance would provide helpful guidance to those engaging In beach and 

surf zone activities. 

Essential Features of the Methods 

3 

The prediction method.has been simplified to the point that is can 

readily be applied at the weather forecast office level by meteorolo

gists. The time required to make wave forecasts is reasonably short 

and the work Involved Is chiefly 1 imlted to the interpretation of 

meteorological charts. The method of forecasting the offshore (deep 

water) waves is largely automated and compatible with other weather 

office work routines. 

It is desirable.to develop a predictable index of bar hazard 

which reflects the wave steepness and breaking frequency as wel 1 as 

the dependence on depths and currents. As offshore waves propagate 

Into the bar area their characteristics are modified by Interaction 

with varying depths and strong currents. Shoal areas and ebb currents 

cause sea and swell to become higher and steeper and to break more 

f req-uen t 1 y .. 

The methods developed here Include a semi-automated method of 

predicting significant height (the average of the highest one-third 

of the waves) and the average period of waves in relatively deep water. 

A hazard Index Is developed which Is related to the frequency of high, 

breaking swell in the vicinity of the river entrance. This index is 

dependent on the significant height and average period of waves off.,. 

shore and on the water depth and current at the entrance. Though the 
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effects of shoaling and currents are accounted for through this Index, 

it has not been possible to Include refraction effects due to a lack 

of accurate information on bathymetry and current distribution. 

The semi-automated forecast method is a hybrid scheme which com

bines the best features of existing manual forecasting methods with 

the latest developments in empirical-theoretical wave spectra, Due 

to the lack of suitable wave observations at the Columbia River 

entrance, measurements taken at Newport, Oregon (130 nautical miles 

to the south) are used to verify the method. A warning time of at 

least 24 hours appears to be feasible at present, 

The hazard Index Is an outgrowth of the statistical probability 

of wave breaking In water of .arbitrary depth and current strength, 

Index computations are obtained and studied for known periods of bar 

closure at the Columbia River, (A bar closure is a period during 

which bar pilots consider conditions to be too hazardous to escort 

ship traffic.) The tendency for high index values to coincide with 

bar closures suggests that, the Index is a potentially useful indicator 

of hazardous navigation conditions during periods of high swell, 

Definitions of Terms 

Progressive gravity waves, and primarily those of longer period 

(swell), are of i.nterest to this study. A convenient way of defining 

such waves and their characteristics is by their appearance on wave 

records. A~ may be defined by the recording trace between two 

successive upcrossings (by the trace) of the mean water level. 

The~ period (T) Is the time elapsed between two successive 

4 



upcross I ngs. 

The wavelength (L) is the horizontal distance between the crests 

(or troughs) of successive waves, 

The~ height (H) is the vertical distance between the maximum 

and minimum water surface elevations of a wave. 

The ~ steepness is g I ven by the. ratio H/L, 

5 

The~ celerity (C) is the speed of movement of s9111e Identifiable 

part of a wave, such as its crest. 

The relative depth for a wave Is defined as the ratio of the 

water depth to the squared period, that is, d/T2 • 

A deep water~ Is one for which d/T2 ,!_ 2,56 faet/second 2 (0.8 

meters/sec 2); a shallow water wave is one for which d/T2 ~ 0.256 ft/ -
sec 2 (0,08 m/sec 2), All other va.lues of d/T 2 imply waves of Inter

mediate depth, 

The significant~ height is the average height of the highest 

one"thlrd of the waves in a long series of waves, 

The average period Is the duration of a series of waves divided 

by the number of waves in the series. 

The relative current experienced by a wave is defined as the ratio 

of the mean water speed (U) to the wave period, that is, U/T. 

A fetch Is an area of the sea surface over which seas are generated 

by a wind of approximately uniform direction and speed, 

The fetch length Is the horizontal distance (In the direction of 

the wind) over which a wind of approximately uniform direction and 

speed generates a sea. 

A decay distance is the distance through which ocean waves trav~l 



as swell after leaving the generating area. 

~·forecasting is the empirical-theoretical determination of 

future wave characteristics from observed and/or predicted meteoro

logical patterns (synoptic wind and pressure charts). 

6 

~ hi ndcast l ng is the emp i r i ca 1 theoret lea 1 determl nat Ion of 

past wave characteristics, based. exclusively on historic meteoro.logical 

patterns (synoptic wind and pressure analyses). 

Organization of the Thesis 

Chapter II describes the CoJumbia River entrance, the nature of 

hazardous conditions and processes which contribute to themt and the 

nature of the offshore wave regime and its associated meteorological 

patterns. 

Chapter Ill discusses the nature and sources of wave data at 

Newport which are later used as verification for the prediction methods 

developed. 

Chapter IV reyiews pertinent information on empirical-theoretical 

wave spectra and describes the principles and procedures involved in 

the semi-automated method of deep water wave forecasting. Several 

examp1es,of Its use are also given, A detailed documentation of .the 

computer algorithm and program is provided In the APPENDIX. 

Chapter V is an evaluation of the semi-automated method. The 

qualitative nature of spectra hindcast by the method is examined. 

Six-hourly hindcast significant heights and average periods are com

pared with measured ones at Newport for the 1971-1972 winter. Finally, 

semi-automated forecasts are simulated and compared with actual 
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forecasts made by manual methods. 

Chapter VI examines the spectral transformations which take place 

when waves propagate from deep slack water to an area with finite depth 

and current. The. corresponding changes in average heights and periods 

are found by integration of the original and transformed spectra. The 

assumptions involved and the applicability of the shoaling-current 

transformations are also discussed. 

Chapter VI I develops expressions for the probability of wave 

breaking in water of arbitrary depth and curr.ent. It i·s assumed that 

the wave heights and squared periods are statistically independent, 

have a Rayleigh probability density distribution, and that thel-r r.m.s. 

values are known. In practice the r.m.s. values could be found by 

transforma~ion and integration of deep water forecast wave spectra, 

as shown in Chapter VI. Finally, a statistical function is identified 

which is closely related to the probabll ity of breaking swell. The 

function is not dependent on the stat.istical distribution of wave 

periods and Is Ideally suited as an index of bar hazard. 

Chapter VI II compares hlndcast significant heights and hazard 

Indices with Newport measurements and Columbia River bar closure 

periods. The results suggest that if the deep water significant wave 

height can be correctly forecast, the hazard index should correlate 

well with bar closure periods (being highest when the bar is closed.) 



II. PHENOMENA CONTRIBUTING TO HAZARDOUS NAVIGATION 
c·ONDIHONS AT THE COLUMt31A RIVER .ENTRANCE 

Introduction 

The Columbia River entrance covers a large area where high wi'nter 

waves frequently interact with high river flows, 1arge tidal r,;lnge, 

swift CMrrents and widely varying depths to produce hazardous condi~ 

tions for commercial ship traffic. 

In this chapter the principal chacteristics of the river entrance 

are discussed as they relate to navigation hazards. The nature of 

hazardous conditions is examined from the point of view of the bar 

pilots. Periods during which the pilots will not escort ship traffic 

may be considered Indicative of hazardous wave conditions. The .bar 

closures are ·used to select periods of high waves and. thel r related 

storm developments for further study. The offshore characteristics 
' 

of winter ~aves and the evolutionary patterns of the storms which pro

duce ·them ar~ discussed. Finally, the roles~of.depth~. current, and 

refraction in modifying waves and producing breakers at the river, 

mouth are explored. 
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The Columbia River .Entrance 

The Coll.lmbia River entrance covers a.n extensive area with depths 

varying from over 50 feet along its channel to .less than 30'feet ov~r 

adjacent shoal areas •. l_t is charact~riz~d by a large river discharge, 

swift 'tidal currents and sheah. which, continl.la11y encroact, upon t~e 

channel and threaten ship traffic. A discussion of the phystcal. fea~ 

ture.s, hydra logy ,and sediment transport at the ~ntrance is essential 

to an.understanding of the nav,gation hazards there. 

Physica'I Characteristics. 

Figure ·1 shows the p,:-lnci.pal physical features of the Columbia 

River entrance. The mouth o{ the river ts at least twe mil~s wlc;le be

tween the main jetties~ It is formed by the North Jetty and Pea~ock. 

Spit .t~ the nerth and the .Seuth Jetty and Clatsop Spit to the south. 

An extensive systern of numbered navigation buoys is maintained. These 

are well known t~ marin,ers and. provide a.c<:>nvenient system of·ref~r-.' ' 

ence and .orientati;on within the h1.19e .area. A shorter jetty (Jetty 11A") 

extends southward.fr<i>m the nc;,rth peninsula to b1,1oy 11. The entire 

river eritrance,. ~hich includes the mouth, extends ·from Jetty 11A" .to 

the ITl()St seaward, buoys (1 and.2). The na,vlgation ,channel has a mini

mum width of 1/2 IT\ile as far upriver as Jetty .11A" and a minimum depth 

of 48 feet, maintained by dreqging. 

9 
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Figure 2 shows the bathymetry of the entrance area.and its sea

ward approaches (fro01 U.S. Coast and Geed.etic Survey Chart Ne. 615~, 

surveyed in 1958). The re1ative1y shea1 area between the entrance 

channe1 and the S~uth Jetty and extending seaward a1most ta buoy 6 Is 

usua11y referred to as C1atsop Spit, a submerged extension of the land 

spit ta the south. Peacock Spit is the shoa1 arec11 extending seaward 

of the North Jetty .and ending just north of and between buoys 1 and 3. 

The Columbia River bar is the re1atlve1y sha1low southward exten• 

slon ~f Peacock Spit, penetrated py the entrance channe1 between buoys 

3 and 4. A somewhat.broader definition ef the bar, namely the area 

from the jetty tips to buoys and 2, wou1d cenferm more,c1ose1y to 

mari.ners• usuage. The portion near the jetties is common1y referred 
' 

to as the 11 innerbar 11
, ~hi1e the seaward portion is termed the 11outer: 

bar 11
• 

The Co1umbia River Lightship is anchored in 200 feet ef water 

same nine ml1es west of the south beach.and beyond the.seaward termin-. 

us ef the entrance channel (Fig~re 1). In addition to being a naviga

tion aid for vesseh, the 1ightship functlons as a staging .area where 

merchant ships .prepare for bar transit. Transfer of bar pi1ets to and 

from merchant ships n9rmally takes p1ace near the lightship. 

Lockett (1963) reviewed the history of jetty construction, reha

bilitation and dredging at the Columbia River. A11 maJ,r constr~ctlon 

was accomplished by 1939, but rehabilitation has been conducted from 

time to time up into the early 1~601 s. It is fe1t that, while ~pper 

11 
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portions of the jetties may need occas i c;>na 1 rehab. i 1 i tat ion due te wave 

damage, the bases of the structures have settled and stabilized. The 

construction of,Jetty "All (near buoy 11) .was originally designed to 

constrict the ebb f1<i>W and thus induc~ strong enough currents tQ 111ini

mize dredging requirel'!lents fer the channel. 

Since 1956 a minimum channel depth of 48 feet has been maintaln~d 

by summer·dredglng as far upriver as buoy,14. Th.e south side of the, 

channel between buoys 8 and l4 is in frequent need of dredging due to, 

encreachm.ent by the C1atsep Spit shoal zone. Southeastward encreach•. 

ment of Peacocl~ Spit shoal ·upon the entrance channel at buoy 3 has 

been reduced considerably as the offs,hore sediments approach a quasi• 

equi 11bri·um conflgurati<:>n. 

Hydrology. 

The Columbia River drains a large basin e~tending through Oregon, 

Washington,, Idaho and Canada with surrounding elevations up to almost 

14,000 feet. M4ch orographica11y induced precipitation falls In the 

main drainage area during the winter in the form of snow. Unlfk~ the. 

coasta 1 r,i vers which crest so~>n after ,Periods of heavy preci pi tatioq, 

the Columbia River freshet (high discharge) is strongest well after 

the storm'season has subsided, when snow fields melt. The annual dis-. 

charge cycle ef the Coh.1mbia has became 1110re regular and less subject 

to extre111es through extensive dam contrQl. The minimum discharge has 

been increased to 150,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) and us1.1a1ly oc

curs in September; the maximum disFharge has been lowered to 600,000 

cfs and occurs in May and June (Lockett, 1963), The principal effect 



of large discharge rates at the river mouth Is to Increase the velo• 

city and duration of the ebb flow and to increase the density strati

fication (Lockett; 1963, 1967). The discharge cycle Is partially re

sponsible for annual patterns of sediment deposition and scouring In 

the river mouth area. 
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In spite of the large discharge volumes, the water level at .the 

entrance is governed mostly by tidal action. The range from mean 

lower low water (MLLW) to mean higher high water (MHHW) Is about 8.5 

feet. When spring tides are accompanied by large river discharge and/ 

or significant storm surge, unusually high tide stages result. Coast

line and harbor erosion ~ay be greatly accelerated during such perfods 

under conditions of strong southe-rly or westerly winds and high waves, 

According to Neal (1972) the discharge rates and tidal stages at 

the Columbia River are such that partially mixed conditions usually 

~xist. The stratification of the estuary Is best developed during the 

late spring runoff, and may be considered well mixed at high tide dur

ing low runoff In the fall. 

Tidal currents are especially strong at the river mouth (between 

the North and South Jetties). Bar pilots report ebb currents of five 

to eight knots (8 to 13 feet per second) in this area. This agr~es 

with the maximum ebb currents predicted by tidal c~rr~nt tables for 

the channel near Jetty "A". Flood current speeds tend to !)e about. 60% 

of the ebb current values, 
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Lockett (1963) has summarized_ the resu1ts of,prototype current 

* measurements, mad~ in 19,59 and subsequent hydrau1 le mode1 studies of 

the entrance and estl.!ary, The vertica,t shear of the current is such 

tha~ the ebb current predominates ,in the upper, relatively fresh 1ayer, 

whi1e the f1aec11 current predo!llinates In the 1ewer, saline layer, The 

dewnstrea,m predominance is enhanced during the 1ate spring freshet. 

The _1959 current ~asufements showed that t~e current between the jet"' .. 

t Jes was ~ t ronges t; In the ·channe,1 and. s ~ i gh t 1 y .weak.er over the euter · 

f1ank of Cla~sop.Splt, just south of the channe1. Currents in the cul

de-sac north of the channe1 w,re predomtnant1y directed upriver. 

The cyrrents measured in 1959 just south of the entrance channe1 · 

(near buoy 10) went ,through a very regu1ar tida1 cycle. If one uses 
. . ' 

tida.1 pre,dlctlon _form\J1as .to compute the current near buoy l ~, the 

phase agree~ .a}m<!)St ·e~actly wl th that of the measured currents, while. 

: the magnitude of the computed current is about 15% greater. This sug-

• gests that tida1 prediction formu1as may~ useful for studying_th,e 

effects of.cl.!rrents on waves at the outer portion of the river 1'11(:)uth 

• (between the Jetty tips). 

Very, little is k,nown ·of the current velocity distrlbutien se.--

ward of .the jetties. The ebb effluent ts a turb1.,1lent jet which d_is .. 

char,ges into a denser fluid, the .ocean. It may be conjectured that 

the !11ixing and dissipation of this jet Is enhanc,d during periods of 

* Report of the District Engineer, u.s. Army Engl.nee!'.' District, 
Portland, 111,nter:Jm Report on 1959 Current Meas.uremen.t Program, 
Co.1umbla River at Mol!th, .E>regon and Washingt;c;>n.11 dated 1 Sep
tember, 1960. 
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low river flow (relatively weak stratification), and inhibited during 

high ·runoff .periods. According t6 the Tidal Current Tables (pacific 

coast of N<;>rth America and Asia, Natic;>nal Ocean Survey), the tid.a1 cur

rent .at the ~olumbia River Lightship Is rotary and we•~• The .current 

from the Colu111bia Rlver masks the tidal component and.sets to 295°-at 

an aver~ge speed ef 0~4 kn<:>ts from October to February. This suggests 

that -the effluent 1.1nd,ergoes considerable.dissipation between the jet .. 

ties and the lightship, since much larger ebb currents occur at the 

mouth. Flood currents are_not Jet-like at the _seaward approach to the 

mouth. and only-become consid.erable very near the jetties. 

During the winter .the ebb effluent seaward of the jetties appear~ 

to be. quickly def 1 ected northward by Corlol Is and· longs ho re currents, . 

then confined: to a narr9w nearshe>re band off the WashJngt(:)n co~st 

(Barnes, Duxbury and, Morse, 1972). Barnes et al, noted an accumula~ 
\ . .........,. . . ' 

tion '.of fresh ~ate-rjust north of the river mouth, suggesting that the 

effluent forms an anticych:mic eddy there. Duxbury (1967) stuqied the 

currents near the mouth using aerially photographed floating mattres~es. 

His measurements conflrmed,the ex~stence of this eddy and showed that 

the water returned to shore near Cape Disappointment, some three mi,1es 

north of·the river.- Mr. Ted Mather, master of the pilot boatllpeacock'\ 

has described pers I stent nortt'!ward winter currents seaward of .the jet

ti es, evidenced when the vessel drifted several miles. ner~hward on one 

occasion •. The evlden_ce therefore, indicat~s that during the winter. 

months the ebb ,cL!rrent d<:>es not turn southwestward with the st,lp chan

nel,· but -st,:-aig~t westward and then n_orthward. 
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Sediment Transport 

The bathymetry of Figure 2 is based on the 1958 survey and·can 

~nly be cons•idered to show gross, feat1,.1res. Sediments are constantly 

shifting in response td river,discharge 1 tidal action, ·waves and·lit-. 

toral d_rtft. The principal_ period of these processes, excepting tides,, 

is the ann!,Jal one. In winter frequent storm waves acce>mparw a pre-

dem,nantly northward litt~ral drift and low .to medium river discharge. 

In late_ spring and. early summer low waves, seuthward 1 ittoral d.rtft 

and high discharge rates predominate. 

Lockett (1967) describes the principal sediment transport,pat-. 

terns for the Celumbia ~iver. As the ebb current flews past Jetty 

IIA", it deposits river sediment on the flank of the Clatsop Spit shoal. 

zone, Turbulence In the lee of the jetty scours out-the northern por .. 

tion of the channel to depths much greater than the project depth (48 · 

feet) and deposits sediment in the cu_ 1-de-sac between Jetty PA11-and 
' ' ' ' 

the North Jetty. 

Longshore drift is predominantly north to sou;h over the year, 

explaining the a~cretion of sediments over the shoal north of the 

outer channel (Peacock Spit), and the scouring south of the South. 

Jetty. Some of.the 1.ittoral sediments move.upstream into.the river. 

channel, especially when south-tcp-north drift is predemtnant~ Some 

of the entering sediment ls deposited in the cul-de-sac between the 

North Jetty and. Jetty "A'', seme on Clats.ep Spit, .and the rest fl nds 

its way Into. the estuary. 
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Columbia River Prototype stud,ies at the Waterways Experiment Sta ... 

tion (Vicksbu~g, Mtssissippi) have confirmed that the saline wedge and. 

its· predominant upstr:eam flow act 1 ik,e a sediment trap, resulting ,in 

unabated filling of the le:>wer estuary. With high discharge the estu

ary becomesimore stratified and bott<:>m (lood currents within the s.a1.t· 

wedge predomina_te, ne:>t only trapping river .sediments within the estu

ary,• but aho br.inging In littoral sediments as \'/t;ll. 

The continual encroachment of Clatsop Spit upon the.navigation 

channel creates a need for frequent dredging and constitutes a serieu~ 

hazard to shlps. Depths of only 40 feet are found Just south of the 

chann.e 1 where the ebb currents appear to be. strengest. During winter 

large waves .. fl rst encqunter this area between bueys 6 and 8. Then,. 

very large swells break relatively close to the channel, due to rapid..-

ty decreasing depths and strong. ebb currents. 

Hazardous, Navigatien Conditions at the C0Ju
1
mbia River Entrance 

This thes.is involves prediction of hazardous navigation condi-
- ' ' , 

tlens 111t t~e Celumj:)i_a River ent.rance. A prec.ise definition of 11hazard

eus". is difficult te formulate; since.what is tiazardous tQ a s!Th1l11 ... 

craft; operat0r may ,be of. ltttle concern to the navigator o{ a large 

merchant y~ssel. Alse, the degree of navigational hazard.is determined 

by a sub,Jective evaluati,on ~f many facters which ln some I/lay ·affect an 

operation· er threaten the .lives and/or equii:,ment of mariners. 

The most impertant of these facters is the nature of wave condl .. 

tions. · Censiderations ef wind, visibi 1 i ty, tide, c1,,1rrents, and ~~pth 



becerne important by the way in. which these secendary facters enhance 

or interact with the wave hazard. 
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Since·the scape ef,this thesis is 1imited prln.cipa11y to predic

tion of 1arge waves generated by winter storms, it Is appropriate·te 

consider .navigation hazards from the point of view of those who must 

navigate: the river entrance under such conditions, name1y the Columbia 

Rlver bar .pi 1ots. Their comments. given in interviews and the 11c1osure 11 

periods during which they would net esc<:>rt ship traffic serve to. id.en .. 

tify hazardous periods. 

Bar Pi Jot Interviews. 

Navigation -hazard~ at the Co1umbia River can pr,bab1y best be 

assessed by ta lid ng to those . men whose . 1 i ve 1 i hood and 1 i ves depend on 

und,erstanding them--the bar pi 1ots. The C01umJ:>ia River bar pi lots were 

Interviewed.at.their Astoria office and the.conversatlons ~ere record~ 

ed. The more re1evant portlons of these interviews are sunvnadzed 

be1ow. 

(i) On the hazards of pilot eperations: 

The factors which ~reate hazardous situatlens are waves, 

winds, .1ack of visibi1ity, sh0a1s and·currents. The posslb1e 

effects. t nc 1 ude phys i ca 1 damage to or· 1 oss of the merchant ves

se1, the pi1ot boat or the .transfer 1aun~h, as we11 as in)ury 

to personne1 and loss of 1ife. 

Hazardous situations may occur during pi1ot transrer near 

the Cp]umbia River Lightship. As the daughter launch of t~e 



pilot beat transfers the pilot to.and from the ship, the beam 

of .the ship is put to the oncoming swe11 so that the 1auncb may 

apprQach and transfer on the protected (lee) side of the vessel, 

Transfer may become too hazardous if strong winds. and/or cros.s 

swell eliminate the calm area norm.i1 ly found in the lee of the· 

ship. 
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According to the pi lots, the mos.t frequent sources. of .danger 

involve high swell during the merchant vessel's tran~it across. 

the Inner.bar and between the jetty tips. Depending on its _draft, 

length, load. and freebearq, the ship may .board water, lift its 

screw, er even hit bottom under certain condi t tons of wave he.i gh~, 

wave·steepness, wave"".):>reaking freq1,1ency and tide st~ge. Loss of 

maneuverability may expose the .vessel to severe wave action or 

cause it to drift into shoal areas. 

The danger due to the waves may .be aggravated by high winds, 

swift currents, and lack of visibility. However, the pilots maln

tained that waves are always the primary consideration during 

their operations, pointing eut that wflenever Y'inds were very 

strong, ·waves were a1~o high. 

(ii) Wave sequences at the lightship: 

Except during sterm passages, swell are from a genera11y. 

westerly direction (west-southwest to west-northwest). Before 

a storm arrival, longer peried swe.11 from the west are noted. 

As the southerly winds of the sterm•s foresector.begi11 to blow 

along. the coast, a cross swel 1 arrives frem the seuthwes.t, often• 



accompanied by heavy seas; this may continue for 24 to 36 hours 

before the peak arriva1s. Thereafter, the waves are again·pre

domlnant1y from the west. 

(Jii) Ebb current effects: 
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The ebb current results in steepening of the waves, whereas 

the f1ood current reduces wave steepness. If waves ~re long and· 

steep, they may break even over the channe1 where depths are re-

1ative1y large. At times the ebb current is streng enough over 

the outer bar to caus~ short period wav~s to break, provid~d 

the eff1.1.1ent fo11ows .the channel te> the sou_thwest er west-south

west. If, there ls a strong tendency for the ebb to tur~ north

ward past the jetties, the ebb_effects over the outer bar are 

111inima1. The 1arge swe11 typica11y break.over the inner ba.r and 

between the jetties where the ebb curren-t is strong. 

(iv) Wave breaking·: 

Pi1ots distinguish three types of .wave breaking, depending 

on _the relati.ve size of the breakers and their persistence, that 

is, the 1ength of time they are observed to break. The re1atlve-

1y short.ch0ppy waves in a deve1eping sea break.as shert-cres.ted 

whitecaps.which qu.ickh dissipate. White~aps are norma11y seen 

In deep water ( 100 feet er 1T19re) or <:>Ver the outer bar during . ' ' 

sterm passages. Swell, whose crests break and tepp1e forward 

with the waves for f.i ve seconds er 1 ess as they progress, are· 

termed.soft breaks. They typically occur.over.the inner bar 

against ebb curr:·ents and, subside (:)n_ the.flood. Hence, they are· 



also referrecl to as ."tide slop 11• Long-c:;:rested breaking swell 

which persist for 15 to 20 seconds or more are called runnin~ 

breaks. If running breaks occ4r at ebb ticle over the channel, 

it is considerecl likely that some form of breaking will continue 

to occur even cluring the subsequent flood, 
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Large swell result in constant turbulent breaking over Clat

sop Spit, where individual waves lose their continuity. On the: 

ebb, breakers are largest and most frequent over the _outer flank 

of Clatsop Spit immecliate)y south of the_channe1, in abeut 30 to 

40 feet of ~ater. The breakers are largest when they first en-• 

counter these depths in combination with strong ebb flew;· this 

usually occurs at the seaward portion of the spit, between the 

encl of .the South Jetty and buoys 6 and 8; 

Bar Closures 

When a bar pi lot communicates to his Astoria office that cendi

ti,ons are too hazarclous to warrant the risk of bar transit or of 

transfer to and from merchant vessels, the bar is consiclered 'closed•. 

The pilot dispatch officer turns on an amber light above·the offic~ 

that Indicates to vessels anchore.c:J in Astoria and awaiting tral')sit 

that ~he pilots will not .escort traffic. Occasionally a vessel will 

decide to risk transit.withe1.1t a.pilot, but this is r~re becau,se of 

insurance disclaimers regarding unpiloted transits. The judgement 

e{ pilots concerning. bar con.ditions is respected by operat~rs of 

ves_sels of all ,sizes. The amber_ light thus carries the same weight 

as if the bar transit were legally prohibited. 
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The pilot's .decision considers the total effect of several oce-. . ' 

anic and meteorological factors. In ~rginal situations the decision. 

may depend on the particular pi h>t or the type of. vessel to be escert

ed; or closure may .be triggered by what is not known of ,bar cQnditions 
. -

as m1,,1ch as what J..!. kn<;>Wn. This is especially true when '(isibtl ity 

does not ,permit·accurate extrapolation from known conditions a few 

hou.rs befor~. The amol,!nt of ship traffic is another var~abl~ which 

influences.marginal decisjons. 

Tile Cell,!mbi~ River Bar Pilots Association (Astoria, Oregon) co

eperated with this study by providing records of past bar closure.pe

riods. During the seven-year period from Jar:iuary, 1963 through Decem-

ber,. 1969 the bar was .closed 181 times for a tG>tal of 2088 hou,rs {87 

days), or an average·of 26 times per year for an average total of 300 

heurs, mostly during winter months. 

During the seven-year period, 56% of al 1 closures were of les.s 

than 9.5 hours duration (1¼ semidiurnal tidal cycles).· These clos-, 

ures were almest·invari~bly associated with an ebb tide and were. ~re 

frequent at night. Since the hazardous effects of wave!:i were the pri

mary interest of the study, extended cl~sures lasting 9.5 hours or 

more.were selected for further analysis. It was felt that condition~ 

during _these closures transcended purely tidal effects,, and that the 

extended clesures ~ould serve as indic~tors of high-wave periods. 

A total of 78 extended closures occurred from 1963 through 1969. 

Of these, 72% lasted for 20 hours or less; 23% lasted from 21 to 40 



hours; and the remainder lasted from 41 to 80 hours. T1:>talled over 

all years; 45% occurred in December and January, 68% from November 

through Febr.uary, and 95% from October through March. Just _over 10 · 

extended closures occ~rred in an average six-month 11winter 11 (Octaber 

through March)· period. 
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The occurrences of extended closures by hour.of tne lunar day are 

shown in Figure 3a. Such closures most.often included the period just 

before.and during ~ower low water. Therefore, even though large waves 

were usually factc;,rs in produ,clng these relatively long closures, 

strong ebb currents sometimes resulted in an earlier closure or a later 

reopening of the bar than wou 1 d be the case in th~ abs_ence of. t Ida 1 

eff~cts. 

The extended cl@sures are gr9uped by hour of the solar day in 

Fi,gure 3b. There Is a strong tendency for closure to occur more often 

at night than during the day. Detailed study of the closures uncover~ 

ed several Instances that were not associated with severe offshore wave 
' • ' 1 ' 

conditions.• These were evidently due to some combination of ebb and 

night eff~cts. Most closures were associated with high waves in con

junction with nightfall and/or ebb currents. To eliminate the night, 

effect it would have been necessary to restrict attention to a mu.ch 

smaller sample. 
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Offshore Wave Conditions 

Associated With Bar C1osures 

What are the average offshore wave characteristics associated 

with hazardous conditions at the Co1umbia River? Virtua11y no meas

ured wave data haye been taken with which to compi1e a wave c1imate 

for the area. On1y wave hindcast studies and ship reports are avai1-

ab1e for this purpose. 
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The Natl ona 1 Marine Consul tan ts (196 la) used the spectra 1 method 

of Pierson, Neuman~ and James (1955) to hindcast waves directly off

shore of the Co1umbia River for the three years, 1956, 1957; and 1958. 

Their statistics .indicclte that winter swe11 are most frequent and of 

greatest height and period ~hen from the west. Since their data was 

compi1ed for a11 wave conditions (mi1d and severe), their height av~ 

erages were low (about five feet) and.not representative of hazard

ous periods at the Co1umbia River. 

The Natlona1 Marine Consu1tants (l961b) se1ected the twelve most 

severe storms occurring over a ten year period (1950-1960) and hind

casted the associated.wave heights and periods. They computed maxi

mum significant heights of from 23 to 30 feet, and periods from ll to 

14 seconds. The highest waves .came predomlnant1y from the west and 

southwest. 

To complement the hlndcast data, ship reported swe11 heights and 

periods were compi1ed for bar c1osure periods from 1963 through 1969. 

Six-hour1y synoptic ship reports within 250 nautica1 mi1es of the 
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Co1umbla River were obtained for each extended c1osure and scrutinized 

for usefu1 wave Information. The observed height ·(nearest ha1f .. meter), 

period (nearest two seconds) and direction (nearest 10 degrees, true) 

were tabu1ated for each swe11 report. The bivariate frequency distri• 

butions for these parameters are shown In Figure 4a, band c. 

Figure 4a shows the bivariate distribution of height and period. 

Waves two to four and one ha1f meters high with periods of six to 

e1even seconds tend to be most frequent. Heights and periods l!lre poor--

1y corre1ated. 

Both heights (F,lgure 4b) and periods (Figure 4c) show definite 

modes at directions of 270° and 180°, Weak secondary modes are also 

suggested at directions of 315° and 230°. (These should be treated 

cautlous1y however, because.there is a tendency for observers to re

port directions to the neares.t.major (octal) point of the compass.) 

The moda1 heights for west and south swe11 are about the same, though 

west swe11 are much more frequent. The moda1 periods for westerly 

swe11 are greater than for any other direction, 

In summary, offshore swe11 heights associated with hazardous bar 

conditions are predominant1y from 10 feet (c1osure-re1ated ship re

ports) to 30 feet (severe storm hindcasts). The swe11 are most fre

quent, highest, and of 1ongest period when from the west, There Is 

a secondary tendency for southerly swell of·shorter period to occur. 
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C1osure-Producing Storms 

In order to deve1op predfctive techniques and effectlve1y apply 

them it is .advisab1e to fami1iarize onese1f with the characteristics 

of storms wh.ich frequently resu1t In hazardous wave conditions. To

ward this end, the storms associated with the extended bar closures 

from 1963 through 1969 were studied. 

The surface pressure charts (six-hourly) for at le~st a three 

day period preceding each extended bar closure were examined. W~th 

the aid of ship reported swe11 and their approximate group propaga

tion ve1ocitles, the storm developments mainly responslb1e for bar 

closure were Isolated• Having eliminated (or nearly so) the ,tida1 

bias from the .c1osure periods, It was .a1most a1ways possib1e to find 

some form of cyc1onic deve1opment associated with each c1osure. The 

princlpa1 data associated with each disturbance were tabu1ated: 

locations, trajectory, speed of movement, growth stage, and fetch 

characteristics (wind speed; fetch 1ength, duration). 

The average fetch characteristics and their ranges for c1osure

re1ated storms (1963-1969) are given in Table l: 

Fetch Characteristics 

Wind Speed (knots) 
Duration (hours) 

Tab1e 1 

Length (nautica1 mi1es) 
Fina1 Decay Distance (n.mi.) 
Fetch Speed (knots) 

Average 

34 
31 

500 
100 
17 

Range 

20-10 
12-84 

200-800 
0-100 
o-4o 

29 
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About 60% of the storms were occluded and near maximum intensity 

during the periods that they significantly affected the Columbia River. 

Only 15% were in early stages of development, and the remalnder were 

mature, stagnating cyclones. 

Although almost all effective storms were located within 600 miles 

of the coast, many had traveled great distances from the mid-Pacific, 

along or just south of the Aleutian Islands. The moving fetches from 

these storms are very effective in bringing large waves to the Columbia 

River, as they travel with the waves they generate. The fact that the 

Columbia River lies directly in the path of these moving storms makes 

it one of the most hazardous harbor entrances in the world. 

The cold sectors of cyclones moving eastward across the Pacific 

along or south of the Aleutians result in the everpresent westerly 

swell experienced at the Columbia River during the winter months. 

Other directions occur at Intervals as cyclones mature or develop with· 

in 1000 nautical miles of the .coast at different latitudes. The cold 

sectors of Gulf of Alaska storms typically result in northwest swell 

and seas. Other types generate westerly to southwesterly swell within 

their cold sectors. A few hours before the cold front crosses the 

coast the southerly winds ahead of the front briefly generate seas 

from the south. Cyclones in very early stages of development sometimes 

sweep almost northward off northern California toward the Washington 

coast, bringing swell and seas from the south to the Columbia River. 
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Waves and Breakers at the Columbia River Entrance 

When waves propagate from deep water Into the river entrance, they 

c1re modified due to the effects of shoaling, currents and refraction. 

As the average steepness of the waves Increases, breaking becomes more 

frequent, with the form of.the breakers depending mostly on the depth 

of water relati.ve to the wavelength. 

Shoaling produces wave height changes that compensate for changing 

velocity of energy propagation (group velocity) with depth, Most swell 

are of 11inter~diate 11 depth over the channel at the Columbia River, and 

little change in height results. Over nearby shoal areas, height In• 

creases of SO% or more may occur. Hore significant perhaps, is the 

fact that wavelengths may be reduced to half or leo of th• cteep water 

I engths, even over tt,e channe 1. Thus the waves steepen consJ derab I y, 

even if height changes are minimal, Because shoaling effects lncrea.se 

with decreasing relative depths, the longer period waves are more af• 

fected at c1 particular water depth. 

Where currents are Involved, the shorter period waves are most 

strongly affected. When waves encounter opposing currents (such as 

at a river mouth at ebb tide), ~he heights are Increased and the 

lengths are decreased. Since current effects ln·craase with Increasing 

relative current, the shorter period waves are more affected for a 

particular current. Waves whose periods are less than a critical 

value cannot stem the ebb current and must dissipate their energy In 

turbulent wave breaking. Over the outer bar where ebb currents are 

weaker, only the locally generated seas (short periods) c1re seriously 



affected, often breaking as short-crested whitecaps. Over the Inner 

bar the current is strong and swe11 is further steepened, causing 

1ong-crested breakers to occur random1y. 
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The effects of shoa1ing and currents in modifying waves and induc

ing breaking wi11 be treated in detai1 in Chapters VI and VI I. The 

third process, refraction, is much more difficu1t to assess. Depth

contr'o11ed refraction depends on the bathymetry, which at the C01umbta 

River is censtantly changing due tQ sediment transport. Current-in

f1uenced refraction can only be discussed qua1itative1y, because the 

c~rrent distribution seaward of the jetties is high1y variab1e and 

vi rtuaJ 1y ,unknown. 

Since waves trave1 faster over channe1s than over nearby shoa1~, 

the wave crests are .directed away from the channe1s and toward the 

shoals. · This we11 known r~fraction process concentrates wave energy 

in shoa1 areas, thus increasing wave heights and enhancing the like11-

hood of breakers there. Over the channe1, wave heights decrease. The 

height change is positive (increasing) for a negative (decreasing) 

change in orthogona1 spacjng (orthogona1s are imaginary 1lnes every

where norm,al to the wavecrests, and initia11y equidistant in deep 

water}. 

To qua1itative1y understand. the effects of refraction on swe11 

at the Columbia River, refraction diagrams were constructed for the 

area by the wave.crest method (Johnson, O'Brien and Isaacs, 1948). 

Diagrams were constructe~ for 12 second waves from west-northwest 
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(WNW, 292.5°), west (W, 270°), southwest (SW, 225"'), and south (S, 

180°) in deep water. The diagrams (Figure 5) clearly show the effects 

of convergence ove~ Peacock Spit and ·divergence over the .channel be

tween the jetties, except in the case of waves from WNW. In the 

latter case the convergence zone shifts to the north side of the chan

nel,' between the channel and Peacock Spit; the divergent zone shifts 

to the south portion of-the channel, near the end of the South Jetty 

(but not il the jetty tip, where convergence {s strong and·can not be 

calculated). Waves from SW and S approach the .south side of the South 

Jetty with little change relative to deeper water; Wand WNW waves, are 

reduced, in height in this area. Divergence over the .channel is only 

strong between the jetties Inshore of buoys 6 and 7 (Figure 1), i.e. 

there is little prqtection seaward of this point, over the outer bar. 

The diagrams suggest that WNW swell should be reduced the least be

tween the jetties, but that the waves may break over Peacock Spit be

fore reaching the channel. 

At ebb tide the progress of the waves Is retarded over the chan

nel, co~pared to slack water. This decrease~ the tendency for diver~ 

gence to occur and for wave heights to be lowered. Durjng .a ~trong 

ebb the currents may cause a reversal of the refractive effect over 

the channel resulting in convergence and he(ght increase (Arthur, 1,so). 

A quantitative evaluation of these effects is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. Research on the current distrib1.1tion at th~ river mouth, us

ing hydraulic and numerical models, would be very useful. 



Figure 5. Wave crest refraction diagrams for 12-second waves arriving at the Columbia 
River from several (deep water) directions. (Bathymetry used is shown in 
Figure 2.) 
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Figures 2 and 5 suggest that the .combined effects of depth, cur

rent and refraction indeed favor hazardous conditions near the ~eaward 

extr~mity of Clatsop Spit. Here the ebb current is still confined by 

the jetties and relatively strong. Depths decrease rap1d1y just south

east of the channel (Figure 2) and. refractive divergence is not great. 

In addrtion, the swell presumably do not lose much energy in breaking 

prior to arrival at that point (with the possible exception of north

west swell which must first cross the outer portion of Peacock Spit). 

Summary 

Ship reports and bar pl lot interviews. ~uggest that offshore swe11 

of 10 to 25 feet are usually associated with extended bar closures. 

Swell from the west are most frequent and of longest period, wh11e 

southerly. swell show a secondary frequency mode; they are of similar 

heights but more often locally generated than the westerly swell. 

Distant storms generate waves which propagate as longer period 

westerly swe11 to the Co1umbi.a River. As storms enter the .eastern 

~orth Pacific, they mature at different latitudes, causing the Colum

bia River entrance to experience storm waves from northwest. to south. 

Storms usually generate closure•re~ated waves during their occluded 

(most intense) development stage. Redeveloping storms in the Gulf 

of A1as~a are often sources of high northwest ~we 11., while prefrontal 

winds and young cyclones off the Oregon-California coast are often 

associated with 1oca11y generated sea and s_we11 from the so1.1th sector. 
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Considerations of depth, current arid refraction at the Columbia 

River ·entrance suggest that the area near the seaward extremity (buoys 

6 and 8) of Cla~sop Spit may often be quite hazardous due to steep and 

breaking swe 11. 
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II I. WAVE OBSERVATIONS 

l9troduction 

This chapter describes wave measurements that are·used in. later 

chapters as verlficatipn for predlctien methods. Because suitable data 

f~r the Columbia ~iver area do.npt exist, available measurements at 

Newport are used instead. 

In the summer and fall of 1971 a pr0gram of wave forecast verifi

cati~n usi~g visual, wave sensor and microseism observations was begun 

by NOAA-Sea Grant personnel at Newp0rt, Oregon (Mr. David Zopf and.Mr. . ' 

Clayton Creech). (Microseisms are small vibrations on the Eart~•s sur• 

face of period 4~10 sec0nds and amplitudes up t0 20 microns.) Visual 

observations were taken once a day (on ~orking days) when visibility 

permitted. A pressure-type wave sensor installed off Newport in the 

fall of 1971 and again In the fall\of 1972 yielded few measurements 

due to failures. Micr0seisms were recorded at six-h0ur intervals by. 

a vertical long-pert0d seismometer which c0rrelated well with visually 

estimated wave heights. 

The visual observations were too infrequent and.sporadic to use 

as verification for the methods.developed In t~is thesis. However, the 

seismometer at Newp0rt pr0vided acceptable ~ave-related microseism data 

at regular six-h0ur intervals, throughout the 1971-1972 winter :and 

these data were used. for verification of pred(ctive techniques develop-

ed ln subsequent chapters.· 
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Visual Wave Observations at N~wport 

Visual observations of waves from the coast at Newport were made 

against·a 12 foot high buoy In 50 feet of water. A trained observer 

(Mr. Clayton Creech) estimated wave.height and period from a.hill 

about 120 feet abeve sea level and at a distance of 1.65 nautical 

miles (10,000 feet) from the buoy (see Figure 6 ). The observer 

watched the buoy through binoculars for about five minutes and esti

mated the wave heights from buoy features of known height (above.the 

water.line). Period was estimated by timing the passage of several 

well-defined waves. Observations were usually taken once a day (work

ing days)at about 7 a.m. (Pacific Standard Time) when visibility per

mitted. Occasionally a second observation ~as taken at 5 p.m. PST. 

Because of the observer's height above the water, the true wave 

heights were systematically underestimated at the Newport site, as 

shown. in Figure 7. 

observer iy 
t 
~ ] 

' 

y 

I 

I• L· ... , ... X • I 
Figure 1 . Schematic for observation error. 



The heights were underestimated by an amount ½L(Y/X) , where 

L = 1ength of waves near the buoy (feet), 

Y = observer's height above sea 1eve1 (120 feet), and 

X = distance between observer and wave (10,000 feet). 

The wave1ength of the observed waves can be inferred from the 

water depth and the estimated period and their re1ationshfp to 1ength 

from sma11 amp1itude wave theory. Each height observation was cor

rected by.adding the amount of the error, rounded to the nearest foot. 

The corrections varied from one foot for six second periods to four 

feet for 16 second periods. 

Pressure Sensor Measurements at Newport 

A pressure-type wave sensor was Installed in 40 feet of ~ater 

off Newport in the fa11 of 1971 (Figure 6 ). The system ma1functloned . . ' 

a1most immedlate1y and cou1d not be reinsta11ed due to the onset of 

winter conditions. In the fa11 of 1972 It was again deployed at the 

same spot and functioned correct1y from 1300 PST on October 2~ to 1300 

PST on November 5, at which time the system again failed. 

The Instrument used was a Bendix model A•2 pressure wave sensor 

with a time constant of 40 seconds. Prior to each set of measurements 

the sensor was factory c1eaned, tested and calibrated against a static 

pressure head. Significant heights and average zero upcrossing peri

ods were determined from slx~hourly strip chart records of 12 minute 

duration, ana1yzed by the method of Tucker (1961) and Draper (1967). 
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Hydrodynamic press1,1re attenuathm ~s a. function of water depth and 

wave period was cerrected for as suggested by Draper (1967). 

Seismometer Measurements 

Because it was felt that the average heights and periods might 
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be suc::cessfu11y Inferred from ~lcreseisms at Newport. a ~ertlcal long'!' 

perloq seismometer ~as installed. The unit is of the portable c~r~ 

cial, type (Te1edyne-Ge<:>t-ech, model SL-210) designed for geophysical 

surveys. As of this writing, the fnstru.ment has been restln9 on tt,e 

concrete floor of the Marine Science.Center bulldln~ (Newport) since 

May 1971. The characteristics of the system were described ill detail· 

by Zopf ,(1972). To correctly Interpret the seismometer records and· 

correlate them te other observatiens, it is ·necessary to discuss the 

relation between mtcroselsms and ocean waves. 

Microsefsms 

Darbyshire (1963) has reviewed the the~ries and.observations con•. 

cerning the relation between sea waves 41nd mtc:rosetsms. Early ~nvesti

gators noted that mtcroselsm activity tend_ed to coincide with high 

surf. Somewhat later (1930) it was found that mlcroselsms at some 

localities were recorded before the swell arrived at the ~oast; sug .. 

gesting that wave energy was somehow transmitted to the deep ocean 

floor to cause microseisms. Early attempts to explain the phenomenon 

failed because the effects of pr~gressive waves are negligible at. a 



depth of half a wavelength. Even in shallow water the mlcroselsm 

wave 1 ength is much greater than the 1 ength of ocean wav~s, so t.hat 
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the pressure.effects of a succession of progressive waves tend to can

cel out. 

Later Investigations continued to indicate a strong relation be

tween sea waves and microselsms, and f~und, additionally, that the pe

rtods,of mlcroseisms were about·half those of the.associated ocean 

waves. This was c~nfirmed by Deacon (1947) who found a close corres

pondence between the amplitude of waves and that of mlcroseisms, an.d· 

between the wave period and twice the microseism period. 

Longuet-Higglns (1950) developed a consistent theory to e~plain· 

both the deep water generatlen of micreseisms and ttieir 11ha1{ .. period". 
' 

He used a previous finding by Miehe (1944) as the basis for his.e~plan

atlon, namely, that In the second~order treatment of standing waves 

there is a contribution to the pressure variation that Is not attenu

ated with depth. 

When two pregressive waves ef the same wavelength travel in 0pp0-

slte directions this pressure variation is proportional to the product 

ef the (first-order) amplitudes of the two waves and has twice their 

frequency. Speclftcally, 

(3-1) 

where a 1 and a2 are the a{lll)lit1,1des ef the two way.es and w is 

their angular frequency. The second-order effects ultimately predom

inate ever the first-order effects at large depths. 



Longuet-Hlggins suggested that such interference cou1d take p1ace 

over sufflclent1y 1arge areas of the sea f1oor to excite the mlcro

selsm wavelengths If (1) waves or swe11 Interact with their own re

flectlc;,ns from a steep coast, (2) waves generated In different quad• 

rants of a fast moving storm Interfere with each other, or (3) similar 

swe11 trains trave1 In opposite directions from two storms~• An in

creasing amount of .observationa1 evidence supports these explanation~ 

(Darbyshire,, 1950; Haubrich, Munk and Snodgrass, 1963). 

Zopf (1972) conc1uded that the mechanism at the Newport site Is of 

the first type, as the arrival times of peak microseism and wave activ

ities are not detectably different. He suggested that the clarity of 

the signal at ,Newport •nd the relatf ve 1ack of background noise may be 

related to the peculiar geologica1 structure of the area (a 50 foot 

layer of sand-fl 11 overlays bedrock and extends uninterrupted to the 

shore, 2 kilometers away). 

Record Ana1ysls 

A striJ-chart recorder was progranmed to register the sefsmo• 

meter signal for 11 minutes every six hours (01, 07, 13 and 19 PST). 

To determine the re1ation between visually observed heights and peri

ods and the nearly simultaneous (07 PST) seismometer recordings, a 

representative deflection had to be -extracted ··frOM each record; 

,,• Darbysh,1-re (l950):polnt'ed out'.that for a given wave helght,;·rnore 

energy will be transmitted to the ocean f1oor by short waves than by 
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long waves (from the w2 dependence in (3-1]). Thus standard methods. 

of record analysis are probably not applicable to the seismometer re,.. 

Figure 8 shows two nearly simultaneous recordings fr9m the pres ... 

~ure sens.or and the se I smometer, Because the chart speed for.the seis" 
' : \ 

mometer was twice that for the pressure senser, the spati4lll separations 

between upcrossings should by theory be equal. They are approxlmat,ly 

equal for the greatest microseism deflections. The appearance of inter~ 

vening microseism deflections of smaller amplitude and period may be. 

due to some combination of ambient noise and short-period wave activity. 

fn the latter case; the high frequency enhancement mentiened by De~con 

may be partly responsible for their appearance. Also, short ... period 

progressive waves are more attenuated with depth and would be abs.ent 

or insignificant on the pressure sensor record. 

Zopf (1972) devised the fol lowing procedure for analyzing the 

seismometer records: 

••• In analyzing any one record, we searched for the greatest 
peak-ta-peak defJection and noted Its zero (up)crossing period. 
Then the record was searched for signals of approximately the 
same, high amplitude but longer period, because of the strong 
depend~nce of indicated.ocean wave height on period. Flnally, 
the a~erages of th~ few greatest deflections (nearest percent 
of full-scale) and of their periods. (nearest half ... second) .were 
selecte~ as representing the height and (half) period ••• of 
ocean waves during the recordlng. 

A represen.tative deflection and. seismic period were found for each re

cord by this procedure. An acceptable.calibration of deflections In. 

terms ef average.ocean wave heights may be fo1i1nd by correlati.on with 

visual observations, as described in the next section. 



Pressure Sensor Record• H113= 14 ft, Tl = 14 sec 

3min 

Seismometer Record• Ts = 6.5 sec, H 1110= 16 ft, HI13= 13 ft 

50 % FULL SCALE 

1.5 min 

Figure 8. Nearlt s imultanec;,us pressure sensor and seismometer wave records (Newport). 
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Calibration 

Since the Newport seismometer senses the vertical velocity of 

the ground motion, the chart deflection is proportional to the first 

derivative of the ground displacement. Zopf (1972) proposed the hy

pothesis that the ground displacement is linearly related to the forc

ing pressure field over the ocean bottom. This implies that peak-to

peak chart deflection should be proportional to the amplitude of the 

first derivative of (3-1), that is 

where ~ is the peak deflection In percent of full scale and H Is 

the height of the associated waves. 

A straightforward way to use (3-2) as a means of calibration for 

the seismometer ls to (statistically) regress observed wave heights 

on (~P3 )¼ , where P equals the seismic half-period (~/w). During 

the year from 1 August, 1971 to 31 July, 1972, 230 visual height ob• 

servations were avilable that could be corrected for the systematic 

error discussed earlier (I.e. for which periods had also been esti

mated). Regression of the observed heights on (~P3 )¼ yielded 

where ~ ' H denotes the height predicted by the regression equation. 

The predicted heights are plotted against the visually observed 

heights in Figure 9a. Since the two parameters are related by re

gression, the points fall along the 1;1 line. The computed correla

tion coefficient is 0.94. 
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The agre~ment shows that average wave heights are in fact closely 

related to microseisms at Newport, and that the hypothesis (3-2) is 

acceptable at that site. The Inferred significant wave heights (3-3) 

are quite adequate for the purpose of verifying wave.ferecast methQds. 

This Is especia]ly significant since direct measurements are so diffi• 

cult to obtain during the Oregan winter, and visual observatiens can 

only be taken occasionally, as vtsibility and other circumstances 

perm It~ 

It was net eriglnally known if the observer visually estimated 

the significant height er not. To determine this, the significant 

heights from the pressure sens.er records were plotted against the 

heights inferred by (3~3) from the nearly simultaneous seismometer 

records. This is shown in Figure 9b. The points alse fall on 1:1 

line, indicating that both the visually observed heights and the in

ferred heights (3-3) are close.ta the significant height. This is 

based only en one week's pressure sensor d.ata, however, and ts net 

cenclusive. 

In add it l·on to the agreement between average wave heights and 

representative micr,oseism parameters, the representatl~e seismic pe

riod is consistently abeut half ,that of the observed average wave. 

periods, as expected from theory and previous investigations. 
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Conclusion 

Due to. apparently ideal geological transmission characteristics 

for microseisms in the Newport area, recorded mlcroseisms there cor ... 

relate very well "."ith observed average ocean wave heights (and peri• 

ods). The agreement is consistent with existing theory on microse~sms. 

Visually observed heights from a one year period were regressed 

on representative seismometer deflections and periods In a manner con

sistent with theory. The resulting calibration equatien can be us.ed. 

to infer six-hourly significant wave heights throughout the 1971-1972 

winter. Average zero upcrossing wave periods .are estimated by taking 

twice.the representative microseism period. These data provide an 
. . 

acceptable means of verifying wave prediction methods developed in 

the following chapters. 



IV. · A SEMI-AUTOMATED METHOD FOR DEEP-WATER FORECASTING 

Introduction 

This chapter is concerned ~ith the problem of forecasting deep

water waves off the mouth of. the Cc;>lumbia River. 
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While studying the various methods of deep-water forecasting pre

sently in use it became apparent that all were of 1 imited usefulness 

for this purpose~ The classical. manual methods developed during World 

Wa.r II or shortly thereafter were too inaccurate or cumbersome to be of 

val.ue. From the manual methods, automated, ocean-wide technlq1.i1es have 

evolved w.hlch apply the forecasting relationships at grl.d points, with. 

digitized wind fields as input. The output~ are too coarse to accu

rately s.lmulate wave conditions at co;;1stal stations, where greater res

olution Is required, both in space and In time. 

Although In principle the semi-automated technique described here 

can be applied at any deep-ocean site, it Is primarily designed to pro

vide coastal forecasts, for which adequate outputs do not presently. 

exist. · The method may also be used for any oceanic location of special 

Interest as a hindcast tool.· 

The semi-automated method reduces the subjectivity involved in 

analyzing fetches from meteorological maps. It may be possib,e to con

vert the present technique into a fully automated approach, in which 

wind information would be input in digitized form on a specially de

sign~d grid. The grid and wind fields could then be used to generate 

forecasts for all major west-coast ports. 



The technique is essentially a hybrJd scheme which borrows from 

the following sources: 

(a) The Pierson, Neumann, and James (1955) forecast method; 

(b) The ideas of Wilson (1955) on the representation of moving 

fetches; 
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(c) The empirical-theoretical spectrum introduced by Liu (1971). 

Two great shortcomings of the Pierson-Neumann-James (P-N~J) method have 

been remed!ed in the semi-automated scheme, Arbitrarily complex fetch 

behavior can be parameterized as Input data (not formerly possible) 

and tedlous manual computations and referencing of tables and graphs 

~re done by computer. 

Freeq from tedious calct,.1lations, the forecaster can dedicate more 

time to an accurat~ and complete analysis of fetch histories •. In ad

dition the determination of fetch history is made.more objective through 

the use of the time-distance diagram for its_ representation. Finally, 

the computerization has been greatly simplified by use of the fetch

dependent spectrum developed by Llu (1971) instead of the 11f1..illy deve1-

oped11 Neumann (1953) spectrum used in the P-N-J approach. 

Discussion of Existins Wave Forecast Methods 

Wave forecast methods are divided roughly into two categories: 

spectral, and non-spectral. Historically, the non-spectral method was 

introd~ced first by Sverdrup and Munk (1947) toward the end of World 

War II, for use _in mil ltary operations. The wave spectrum approach 
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of Pierson-Neumann-James (1955) fo.1 lowed. Subsequent techniques were 

essentially adaptations of these methods and were principally for open• 

ocean, automated forecasts--of use for naval operations and merchant 

vessel routing. 

The Sverdrup-Munk method, as revised by Bretschnelder (1959) Is now· 

called the S~M-B method, The original method.has been documented In 

Hydrographic Office Publications Nos, 601 and 604, The sclentiHc back• 

ground has been summarized nicely by Kinsman (1965). The method con

sists of entering certain graphs with the basic input parameters--wind 

speed, fetch length, wind duration, and decay distance--and reading 

off the desired values of significant wave height and period. The 

graphs were constructed from the equations of classical linear wave 

theory and empirical relationships Involving wave age, wave steepness, 

conservation of energy, and the increase In predominant period _with 

distance, from decaying swell. 

Kinsman (1965) has put the Sverdrup-Munk method Into historical 

perspective _by pointing out that, while many of its premises are in

correct, the approach was born of wartime necessity, utilizing to the 

fullest the limited observational and theoretical Information avail· 

able, The S-M-B techniques are still In use today because they do com

bine simplicity of use with acceptable accuracy, for many purposes. 

This Is particularly true of ocean-wide.automated forecasting, where 

the savings in computational time is multiplied many times by large 

numerical grids and resolution need not be great. 

The P-N-J method introduced spectral concepts to forecasting. The 

spectrum us_ed was the fully developed (fetch-Independent) spectrum of 
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Neumann (1953). In practice, the spectrum is determined by the wind 

speed, then truncated at Its low-frequency end according to the fetch 

length or duration, whichever is limiting. The wave energy is divided 

into freq~ency bands and 11propagated 11 at group velocity to the forecast 

point. Energy components arriving slrm,1ltaneously at the forecast point 

are summed and the energy sum is multiplied by an angular spreading fac

tor to account for spreading losses. The net result Is an energy, or 

11E-value 11 whJch is defined s.uch that the area under the E curve Is twice 

the variance, a 2 
, of the water surface elevation. The significant 

wave height at the forecast point is simply, 

(Longuet·Hlgglns, 1952), while the range of periods to be expected Is 

obtained directly by knowing the range of frequency components used to 

obtain 11E11• 

The strengths and limitations of the P-N•J method were pointed out 

by the authors themselves. The spectrum provides a more complete and 

accurate description of wave conditions, and, qualitatively at least, 

of the way In which wave energy is propagated. Of particular value is 

the ffct that the period structure of the waves is an inherent feature 

of the forecast. Also the use of the angular spreading factor seems 

to be a particularly effective Innovation, accounting slmulataneously 

for the effect of decay distance and fetch width on the amount of spread

ing loss. 

A great disadvantage of the P-N-J method Is thecumbersome nature 

of the techniques, which are time-consuming and tedious. The partition 
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and propagation of wave energy according to frequency components is 

done manually according to certain schemes. called "filters" by the 

authors. However, only two or three of the fl lters are easily applied 

a11d are ·approprlat~ to specific' types of fetch behavior, e.g. station-, 

ary f,tches (Fl 1 ter 11) or fetches which move wl th the speed of, the 

wi.nd (Filter IV). There is no straightforward way to treat a fetch. 

moving at an arbitrary speed, or. who~e wind speed and/or ,fetch speed 

changes with time. This lack of flexibility results inevitably in over

simplifications of fetch behavior. 

It ls pointed out by the authors that P-N-J computations of.wave 

height are too low for low wind speeds and short fetches, and too high 

for high winds and long fetches. Also, observecl waves appear to arrive 

sooner than those that are predicted by the method. Both effects can 

be attributed to Inadequate wind and/or frequency dependence in the 

Neumann spectrum. Arrival-time discrepancies may also be related to 

oversimplification of fetch behavior. 

The Fleet Numerical Weather.Central (FNWC) developed an ocean-wide 

fully automated forecast system in which relationships of the S-M•B 

type are applied at grid points, and the wav•s are propagated from grid 

point ,to grld point at the group velocity of the largest waves (Hubert, 

1964). The method h,as been adapted for use, by the Nat Iona 1 Weather 

Service {National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) by Pore and . ' ' ' . 

Richardson (1969). A clear advantage to the use ofrthe S-M-8 relation-

ships is the savings In computatien time. However, the grid size used 



is too coarse to account for the detailed behavior of smaller local 

wind fields which affect coastal forecast points, a purpose for which 

the FNWC method was not inte~ded. 
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The U~S. Naval OceanographJc Office wave prediction system Is also 

of the open•ocean type, but uses th~ spectral relationships of' the P• 

N•J approach, and the updated fully-developed spectrum of Pl~rson and 

Moskowitz (1964). 

The reader may refer to Pore (1970) for summaries of the methods 

described here. Kinsman (1965) discusses the scientific as.pects of 

the Sverdrup-Munk and P•N•J methods and Barber and Tucker (1963) give 

a general review of the methods. 

Brief mention should be •ade of the techniques introduced by 

Wilson (~955) for the treatment of moving fetches. His approach con• 

slsts essentially of .using tlme•distance fetch diagrams together with 

the Sverdrup-Munk predictl,on method. The time-distance diagram may 

also .be used with the spectral method, and lends itself to computer .. 

lzatlon. It is the basis for fetch representation in the semi-auto .. 

mated method descr I bed 1.n th Is chapter. 

Empirical-theoretical Spectral Forms 

Short period wave forecasts could best be made from observed wave 

data If good data in sufficient amount existed over ocean areas. But, 

sea-going ,wave measurement systems are complex and expensive, visual 

obs•rvatlons are difficult and 1 imi ted to daylight ho1.1rs, and ship 
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distribution is quite sparse. We must therefore rely on wind measure

ments, which. are more numerous and usually of.better quality. Using 

the ·surface atmospheric pressure distribution and inferred relations 

with the surface wind, a fairly good surface wind pattern can be ob

tained. It becomes.necessary, then, to determine the rel,ati0nship of 

the wave spectra to the winds which .generate,them. 

A number of ,spectral models have,been proposed, based partly .on 

theory and partly oh wave observations. Most.models are of the fL11ly

developed, or fetch-independent type. Fully-developed spectral forms 

have been proposed by Neumann (J953), Darbyshire (1959), Bretschneider 

(1963a), and Pierson and Moskowitz (1964). A fetch-dependent spectrum 

was proposed by Bretschnelder p959) and roore recently by Liu.0971). 

The spectra of greatest interest to the present discussion are 

those of Neumann, Pierson and Moskowitz, ancl Liu. The Neumann spectrum 

is the basis of the Pierson-Neumann-~ames (P-N-J) forecasting technique. 

The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is the most widely accepted of the fully

developed forms, ~Ince it applies the latest theoretical knowledge to 

a broad observational base. The Liu spectrum approaches the Pierson

Moskowitz spectrum In its fu~ly developed limit. This is the form used 

in the semi-automated forecast method, because of its fetch dependence. 

General Considerations 

Almost all of the proposed spectra can be reduced to a cqnvnon 

form, proposed by Bretschneider (1963a): 



where f = frequency, 

t = frequency of the spectral maximum, 

S(f) = spectral density function, 

and S(t) = ~ = spectral density of the spectrum peak. 

(4-1) 

The Integers, m and n, are exponents which determine the form of 

the spectrum. The parameters f and ~ are in general dependent 
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"f on the wind speed and fetch le~gth. Knowing and ~ , the moments 

of the spectrum can be found by Integrating (4-1): 

(4-2) 

The spectral moments are the basf s for calculating the statistical sea 

state properties, namely the various average heights and periods. 

The spectrum of a developing sea may be thought of as divided Into. 

two key portions:, freq4encles greater than f occupy the region 

known.as the eguilibl".ium range, governed by the power la.w 
-m f, in 

(4-J). Frequencies less than f comprise the growth range of the 

spectrum, governed by the exponent lal factor. Waves in th.e equi 1 ibrlum 

range are Incapable of further growth, as they are of breaking propor

tions--energy Input by the wind is lost In wave breaking or generation 

of capillary waves. During spectral growth, the spectral peak fre

quency (?) shifts to lower values and the peak energy density (~,} 

increases. Consequently, the growth range shifts to lower frequencies, 



and the equilibrium range expands to occupy frequencies previously 

growing In energy. 

The rate, pf spectral growth decreases as the waves,approach a 

fully developed state •. This condition occ;:urs, approximately, when 

the wave component at the spectral peak has a celerity equal to the 

wind speed: 

C = g/(2nf) = wave celerity. 

( Af ) in cycles per second 

If U = wind spee~, it follows that fully developed conditions result 

when 

f = g/ (2nU) (4-3) 

A Ir all of the proposed spectra . f Is proportional to g/U , though 

the constant of proportionality varies somewhat. 
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To see how the statistical sea state parameters may be found from 

(4-1) we must first perform the integration (4-2) for the k·th spectral , 

? -n moment, Mk, lntreduclng the change ef variable, Z • (m/n)(f/r) , 

and utilizing the definite.Integral for the Gamma function, 

we obtain 

where 

00 q-1 
r(q) • { z e~p(-Z)dz 

q-1 (n/m) r(q) 

q = (m - k - 1)/n 

(4-4) 



The most frequently used moments are the zero-th (M0 ) and the 

second (M2): 

[m-n-1] 

M "' (f /m)~ em/n(n/m) n r (m .. 1) (4-5) 
0 n 

[m-n-3] 

(f3 /m)t em/n(n/m) 
n 

r(m - 3) and M2 • (4-6) n 

The zero-th momer,t is .the area under the spectrum, analogous to the 

mass of a rigid body. The second moment is the energy-weighted sum 
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of the squared frequencies, analogous to a moment of Inertia .about the 

origin (f • 0). 

The basic height-related statistic Is the variance of the sea sur

face elevation, a2 , where a2 • M0 • Longuet-Higglns (1952) showed 

how a2 Is related to the sea surface elevation maxima, or equivalently, 

mean height (1f) 1 the root-mean-square height (Hrms>, and the average 

height of the highest one n-th waves (H11n): 

and 

ii= 2.507a • 2.507(M0 )¼ , 

Hrms = 2.83a = 2.83(M0 )¼, 

Hl/3 =~a= 4(Mo)¼ 

Hl/10 = 5.la"' 5,l(M0 )¼ • 

(4-7) 

(4-8) 

(4-9) 

(4-10) 

The average period between zero-upcrossings In a wave record (T) 

was shown by Rice (1944) to be 

( 4-11 ) 



Dividing (4-5J by (4-6), (4-11) becomes 

(4-12) 

Thus, the average zero-upcros~ing period lseinverse]y proportiona1 to 

the spectra] peak frequency, the proportiona1lty being a funct\on of 

the spectra] form. 

Fu11y Deve1oped Spectra 

The Neumann .(1953) spectrum became the basis for the Pierson, 

Neumann., and James (1,955) forecasting method. The form Integers for 

the spectrum are m =.6, n =.2. The spectrum ts fu]]y deve]oped, the 
; 

spectra] peak frequency (f) ls inverse]y proportional to th~ wind 

speeq (U), and the total energy is directly proportlona] to U5 
• 

Ro]] and Fischer (1956) pointed out a ]ogica] inconsistency in 
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the derivatlo.n .of the Neumann spectrum, conc1uding that the form in

tegers shou1d be m = 5, n = 2, but otherwise differing only by.a mu\ti

plica~lve .constant. Phillips (1958) showed by a dimenslona1 argument 

that the rs power Jaw (m.= 5) is to be expected, provided that one 

assumes gravi,ty to be the on]y re]evant parameter under saturated wave 

conqltiqns. This agrees with the resu]t of Ro]] and Fischer. 

Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) compared carefu11y measured, 11on

dimensionaJized spectra with spectra] forms for which n = m + 1 • 

They fou('ld that m = 5 gave the best flt to th,e data, again confirming 

-s the f eqylltbrium.range Jaw: 
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where g = gravity and U = wind measured by weather ships (10 meters); 

w Is the angular frequency in radians per second (rps) and g, U, 

and ! are given ln,any mutually consistent set of units. It can be 

seen by comparison of (4-)3) and (4-1) that 

~ = o.88 g/U rps 

and 

(4-14) 

(4-15) 

Using the cyclic frequency (f) in cycles per second (cps) the 

spectrum (4-13) becomes 

where 

and 

f = 0.14 g/U (cps) 

I = (2.8 x 1o·t)u 5/g 3 

The zero-th moment of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is, from (4-5): 

(4-19) 

and the significant h~ight Hs = H113 becomes, from (4-9): 

(4-20) 

Finally, the zero-upcrosslng period is, from (4-~2) and (4•17): 

T ~ 0~71/f = 5 U/g (4-21) 
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Note that unlike the parameters 
,. 
f and i , th.e quantities H0 , 

Hs , and "f do not depend on the choice of angular versus cyclic fre

quency. 

A Fetch Limited Spectrum 

Liu (1971) developed a fetch limited spectrum of the Pierson

Moskowitz form through a dimensional analysis of existing wav~ data 

from many sources. He gave his equations in terms of certain dimen

sionless parameters which were useful in determining the empirical 

constants and e~ponents. These parameters do not lend themselves to 

a straightforward Interpretation of the spectrum, or to comparisons 

with other spectra. The spectrum originally given in Liu's paper 

(1971) may be reduced to a more meaningful form by introducing the di

mensionless parameter X = gF/U2 , where g is gravity, F Is the 

fetch length, and U is the anemometer wind at ten meters (U10 in 

Liu's equations). Making this substitution, Llu 1 s spectrum becomes: 

where 

S(f) = g (f/f )- 5 exp{-1.25[(f/f )- 4 
- 1]} 

? = 1.3(g/U)x-o.222 (cps) 

i = (2.0 x 10- 5 ) (U5/g 3 )X 

X = gF/U2 

0°695 

(4-22) 

(4-23) 

(4-24) 

(4-25) 

and g, F, and U are specified in any consistent system of units. 

Equations (4-23) and (4-24) together with (4-5), (4-9), (4-12) and 

(4-17) give us: 



and 

Mo= (1.8 x 10-s) (U4/g2)xo.474 

HS= 0.017 (U2/g)X0.237 

T = 0.55 (U/g)X0•222 

(4-26) 

(4-27) 

(4-28) 

Figure 10 shows the Liu spectrum for various wind speeds and 

fetch lengths. The effect of doubling the wind speed is clearly much 

greater than If the fetch length is doubled. As fetch length Is in-

" creased the spectral area (M0 ) increases and the peak frequency (f) 

decreases, but at decreasing rates. Thus an absolute fully developed 

condition does not exist for this spectrum. 

Liu pointed out that as a result of the inconstancy of S0 with 

changing wind speed and/or fetch length, 11there is no envelope for the 

equilibrium range. The spectra are quite wide at early stages of ,the 

development, while they become narrower and the front face steeper as 

the wind speeds or fetches increase." 

No single value of X will reduce all of the Liu relationships 

exactly to the ,Pierson-Moskowitz ones, but the differences are small 

when X = 2.8 x 104 • This is a reasonable criterion for considering 

the Liu Spectrum to be "fully developed". 

If F Is the fetch length In nautical miles and U is the wind 

speed in knots, the significant wave height (feet) is 

(4-29) 

and the sea may be considered fully developed for fetch lengths greater 

than 

Fmin = 0.41 U2 (n. mi.) (4-30) 
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Figure 10. Unshaded: Liu spectra for 37 knot (20 m/sec) 
wind at various fetch lengths (n.mi.); 
shaded: Liu spectrum for 18.5 knot (JO m/sec) 
wind and 1000 n,mi. fetch length. 
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By differentiating (4-29) with respect to fetch length and eliminating 

U by means of (4-30), it can be seen that 

dH 
[ d~ ]F=F . = 1.4 feet/100 n.ml. 

min 
(4-31) 

Thus the significant wave height from the Liu spectrum increases for 

F > Fmin, but the rate of increase is small (and decreasing). 

The relationships (4-29) and (4-30) are shown graphically in 

Figure 11. Wind speed is clearly the most critical generation param

eter for medium and long fetches, while the fetch length is critical 

for short fetches. The single heavy curve representing (4-30) has a 

dual interpretation: for a given wind speed it shows (a) the minimum 

fetch necessary for the sea state to be considered 11fu11y aroused", 

and (b) .the significant height derived from the Pierson-Moskowitz spec

trum. 

The "sea" states predicted by the Liu spectrum and the S-M-B and 

P-N-J forecasting methods are compared in Table 2. The significant 

height and average zero upcrossing period were computed from the Liu 

spectrum by (4-29) and (4-28). The S-M-B values are from the U.S. 

Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (1966), and P-N-J val~es 

are from Hydrographic Office Publication No. 603. 

Both the heights and periods of the Liu spectrum agree closely 

with the S-M-B method, over most of the ranges of wind and fetch. The 

only significant disagreement occurs for short fetches with high wind 

speeds, for which the S-M-B heights are as much as 30% lower, The 

P-N-J heights are closest to the others for 30 knot winds, and are 
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TABLE 2. Heights and Periods Obtained from the Liu Spectrum and the Sverdrup-Hunk-
Bretschneider and Pierson-Neumann-James forecast methods. 

"-"-..;.,·,,_ -

Wind (kts) Fetch(n.m) 
Sig. Height (ft) Period (sec) 

Speed Length SHB LIU PNJ SHB LIU PNJ 

io 100 7 7 8 7 7 6 
20 300 9 9 .8 9 9 6 
20 600 ro l l 8 11 10 6 
?_Q_ 900 10 12 8 l l 11 6 

30 100 11 12 11 8 8 6 
30 300 16 17 21 11 11 9 
30 600 19 20 21 13 13 9 
30 900 21 21 21 14 14 9 

40 100 17 19 13 10 10 6 
40 300 25 26 25 13 13 8 
40 600 30 30 39 15 15 10 
40 900 33 34 44 18 17 11 

50 100 22 27 20 11 11 7 
50 300 33 36 35 15 14 9 
50 600 41 43 45 17 16 10 
50 900 47 48 56 19 18 11 

60 100 27 36 * 12 12 * 60 300 41 48 * 16 15 * 60 600 53 57 * 19 18 * 60 900 60 62 * 21 20 * 
* F . orecast1ng curves unava i 1 ab 1 e. O' ...... 
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considerably higher for long fetches having high winds, a fact that was 

acknowledged by the authors (Pierson, Neumann, and James, 1955). The 

P-N-J periods are much 1,ower than for either of the other two sources, 

the largest being 11 seconds. 

In conclusion, the Liu spectrum seems to be ideally suited for com

puterized forecast schemes, It is of the widely accepted Pierson-Mosko

witz form and closely approximates the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum when 

the fetch length (n~mi,) ls equal to 0.41 times the wind speed (knots) 

squared, an acceptable criterion for calling the Liu spectn1m "fully 

developed", The heights and periods obtained by integrating the Liu 

spectrum agree closely with the sea state values predicted by the S-H-

B method. It has the added advantage over.its counterparts that it has 

an explicit functional dependence on fetch length, and can be readily 

programmed for use on a computer. The fo 11,owi ng sections wi 11 discuss 

the way in which the Liu spectrum was adapted to the semi-automated 

forecast method. 

Principle of the Semi-automated Forecast Method 

The semi-automated forecast method works on the same basic prin

ciples as the manual method of Pierson, Neumann and Jame~ (1955). That 

is, (1) the wave spectrum within a fetch Is "generated" by an empirical

theoretical spectral formula; (2) the energy in each frequency band is 

"propagated" at its group velocity to the forecast point and is reduced 

by an amount equal to the angular spreading loss; and (3) the forecast 



~pectrum at some t:ime tf is reconstructed from all components 

arriving at the forecast point at tf. 
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The following features of the semi·a~tomated approach distinguish 

it from the P-N-J method: 

The spectrum within the fetch Is computed from the fetch"' 

dependent Liu spectrum {rather than the fully developed Neumann 

spectrum). 

The variation of wind speed, fetch length and fetch loca• 

tion with time is accounted for without resorting to "filters'' 

(which ~sually oversimplify the fetch history), 

Changes In angular spreading as a function of time and/or 

distance are accounted for. 

All calculations are performed by computer after the fore: 

caster Inputs wind speeds, fetch lengths, durations, decay dis

tance and angular spreading factors. 

Definitions and Basic Concepts 

Certain terms and concepts will be used In the following discus

sions which are not standard in the e~lsting literature on wave fore~ 

casting. These are explained below. While reading, Figure 1Z may.be 

consulted for orientation. 

Time-distance diagram 

Time-distance diagrams were introduced by Wilson {1955) as 

graphic aids in the treatment of complex fetch behavior. As used 



here, the distance increases to the left of the origin along the 

abcissa, and time Increases downward. Time may be labelled in 

any convenient way, e,g, in six-hourly Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) 

Increments, with dates, or In hours relative to some reference 

such as the distance axis, 

Fetch hist9ry 

On a time-distance diagram, a fetch history is a polygon (or 

series of polygons In tandem) which represents the distance of the 

fetch (front and rear) from the forecast point as a function 

of time, The horizontal sides of the polygon are the start 

and finish of the fetch and the vertical distance between them 

Is the duration time, td • The sloping (or vertical) sides 

give the distances of the front and rear of the fetch from the 

forecast point as functions of time, Within the polygon the 

wind speed is taken to be the average for all charts on which 

the fetch appeared, 

Propagation line 

Each frequency component of the generated wave spectrum Is 

associated with a propagation line--a straight line on the time

distance diagram which intersects the time axis at the time of 

arrival of the component at the forecast point, The line extends 

upward and to the left of the intersection and Its slope Is the 



reciprocal of the component group velocity 

In knots, f1 = frequency of the l·th component in cycles per 

second). 

Gener~tion distance 
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Every spectral component whose propagation 1 lne (for a par

ticular arrival time) crosses a fetch history polygon Is .associ· 

ated with a generation distance. The generation distance (D1) 

of the I-th component Is the distance traveled by that component 

under the influence of the wind. It Is the .distance.Interval as

sociated with that portion of the propagation 1 lne which lies in 

the fetch history polygon. 

Figure 12 is a schematic of a time-distance diagram and its var

ious graphl,c,elements: a fetch history, two propagation lines (f 1 • 

0.10 ,cps and f2 • 0.20 cps), and their indicated generation distances. 

Distance Is given In 100 nautical mile increments, and time In six

hour Increments. The time origin is arbitrarily set at the top of the 

diagram. 

The fetch history begins at t = 06 hours and ends at t = 36 

hours for a. total duration of td = 30 hours. The Initial fetch length 

Is 400 n.ml. and the fJnal fetch length is 500 n,ml. The initial and 

final distances of the fetch front from the forecast point (decay dis

tance) are 500 and 200 nautical miles, respectively, that Is, the fetch 

moved eastward toward the c9ast. 
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Figure 12. Example of a time-distance diagram with a fetch 

history and its component parts. 



The propagation lines are shown for component waves of 10 seconcl 

(f1 = 0.10 ~ps) and 5 second (f2 = 0,20 cps) period, arriving at the 

forecast point at time t • 72 hours. In order to arrive simultane

ously these components must originate from different portions of the 

fetch, Although the five second waves were subjected to the wind fer 

the full fetch duration (30 hours), their generation distance Is 

~ma 11 er than fer the ten second component ( In fl, uenced by the w Ind for 

only 18 hours). This Is because the ten-second component wave energy 

travels twlc~ as far during a given time interval, due t9 Its greater 

group velocity. 

Angular spreading factor 
I 
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Because wave energy propagates away from Its generation area in 

many different directions, not all of the original energy will arrive 

at a distant polnt--some of It will be lost by angular spreading. The 

wider. a fetch Is, the more overlapping of energy will occur from dif

ferent segments of the fetch, According to Pierson, Neumann and James 

(1955): 

11A storm 400 n.mi. wide whl.ch sends waves out to a point 1,000 
miles away from the storm produces a completely different effect 
from a storm 800 n.ml, wide which sends out some waves to a point 
1,000 miles away from the storm. If the waves Inside the storm 
have the same spectrum and If all other things are equal, the 
waves outside the storm at the point of observation will be ✓2 
times higher In the second case than they were in the first case, 
simply because of the effect of the width of the storm. 11 
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This process Is accounted for by means of an angu]ar spreading factor 

(A) - a number between zero and one which, when mu1tip1ied by the 

wave energy wJthin the fetch just after generation Is complete, yields 

the fraction of the original energy arriving at the f9recast point. 

Pierson !!!l~ give a detailed description of how the factor A may 

be feund from weather maps using a protractor. The factor increases 

with .Increasing fetch width and decreasing decay distance, 

In using the semi-automated meth6cl, the forecaster determines A 

twl ce for each fetch hi story: c.mce at the. rear of the fetch on the 

lnltla1 map (A1) and again at the front of the fetch on the final map 

(AF)• These are transferred as numbers to the time-distance diagram, 

so that fetch width is e~fectively accounted for even though it is 

not an explJclt dimension of the diagram. For west coast forecast 

points. AF Is always larger than At because the storms move toward 

the coast. The front of .the fetch on the final map is always closer 

to the coast than the fetch rear on the initial map. When generation 

Is complete, the component energies begin to decay at varying dis

tances from the f~recast point. Therefore each component f1 is 

associated with a unique, spreading factor A1 which is 1lnearly,inter

po1ated from Ar and AF. Accordingly, the component f2 I~ Figyre 

12 has a larger. spreading factC>r (A2) than dees the component f 1 (A1). 



C9TPutatlon of Forecast Spectrum. 
Sfgnificant ~eight and Average Period 

The energy associated with ~ach component just after generation 

and before decay begins Is S(f 1,D1)Af. The function S(f = fr , 
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F • D1) ts the Liu spectral energy function from equations (4-22) 

through (4-25), eva 1 uatec;I a.t the frequency f I and the 11fetch , ength 11 

D1 (D1 ls the effective fetch length for the I-th component). The. 

wind speed (U) In these equations is just the wind speed in the fetch 

averaged over all charts on which the fetch appears. The bandwidth, 

Af, is the frequency Interval separating discrete frequency compo":' 

nents. 

The component e~ergy after arrival at the forecast point Is found 

by multiplying the original energy by At 

The zero-th moment of the spect~um Is the sum of the Et arriving 

sJmulta~eously at .the forecast point (the total energy): 

I max. i~x 
M0 = >. Ei = -~ A1S(f1,D1)Af 

l~nun. 1=1 min 
(4-33) 

and the second moment Is 

(4-34) 

The ln~ices min and max refer to the smallest and largest fre-

quencies ~hose propagatlo~ lines pass through the fetch history. Fi

n"lly, the theoretically expected significant wave height and average 

zero upcrossing period are 
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and 

H5 ;s 4v'R; 

T = ✓M0/M2 

(4·35) 

(4-36) 

Figure 13 shows the fetch history for a stationary fetch of dura

tion td • 30 hours and fetch length F = 400 nautical miles, the front 

of ~hich remains at 300 n.mi. from the coast. The average wind speed 

for the fetch during the 30 hour period is 30 knots. The l~ltial 

spreading factor (at the fetch rear) is Ax= 0.5 and the final spread• 

Ing factor (at the front) Is AF= 0.7. Discrete frequency cemponents 

of from o. 06 cps to 0.22 cps (bandwl dth = 0~02 cps) pass thr01.1gh the fetc~ 

history and arrive at the f9recast point at time t = 60 hours. 

The generation distances, spreading factors, spectral densities 

and energies after sprec1ding are listed in Table 3. Finally, by com-, 

puting the sums (4-33) and (4-34), the significant ~eight is Hs = 1,.0 

feet.and the average zero upcrossJng period Is Tz = 8.5 seconds,(eq1.1c1-

tlons [4-35] and [4-36]). 

All of the data in Table 3 and the summations are calculated by 

a computer., The forecaster must input, via teletype, the following: 

(i) the average wind speed (knots) In the fetch for all charts 

on which the fetch appeared;· 

(ii) the duration of the fetch history (hours); 

(lii) the Initial and final decay distances (n.ml.) or distances 

from the front of the fetch te the forecast paint; 

(tv) Initial and final fetch lengths (n.ml.); 

(v) lnltl.il (fetch rear) and final (fetch front) angul.ar spread

Ing factors. 
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Figure 13. Propagation lines for spectral frequency components 
arriving 24 hours after the end of a stationary
fetch history. Initial and final angular spread
ing factors are also indicated. The figure cor
respond$ to the data shown in Table 3. 
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TABLE 3. Data for Frequency Components, Figure 13. 

FREQUENCY 

units parameter 0.06 0.08 0 .10 0. 12 o. 14 0.16 O. 18 

n~mi. Generation 94 246 336 379 284 211 155 
di stance (Di ) 

Spreading o. 547 0.623 o .. 668 0.698 0.700 0.700 0.700 
factor (A;) 

ft 2 -sec Spectral 10.3 147.3 194.0 109.2 62.3 38.0 24 .. 7 
density S(f1,D;) 

ft 2 Component energy 0.13 1.83 2.59 1.53 0.87 0.53 0.35 
E i =A i S ( f i , D i ) 6. f 

0.20 

109 

0.700 

17-. l 

0.24 

0.22 

51 

0.700 

14.0 

0.20 

...... 
00 



The foregoing descriptions illustrate the principle of the semi

automated method, but not how it is applied in practice. Procedures 

will _be ·described in the following section with detailed examples. 

Application of the Semi-automated Method 

A gi~en storm development m~y be qµite complex, In terms of its 

associated fetch behavior. The speed of the fetch and the wind speed 

within it may change considerably with time. A second fetch may ap

pear in another sector of the storm as it nears the coast. Occasion

ally more than one storm may contribute to the wave arrivals. 
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The forecaster can best judge these situations after first plot-. 

ting from each chart: (1) the distance of th~ fetch frent(s) (decay 

dlst~nce), (2) the distance of the fetch rear(s), and (3) the average 

wind speed(s). These are all plotted as a function of time on the time· 

distance diagram. If sustained changes in either wind speed or fetch 

speed are evident, he may need to draw in two or more fetch history 

polygons to fit the plotted data. Such polygons in tandem constitute 

a "complexll fetch hist0ry. When this delineation has been d0ne, the 

f0recaster returns to his charts and determines the initial and final 

angular spreading factors for each polygon. 

A Simplifled Example 

Application of the semi-automated forecast methed will be illu

strated for a simplified example: an uncomplicated fetch history 

represented by a single space-time parallelogram (Figure 14). The 
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forecast procedure begins with an analysis of the fetch history fro~ 

meteorological charts showing the surface pressure distribution (lsq

bars) and plotted ship reports of wind speed and direction. 

On each chart, the fetch (area of uniform wind speed and ~I rec• 

tlon affecting the chosen forecast point) is approximated by a rec

tangular .area according to techniques set forth In standard manual 

forecast methods (see, for example, the discuss·ion by Shields and 

Burdwell, 1970}. A template showing great circles radiating away from 

the forecast point and distances in nautical miles may be laid over 

the chart. 1 The distances of the fetch front and fetch rear (from the 

forecast point) are recorded as points on the time-distance diagram, 

as shown in Figure 14. A straight line Is drawn through the points 

for the fetch fronts. This line shows the a~erage movement of the 

fetch front in time. Similarly, a second line is drawn for the fetch, 

rears. , 

The start of. the fiatch history may be. taken as half of a chart In

terval before the f1rst·chart on which the fetch appears. In the case 

shown In Figure 14 the fetch appeared first on the 1200 GMT chart. Ac

cordingly, -the fetch history begins at 0900 Z on the first day {six

hourly charts were used). Similarly, the fetch history ends at ~500 

GMT on the second day, giving a fetch duration of 30 hours. 

The average wind speed in the fetch is determined from each synop

tic chart, using ship reports and/or winds derived from the pressure 

gradient. This average is written inside the fetch history.polygon 

at the appropriate chart time (32 knots, 3_0 knots, etc. in Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. Time-distance diagram and plotted data for a simp1e fetch history. Numbers 
inside the polygon are the _average wind speeds on individual synoptic charts; 
numbers in parentheses are initial and final angular spreading factors; points 
are plotted at distances of fetch front and rear from the forecast point. 00 
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These va1ues are then averaged in trme to give a grand mean wind speed 

for the fetch hlstory.(about 30 knots In t~e example). 

After the f,recaster has carried the ana1ysis this far, he h~s pre

s~mably decide~ on definite times,for the start and end of the fetch 

history. He then returns ,to the first ·ai,d 1,ast charts ar,d measures 

the angu1ar spreading factor at the rear, (first chart) and firont (final 

chart) of the fetch. These va1ues are enterecl on the time-distance dla• 

gram (Ai• 0.3, AF= 1.0 in Figure 14). 

Once the graphical procedure has been carried out~ the wind speed. 

duration •nd initi~1 and fina1 val~es of decay distance, fetch ,ength, 

and spreading factor are transferred to a tab1e (Tab1e 4). These data 

are then input to a com~uter {n a .conversationa1 mode via te1etype 

(Figure )5). Notice that if the fetch reaches the forecast point, as 

In .Figur~ 14, the forecast program ask,s when the fetch arrived. Th.is 

permits the truncation of the fetch history.polygon at the f,recast 

point to be correct1y determined. Fina11y, a tab1e of forecast ~ig

nlfi,cant hei~hts and average periods js output for the 24 h.ours fo1-

1owing the end of the .fetch history. (Figure 15). 

TABLE 4. Fetch Hls~ory.Oata Table 

Average Initial Fina1 In It I a 1 Fina1 Angt,t1ar 
wind D.urat I.on clecay decay fetch fetch spreading 

speed ttme distance distance 1ength 1. ength factors. 
(knots) (hours) (n.mi.) (n. mi~) (n. ml.) (n.mi.) (in/fin) 

30 30 400 0 500 450 0,3/1.0 



RUN 

WHEN IS OUR rIRST rORECAST rOR? 
MONTH: 
OCT 
DAY=g 
HOURCGMT> = 15 
TIME rETCH # 1 STARTED: 
MONTH: 
OCT 
DAY=l 
HOURCGMT> = :l. 

WIND SPEED = 30 
DURATION <HOURS>= 30 
INITIAL DECAY DISTANCE= ~00 
rlNAL DECAY DISTANCE= 0 
INITIAL rETCH LENGTH= 500 
rINAL rETCH LENGTH= 450 
INITIAL SPREADING rACTOR = .3 
rINAL SPREADING rACTOR = 1. 

DOES rETCH REACH COAST BErOREISZ OCT 2 
C YE SINO >YES 
WHEN? 
MONTH: 
OCT 
DAY::2 
HOURCGMT> = .2. 
INPUT ANOTHER rETCHCYES/NO> ? NO 

MONTH DAY HOURCPST> SIG.HGT. PERIOD< S> 
OCT 2 7 JS.I 9.9 
OCT 2 13 16.9 9.8 
OCT 2 19 I 5-.2 9.~ 
OCT 3 I 13. I s.s 
OCT 3 7 11 • 0 s.2 

WANT TO DO ANOTHER rORECAST? NO 

END Or rORTRAN EXECUTION 

Figure 15. Teletype fetch input conversation and output 
heights and periods for a simple semi-automated 
forecast {see Figure 14 and Table 4). User 
responses are under] ined. 
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The FORTRAN prediction program used for the forecast ln Fl,gure 1.5 

is docun,ented In_ APPENDIX A. ,, 

This example is intended only to illustrate the mechanical pro .. 

cedure, without consideration for complications which occur,_ln prac

tice. 

Multiple Fetch_Hlstorles 

Under rea llst i c ci rcumstcmces a wave forecast would r:,eed to take 

Into. account;more,than one fetch history po,ygon. It is rare fQI" a 

storm to maintain the same Intensity (wind speeds) throughout.Its de .. 

velopment. The wind often changes by more than five knots as t~e cy~ 

clone graduaJly .matures and decays, and It Is common for the speed of 

movem~nt to change as wel 1--usual ly decreasing as the stonn 11deepen5 11
• 

The waves-,belng prop.ortlonal to the square o~ the wind speed, they are 

crltl-caJly aff,ected by sustained wind changes of five knots or more. 

Changes In the fetch speed can also affect the wave height, but can be 
' I 

especially .crltl.cal to the timing of wave arrivals. (A correct height 

forecast that Is 18 hours too early or toe late Is of 1 lttle value.). 

Other cempllcatlons Involve spacial rather than temporal distri~ 

but I.on of the wind. During most of the approach of a storm, the _cold 

(post~frof"ltal) secter will _be the enly area sending waves ~n t~e di• 

rect,lon ,of the forecast poti,t. About,twelve hours before the cold 

front reaches __ tt)e ceast, however, the pre .. f.rontal, warm sector winds 

from the .seuth usually begin to contribute to the arrhd,ng wa_ves. 
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Along the Oregon coast.these short-lived winds can often reach devas· 

'tating velocities,. creating extremely severe sea conditions with the 

addition of·the 1
•
1cross .. swe1J" coming from the cold sector to the west • 

• 
It Is ef no use to wait.for analyzed charts te become avatlable--the 

waves _wi11 .already have done their.damage before the forecast Is out. 

~ases such as these rely heavily .on the experience of the f9recaster 

and his ablll_ty te predict the pre .. frontal cendltions with the aid of 

prognpstic charts~ 

Spacial complicati0ns often occur. It often happens that.the 

winds 1n the rear of the cold sector are considerably higher than those 

t0ward the front: 45 kn0ts as opposed to 35 knots, for example. These 

sltu.cttlons sh0ul,d be analyzed as two adjacent fetches {o~e fol10Wing 

the other) rath.er than one, even though the wind direction may be the 

same for b0th. 

Another lmp0rtant cons.ideratlon Is the Inclusion 0f more than one 

storm whe.n they occur sufficiently close.to each other tn space-time. 

This is a consequence of the dispersive behavior of waves. While the 

1,ate, short-period waves are arriving from one storm, eady. lonrperlod 

waves may be arriving from Its successor, simultaneously. This is es· 

pecial Jy imp0rtant to 111arlners !f the wave arrivals are rrom different 

directions. 

The manner In .which the effects of seyeral fetch history.polygons 

are combined ts Important~ Two general situations can be .recog~ized, 

each requtrtn~ special treatment as follows: 
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A. Separate storms may be arrange(:( In space-time in s1.1ch a way that 

waves arrive at the forecast point simultaneously from both 

sour.ces. Also fetches in two different sectors of a. local storm 

may be directed at large angles to each other (e.g. 90°) causin~ 

cross .swel 1 to superimpose at. the forecast point. As a fl rst. 

appreximation, it can be ass1.1med that the .wave energies .from twe 

pr more such sources add linearly. The computatlona~ .procedure 

here is simply to add the energy In a given frequency.band from 

one fetch .to that In the cerresponding band of the other. Doing 

this ,to all frequency bands yields the combined forecast spectrum~ 

B. If adjacent fetch histories have wl.nd directions within, say, 30° 

of each ether, waves entering one from the other should continue 

to ~evelop under the new wind. At the point .of entry, .the ge~er~ 

atien distan~e ne~essary to achieve the e~istlng energy In the 

frequency band, but at the new wind speed, Is cemp1.1ted and added 

to the ieometrically determined generation distance witbin the 

new fetch, The energy .computation made from the new wind speed 

and the revised generation distance replaces the energy value from 

the previous fetch, This energy continuity principle {s the sam~ 

one suggested in the S•M•B and P-N-J methods for the case In which 

the wind speed within a fetch changes \n time. 

Figure 16 shows a .succession of fetch histories occurring over 

a six-~ay period. For the purpose pf dlsc~sslon the fetch histories 

are lettered from A to G. 
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Figure 16 can be imagined as a worksheet from a forecast office 

charged with producing wave forecasts for the Oregon-Washington coast. 

At 1300 PST (2i00 GMT) on March 13 a forecast was to be made for the . ' . 

next day based on the dJagnostlc and prognostic charts available at 

the time. Fetch histories A through D were prepared on previous days 

from analyses (diagnostic charts). Fetch history E was prepared on 

March 12 and 13 from ~nalyses. Prognositlc charts and the forecaster's 

experience Indicated that t~e storm associated with fetch history E 

could be expected to Intensify somewhat and slow Its advance cons·lder .. 

ably. The forecaster drew in the anticipated continuation of E In 

dashed lines (fetch history F). The prognoses also Indicated that 

southerly winds of about 30 knots from the storm's foresector would 

begin to affect the coast at an angle of almost 90lt to the wester\y 

fetch E. The forecaster therefore dashed in fetch history Gas well. 

To find out which fetch histories sho~ld be Included in the fore•. 

cast for March 141 a plastic overlay with propagation lines for compo

nent frequencies is placed over the worksheet (use the overlay provided 

In the pocket of the back cover). The overlay is arranged with its 

time axis along the corresponding axis (right side) of the worksheet 

(Figure 16). The overlay is shifted vertically until the propagation 

lines converge at the time of the first six•ho~rly wave forecast, say, 

1500 GMT (0800 PST) on March 14. High frequency wave energy from fetches 

A and C is attenuated strongly. These fetches may therefore be Ignored. 

All pf the fetch histories D, E, F and G will be needed for the fore

cast, The fetch history parameters for these fetches are transferred 
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Figure 16. 
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Time-distance diagram and plotted data for multiple 
fetch histories. Numbers inside polygons are average 
wind speeds for individu.al synoptic charts; numbers 
in parentheses are initial and final angular spread
ing factors; points are plotted at distances of 
fetch front and rear from the forecast point. 
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TABLE 5. Fetch 

F Average. lni tia1 
e wind Quration decay t 
C speed time distance 
h. (knets) (h01.1rs) (n. mt.) 

D 29 24 1900. 

E 33 42 2050 

F 38 )8 45,0 

G 30 18 o. 

History 

Fjna1 
decay 

distance 
(n. mi.) 

1100 

350 

350 

0 

Data Table for Multiple Fetch forecast. 

tnitia, Final 
fetch fetch In it ia 1 

Jength length spreading 
(n.mi.) (n.mi.) factor 

400 800 o. 1 

450 600 O. 1 

600 550 0.2 

450 350 o.4 

Final 
spreadfng 

factor 

0.2 

. o.4 

o.4 

<» -
\.0 



LOAD,56,L=•KEJTHLB 
RUN 
RUN 

WHEN JS OUR FIRST FORECAST FOR? 
MONTHS 
~ 
DAY•l-4 
HOUR<GMT> • 15 
TIME FETCH# l STARTEDI 
MONTHS 
!!M 
DAY•9 
HOUR<GMT> • 21 

WIND SPEED ;;- 29 
DURATION <HOURS>• 36 
INITIAL DECAY DISTANCE• 1988 
FINAL DECAY DISTANCE• 1188-
INITIAL FETCH LENGTH• -488 
FINAL FETCH LENGTH • U, 
INITIAL SPREADING FACTOR= .1 
FINAL SPREADING FACTOR• :i! 

INPUT ANOTHER FETCH<YES/NO>? YES 
CONTINUATION OF PREVIOUS FETCH <l> OR NEW FETCH <2> 7 1 ~ 

TIME FETCH # 2 STARTEDI 
MONTHS 
MAR 
DAY•l2 
HOUR<6MT> = 3 

WIND SPEED-;; 33 
DURATION <HOURS>• -42 
INITIAL DECAY DISTANCE• 2858 
FINAL DECAY DISTANCE• 358 
INITIAL FETCH LENGTH= "58 
•INAL FETCH LENGTH• 688 
INITIAL SPREADING FACTOR= .1 
FINAL SPREADING •ACTOR= ;,i 

INPUT ANOTHER FETCH<YES/NO> 7 YES 
CONTINJATION OF PREVIOUS FETCH < OOR NEW FETCH <2> 7 1 l 

TIME FETCH# 3 STARTEDI 
MONTHI 
MAR 
DAY•l3 
HOUR<GMT> • fil 

WIND SPEED• 38 
DURATION <HOURS>• 18 
INITIAL DECAY DISTANCE• -458 
FINAL DECAY DISTANCE• 358 
INITIAL FETCH LENGTH• 688 
FINAL FETCH LENGTH• ~ 
INITIAL SPREADING FACTOR• .2 
FINAL SPREADING FACJOR • ;;i 

INPUT ANOTHER FETCH<YES/NO> 7 YES 
CONTIM.IATION OF PREVIOUS FETCH <OOR NEW FETCH <2> 7 s_g_ 

TIME FETCH# -4 STARTED1 
MONTHI 
MAR 
DAY•l3 
HOUR<GMT> " 21 

WIND SPEED i°" 38 
DURATION <HOURS>= 18 
INITIAL DECAY DISTANCE • ..! 
FINAL DECAY DISTANCE• .I 
INITIAL FETCH LENGTH• -458 
FINAL f'ETCH LENGTH= 358 
INITIAL SPREADING FACTO~ o-4 
FINAL SPREADING FACTOR• lo 

INPUT ANOTHER FETCH<YES/NO) 7 NO 

MONTH DAY 
MAR l-4 
MAR l-4 
MAR l-4 
MAR 15 
MAR 15 

WANT TO DO 

HOUR<PST> SIG.HGT. 
7 

13 
19 

l6o-4 
17.9 
19.1 

l 18.-4 
7 16-7 

ANOTHER FORECAST 7 

END OF FORTRAN EXECUTION 

PERIOD<S> 
9.5 

10 .... 
18.9 
18.5 

9.8 

Figure 17. Tele~ype fetc~ input conversation and output heights and periods for a multipJe
fetch semi-automated forecast (see Figure J6 a~d T~bJe 5). User responses are 
underlined. 

\D 
0 
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to a table .(Table 5) and are then input to the forecast program via 

teletype (Figure 17).and forecast heights and periods are printed out. 

Summary and Discussion 

The semi-automated method is a computerized coastal wave forecast 

syste,m. It is based on the s.ame principles as the manual method of 

Pierson, Neumann and James (1955)--the energy in each ffequency band 

of the wave spectrum is generated, propagated at group velocity with 

angular spreading, and recombined with other frequency bands at the 

forecast po,lnt to give the predicted spectrum. 

There are three principal advantages to the semi-automated method 

over ·Its manual counterpart: (l) it uses a fetch-dependent.spectrum• 

of the Pierson-Moskowitz form (Liu, 1971), (2) it can treat arbitrarily 

compJex fetch behavior through the mechanism of a time-distance.dia

gram, and (3) virtually all cqmputatlons are computerized. 

For the semi-automated method the most time consuming operation 

Is the analysis of fetches from meteorological charts. The fetch an

a,ysi-s weuld, however, carry over, from one.day to another, so that 

relatively 1 ittle ti.me would be spent at this task on any individual 

day. The computations performed by the computer represent a very 

signJflca11t savings In time over the P-N-J method. The P-N-J fore

caster would not nQrmally Include .all four fetches (D, E, Fi G) in his_ 

forecast, or would simpl ffy them in some way. He might treat them 

with the more easily applied P-N-J "filters" which are only appropri~ 

ate to specific types of fetches (e.g. stationary, or moving at the 

speed of the wind)~ 
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Because the user of the semi-automated method Is freed from the 

constraints of."fllters 11 and.tedious computations, he can devote his 

time profitably to careful analysis of fetch histories with the aid of 

the time-distance diagram. His most critical task is t<:> correctly prog

nosticate future behavior of local fetches. 

Since the wave height varies as the square of the wind speed, all 

available ship data should be utilized. One can draw fetch history 

boundaries through the plotted distances on the time-distance diagram 

in spite of considerable scatter (e.g. ±100 n.mi.). Where sustained 

changes In wind speed and/or fetch speed occur, the fetch history should 

be subdivided into two or more polygons. 

Where very short fetches (less than 200 n.mi.) are involved, fetch 
' i 

leng.ths should.be considered with great care. This is because of the 

sensitivity of the spectrum to fetch length for short fetches (Figure 

11). 
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V. EVALUATION OF THE SEMI ... AUTOMATED METHOD 

Int reduct i en 

The semi .... automated method ~as been eva 1 uated to a .1 lml ted extent 

and will undergo further study at Oregon State Univ~rsity. The eva,u

atlen here is b~~ed on c0mparisons between average heights a11d perjeds 

gene~ated by the method and t~0se inferred from microseisms at Newpert 

(Ghapter 111). 

For this evaluati0n generated heights and periods were obtained.by 

hindcasting rc,ther than forecasting. The forecaster only has analyzed 

cha~ts ayallable up until a few hours prior to the time of forecast is

suance, and for further guidance must rely on prognestlc weather charts. 
;. 

In centrast, a hindcast simulates past wave condlth>ns by applying the 

forecasting technique t0 a series of analyses c0verlng the entire ~erl ... 

od of c0nslderatlon •. Hlndcastlng is preferable for evaluating.the ac:-· 

curacy of the forecast method because the effects of lncemplete Input 

~ata on analyses are minimized and the ~rrors of prognosiic charts are 

el lmi.l")ated. 

The micrese,sm data was used for verificatlen because It was avail-. ' ' ' . \ 

ab 1 e at s I x-,hou r Intervals over a 1 <)ng winter;- period, and f<;>r a 1 ocat ion 

relati,vely clese te the Celumbla River. Newp0rt, is about 130 nautical. 

miles south of the Celumbla River meuth so both arec;1s are usually af .. · 

fected by the same sterm and fetch developments. 



The principal disadvantages.of the mlcreselsm data are that (ll 

the seismometer was calibrated against visual observations of waves 

In SO.feet ef·water (hindcasts are for deep water) and (2) wave spec-. 

tra from the micreselsm recordings are not available for cemparisqn 

w_lth hlr.idcas.t spectra. D'-'e to shoaling and refract I en, wave heights 

at the observatJen point are so~what less.than in deep water. It· 

wou]d be desirable te verify the semi-a\Jtomated method ~Ith mea~ured 

deep-water spectra. 

The semi-automated forecast method is evaluated In t'1ree ways: 

0) .. Six-hourly hlndcast spectra were generated for a 20 day period. 

Their tlme variatien was examined to see if It was censistent wit~ 

the .known behavier af wave spectra. 

(II) Slx-heurly deep water significant heights and average periods eff. 

Newport were hlndcast fer a period of over four months during 

the winter af l971-1972. These are compared to the significant 

heights and average periods as they were Inferred fr0m micreselsm 

recordings at Newport {Chapter II I). 

(ill) Twenty-four hour f?recasts ef height and peried ~ere simul;ated 

for the same place and times mentioned in {II). This was done by 

limiting fetch lnfermatien te that obtained from analyses avail

able up to 24 heurs before the forecast wave arrivals. The verl• 

fl,catlen of the simulated forecasts and ~ctual {manual) forecasts 

at Newport were compared. (This is.a rather severe test of the sy-.. 

stem ~Ince er~lnarlly the additional guidance from prognostic 

we_athe.r charts .would be available for the period between the last· 

available analysis and the forecast wave arrivals.) 
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The Hindcast Procedure 

Hlndcasts ~ere preduced by the precedure outlined in Chapter IV. 

Six-hourly final N0rthern Hemisphere Surface Press1,1re Analyses (Natie"

al Meteorological Center) were searched for fetches. Fetches up te 

2500 n.mi. from ~ewpert were cpnsidered if it was felt they weuld sfg

nlfJca11tly centrJbute to the hJndc,st wave arrivals. The de.cisfon te 

Include or exclude~ given fetch depended or Its distance, length, 

duration, wind speed and hew accurately it was. aimed at Newport. Lo-• 

cal fetches ~re usually Included if wind speeds of 20 knots.or more 

wer.e found •. Distant fetches (up to 2500 n.ml.) were usually only 1con-

sider.ed for wind speeds. In excess of 25 knets • 
. , 

On each chart, the distances of.the front and rear of each fetch 

from New.port were found and plotted on the time-distance diagram. The 

average·wlnd speed In the fetch was foun.d frem the plotted ~hip re-, 

ports, sometimes with the help of winds Inferred frem the pressure gra .. 
' ' 

dlent.s. The wind speed was then plotted between the front.and rear of 

the .fetch 9n the time-distance diagram (at the c0rrespendlng chart 

time). Each fetch hlst0ry .was represented by one or more polygens on 

the ·time-di.stance diagram. Each po1ygen enclosed a space-time inter

val during which wind speeds were relatively censtant (:t: 3 knots). 

Straight 1,nes could be drawn through the plotted fetch fronts and 

' rears with.acceptable scatter (:t 1_00 n.mi.). Pelygens were terminated 

and new ones begun when (1) sustained departures (In time) ,ef wind 

speed from previous average occurred, ~nd/or (2) sustained depart1,1res 

0f fetch ·frents er rears fr,m a.straight. line eccurred. 
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After deJineation of a poJygen, the anguJar spreading factor at 

the fetch rear on the first chart was determined. Likewise, the spread

Ing hc,tor at the fetch front 0n the Jasi chart was found. · These were 

then- plotted near the appropriate. paints on the p0Jygon,. 

The resuJt of this fetch history anaJysls genera11y leaked very 

much like Flgu~e 16. In the fQl1ewlng section the fetch histories wl11 

be shown as they appeared over a twentrday period. 

Spectra From a Twenty-day Hindc:ast 

Fetch histories were anaJyzed and.hlndcast spectra were generated. 

for the twenty-day period from 7 December through 26 December, 1,971. 

These are shQwn in Figure 18. 

Figure 18 Is divided lnte two parts •. On the Jeft, fetch histery 

peJygons are shewn on a time-distance diagram. On the right, spectra] 

density (ft 2-sec) ts shown ln a pJot 0f frequency versus time •. The 

time .axis Is vertJ.ca, and common to both parts of .the figure. OnJr 

the. pe)ygens and _their average wind speeds are shewn, not the 0riginal 

pJetted data. 

Spectra were eutput for six-hour lnte·rvals with a bandwidth of 

0.01 ·cps. For the purpose of conteurlng, the spectra] densities were 

llnearJy interpoJated to a frequency lntervaJ of 0.00333 cps a~d 

smoothed with a slmple.blnomiaJ fl1ter, 'sj • ¼Sj-1 +¼SJ+ l~j+1 , 

~here SJ. is the spectral density at the J·th frequency. The traces 

of spectra] rlqges. In frequency-time are shown ,as dotted 1 lnes in Fig .. 

ure 18. 
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To see the relationship between the fetch histories and the sp•c•. 

tra, propagation lines drawn on a plastic template may be laid over the 

time-distance diagram {the t<!mplate is s,upplied In a _pocket on the back 

cQver). The template shou,d be placed so. that the propagation lines• 

converge to a point In time along the right side of the fetch history 

diagr,am as describ~d In the previous chapter, The spectrum at that 

tJme Is a result pf the fetch histories penetrated by the propagation 

lin;es· •. By advancing the template in time it is possible to see how 

the dispersive shift In spectral peak frequency results {~otted lines 

on the time-frequency plot). 

The spectra en December 16 and 17 were double-peaked. The propa .. 

gatien 1 ine~ for these twe .days penetrate twe wel 1 d.efined series, af 

fetches, the first series being asseciated ~ith the greater peak fre• 

quenc::y. 

It was shown by Snodgrass et al. (1966) that the time interval At ~....... ' 

required for the spectral peak to shift by an amount Af (I.e. the 

~lope ef .the ridge trace, At/Af) is propertlonal to the distance ef 

the sterm s,ource from the station. They used the slopes At/Af from 

measured spectra to Identify the sources of s_we11 from the oppesite 

liemlsphere. When the sources are l_ess remote, as In Figure 18, this 

relationship Is less wel 1 defined but qualltatlvely evident. The slepe 

At/Af_ on Decembe·r 16-20 is relatively ·l_arge and· ls· as·st!>cia-ted-with 

the most .remote fetches of the entire period. In co~trast. the small 

slopes on December 24•25 are associated with very.local fetches. 
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The dispersive frequency shift with time associated with the fre

quency-time r,idges is shown dramatically when the spectra are plotted 

in pseudoperspective (Figure 19). (Figure 19 is not a true perspec

tive beca~se ,the fr,equency and spectral density (11vertical") coordin

ates suffer no distortion as. ene looks backward in time.) 

The hindcast spectra have another characteristic in cornmen with 

the measured spectra of Snodgrass et al. (1966). In both cases the --
maximum spectra in a series of arrivals ~ie within the relatively nar

row frequency range of 0.05 to 0.08 cps, For spectra of the Pierson

Mpskowitz form, this range corresponds to average zero upcrossing pe-. 

riods of from 9 to 14 seconds (by equation [4-21]). Thus, the hind

cast spectra are similar to measured spectra and are consistent with 

the average perleds ef ocean swe 11. 

Hi·,ndcast Waves at Newport Durlns the 1971-1972 Winter 

A single hindcast of significant wave height and average peried 

was made for the peried from October 18, 1971 through February 29, 1972 

at Newport. Values were computed at six-hour Intervals c~lnciding .with 

the Newport micros~lsm measurements. The heights and periods were inte

grated from the hlndcast spectra over a frequency range from 0~4 cps to 

0.20 cps with a bandwidth of 0.01 cps (equations [4-33] through [4-36]). 

The time series of hindcast and measured (microseisms) significant 

height are shewn in F{gure 20a. The correspG>nding time series for av

erage perled are shewn in Figure 20b. The descriptive statistics are 

given in Table 6. 
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significant heights at Newport during the 1971-1972 winter. 

Part b: time series of six-hourly hindcast and seismometer-inferred 
average periods at Newport during the 1971-1972 winter. 
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TABLE 6. Descriptive Statistics for Hindcast 
and Measured Waves at Newport. 

Vari ab le Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Maximum 

CorrelatiQn 
Minimum Coefficient 

h 
Hl/3 11. 1 5.5 33.0 1.5 

m 
H113 10.9 3.4 22. 1 3,2 

Hh - Hm 
·~/3 1/3 0.2 3.6 13.2 -8.8 

9.7 1.6 15.0 7.0 

T11 10.4 1. 6 15.0 5.0 

,.,, - T"1 -0.7 1.9 6.2 -5.6 

H113 • significant height 

T = average zero upcro~slng period 

Superscripts m and h refer to measured and hindcast data, 
respectively. 

0.77 

0.31 
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Hlndcast and measured heights correlate fairly well and the dif

ference between their means Is not statistically significant. However 

the hlndcast·he~ghts have a larger range and standard deviation. The 

errors (htndcast minus measured) have a large p~sitive correlation with 

the hindcast heights. Thus the hlndcast ~eights are too large during 

high wave peri.ods and too lew during low wave periods, This can also 

be seen from the time series plets In Figure 20a. 

Negative errors during low wave periods are probably due. to the 

neglec~ of local fetches with wind speeds of less than 20 knots (be

tween storm wave arrivals). If it were not for the neglect of such 

fetches, the average hlndcast wave height would have been considerably. 

higher. It ls clear from both the statistics and the time plots that 

high waves were usually overestimated by the semi-automated method. 

At present, there seem to be three explanations f~r overestimation 

of significant height during high wave arrivals: 

(1) Murnan error - prior to doing the hlndcast, the author had been 

familiar with forecasting and hlndcasttng principles for about a 

year., but had relatively 1 ittle practice. This was the first 

time the semi-automated method had been applied in such a way. 

Though the f,tch analyses may have been systematically In error, 

It Is not clear in what way. 

(2) Error in measured heishts. It _has al ready been pointed out. that 

the measured waves at Newport (near the navigation buoy) are sy

stematically lower than In deep water. Shoaling results in a 

lowering of heights of up to 10%. Refraction may cause heights 
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to be lowered by as much as 50% when wave crests approach at large 

angles to the depth conteurs. (This estimate Is based on refrac

tfon relationships for straight and parallel depth contours.) The 

exa,ct amounts of reduct ion 

lack of wave direction data. 

could not be estimated due to the 

(3) Errors In mete~rologfcal Input data. Because average wave heights 

vary as the square of the generating wind speed, discrepancies in 

ship report data can affect the computations. The semi-automated 

method uses the empirical--theoretlcal spec:truf!l of Liu (1971) which 

is parameterized in terms of u10 , the wind speed at a height of 

ten meters. However, the average anemometer height for most 

ocean-going ships equipped with anemometers ls greater than ten 

meters. Assuming that the mean wind speed Increases logarithml,cally 

with height z, U(z) • u10 log(z) , we would get _Uz"" u10[1 + log 

(z/10)] • Thus the mean speed at 15 meters Is 1.18 times that at 

ten meters. If 15 meter winds are used as Input for the semi•a4to~ 

mated method, significant height may be overestimated by up to 40% 

cuf
5 

- 1.39u10). 
In view of the human element {experience level) and. the possible 

errors extraneous to the seml•automated methodology, the hindcast and. 

measured heights compare quite well. Variations over several-day peri• 

ods are quite well simulated by the method. Also, there Is no cl;ear 

tendency for h.fndcast arrival times to be. consistently early or late 

relative to the measured data. The subjectivity involved In analyzing 
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fetch history Information does not appear to seriously hamper the ef• 

fectiveness of the semi-automated method as a forecast tool. 

Hlndcast average periods are not as well verified by measurements 

as are significant heights. The correlation is considerably lower and 

there is a tendency for maximum periods to occur sooner for the hind

cast. This is because low forerunner swell of large period stand out 

when local fetches of low wind speed are not. included In the hindcast. 

It Is probably not wise to attach too much importance to the ap

parently poor verification of hindcast periods, since it Is difficult 

to determine peried from microselsm records. The measured periods 

are also ·subject to greater uncertainties than the heights due to the 

dlfflcul.ty of obtaining visual verification. 

Aside fro111 these observational c_onslderations, one wou,d not ex

pect periods to be as predictable or verifiable as heights. Wave pe

riods are aln,c,st always more difficult to estimate on the open ocean. 

Recalling the spectral discussions of the previous chapter, the wave 

heights depend on the zero-th moment of the wave spectrum, whereas the 

period~ c:lepend on the secend rooment as well. Thus, unlike the heights, 

periods,depend on the form of the spectrum, the 1 ocatlon of the spec

tral peak frequency, and the possibility that multiple spectral peaks 

exist. This places much greater constraints on prediction of the 

wave spectrum. 



Simulated Semi-automated Forecasts 
vs. Manual Forecasts at Newport 
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Under operational cenditions it would not be pessible to obtain 

wave forecasts that would verify as well against measured or obseryed 

waves as hindcasts de unless perfect prognostic charts were available. 

~ence; the most serious limitation of the wave ferecast method is the 

necessity of relying on prognestic meteorologlcal Inputs. 

It is desirable to conduct studies under actual forecast condi

tions, In which the seml~automated method is compared wlth the stan

dard manual forecast methods. Such a study is currently b,eing con· 

ducted by NOAA-Sea Grant personnel at Newport, Oregon. For this study 

It was decided te si.mulate forecasts. A simulated 24-hour forecast 

was made for each six-hour Interval from October 18, 1971 through Febru

ary 29, 1972. A significant height was computed for Newport 24 hours 

after each ~ix-hourly analysis. All fetch informatl~ available prior 

to execution time was used as Input, and any analyses during the sub

sequent 24 hour period lgnered. These simulated foreeasts are equl-. 

valen.t to a series ef single-value 24 heur height forecasts made with

out the benefit of prognostic weather charts. 

Twenty-four hour forecasts of significant height were made for 

the same period by NOAA-Sea Grant personnel at Newport, using the man

ual S•M-8 and P-N-J methods. Mr. Clay Creech (Sea Grant) correlated 

those heights with the same heights from the measured mlcroseisms. He 

also computed t~e cerrelation for 24-h01.1r 11persistence 11 forecasts wit'1 

measured data. (Persistence assumes that the future height will be the 



same as the present height, I.e. that no c~ange will occur over the 

24-hour lnterv~l) •. 
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In. Figure 21, the correlation coefficients and their 95% confidence 

1 lmi ts are shown for 

( 1 ) the hindcast of ,the previous section; 

(2) the semi-automated simulated forecasts; 

(3) the manual Sverdrup-Munk-Bretschnelder forecasts; 

(4) the manual Pierson-Neumann-James forecasts; and 

(5) the persistence forecasts. 

The correiation coefficient for the simulated forecasts Is 0.68 as op

posed to 0.77 for the hlndcast heights~ Thfs Is significantly lower 

at the ,s% confidence ~evel and reflects the partial lack of fetch in· 

fermatlon resulting from the simulation. C<:>rre)atlons of all forecasts 

except persistence are undifferentlable at the 95% confidence level. 

PersJstence shows a correlation of o.45, significantly lower than all 
' . ' l 

other metJ,ods. 

Th.e results ,of these correlations are suggestive, but net conc~u-■ 

slve, because the seml-autemated simulation Is net entirely comparable 

with the manual forecasts. The fetches used for the simulation were 

obtained from final analyzed pressure charts, whereas the manual fore

casters 1.1sed the less complete facsimile analyses supplemented by ship 

reports frem the te 1 etype circuit. On the other hand, the man~,1 fore-

casters often extrapolated past meteorological conditions Into the 

future with the aid of prognostic charts, whereas all "future" Informa

tion was ignored in the simulation. 
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It appears that the semi-automated method fs capable of yielding 

results similar to those obtained by experienced forecasters using man

ual methods. However a more thorough comparison under operational con

di t ion.s she.u 1 d be comp 1 eted. 

Cautions Regarding the Analysis of Meteorological Charts 

Additional experience was gained by hindcastlng the two previous 

winters for the Columbia River. The charts for the 1971-1972 winter 

were scrutinized again and it was found that fetch behavior had been 

Incorrectly analyzed In a number of instances. The potential user of 

the semi-automated method should be cautioned In several respects. 

First~ when storms do not affect the eastern North Pacific, fetches 

must be considered which might otherwise be neglected. These include 

local fetches with wind speeds of less than 20 knots, and very dist~nt 

fetches (over 3000 nautical miles) when winds exceed 40 knots for at 

least a day. 

When forecasting, the short-duration 1eca1 fetches in the pre

frontal·sectors of cyclones must be predlcted with the aid of prognos

tic meteorological inputs. This should be done with the greatest pos

sible care; because the wind fields are often short, with winds sudden

ly increasing to over 35 knots for up to 12 hours. The forecast waves 

will be particularly sensitive to errors in tbe predicted wind speed 

and fetch length in s~ch cases. 

The cold.sectors of extra-trc;>pical cyclones are often character· 

ized by more intense winds toward the rear (western portion) of the 
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area. HGwever, the direction of the winds may remain fairly uniform 

throughout the southern quadrant. This is particularly true in cases 

of Intense cyclogenesJs in the Gulf of Alaska (Winston, 1954) where . '\ ' 

cold air advected off ,the Alaskan Peninsula bece:>mes very uns.table over 

the relatively warm water of the Gulf. The {ntensificatlon ef ·the winds 

is greatest near the Alaskan coastline, eften at the rear of long 

fetches extending southeastward teward Oregon and Washingten. Tilus, 

45 to 55 knot·areas may eccur ln the northerr:irnost part of the fetch 

w.ith lewer wind spee~s In the seuthern part of the fetch. Such situ

ations sheuld be analyzed as adjacent fetches ~Ith different wind speeds 

rather than one leng fetch with an avera!:Jed wind speed. 

Summary 

As evl.denced by a 20 day hindcast, the wave spectra computed by. 

the s,mi-aµtomated method behave very much like measured spectra. The 

frequency range ef the ~hind.cast) spectral peaks and their dispersive 

shift with time.are both consistent with the known behavler of ,decayed 

swe 11. 

Mindcast ~ignificant heights cerrelate well with measured,,heights. 

with a tendency for hlgh waves to b~ somewhat c::>verestimated. There is 

ne censistent tendency fer hlndcast arrivals to precede or fol1ew the 

measured ~:>nes. Hindcast anlll meast,Jred periQds are 11~t as wel 1 cc>rrelated 

as heights._ 

Comparlsen of simulated semi-a1,,1temated ferecasu and actuJl manual 

forecasts revealed no significant differences In veriflcatlon. This 
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sugges;ts that the seml.,.automated method can give results comparable to 

those obtained by experienced foreqasters using the manual methods. 

The potential user ef the seml ... automated method is cautioned to 

us.e special care in analyzing local fetches and those in which wind 

speed is not uniform, 



·V'I. MOD IF I CAT I ON OF WAVE SPECTRA DUE TO THE 
COMBINED EFFECTS OF SHOALING AND CURRENTS 

Introduction 
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Chapters IV and V ~tscussed the semi-automated method for fore• 

casting (Qr hindcasting) deep wat.er wave spectra. The arrival. of high 

waves offshore of harbors is itself i"1dicative of relatively hazardous 

conditions near the entrances. But becau~e of the modification of.the 

wave spectrum as the waves propagate shoreward. the average height, 

peri.od, length, and steepness change and.breaking waves became more 

probable. To assess the a.ltered nature .of waves at the river mouth. 

it is necessary to transform the spectrum In accordance with physical 

principles. 

In general, the spectrum may be aff,cted by bottQl11 friction, per

colatton, refraction (by both currents and bottom contours), wave 

breaking, shoaling, and currents. Only the last tw0 spurces of modi .. 

fl cation are accounted .for explicitly In this chapter. The probab

ilistic nature of wave breaking will be dealt with in the.next chap• 

ter. Neglected processes are put Jnto perspective In the next ~ectlon 

and again at·the end of the chapt~r. 

In addition to the limitation of scope to the effects of shoaling 

and currents, sever a 1 Important assumpt Ions are mad~. It Is assumed 

that the lnital spectrum in deep slack wat~r is narrow banded, uni .. 

modal, and ·0f the Pierson-Moskowitz form. The results of smal 1 ampl i

tude wave theory are presumed to be adequate for transforming the 
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energy density at each frequency of the ~pectrum, For waves propagat

ing against a current a cutoff frequency Is chosen, beyond which wave 

energy must dissipate tn turbulent breaking. It is assumed that for 

higher frequencies than the cutoff energy loss through WjVe breaking 

is total, while belC>\')i .the ct;,ttoff freq1.1ency the losses are negl lglble. 

These ass.urnpt~ons cire discussed at tlie end of the chapter. Lastly. 

It Is assumed that for the case of river mouths, the curre.nt d~stri .. 

bution Is such that energy transfer be~een waves and currents is 

negligible. This assumption will be .discussed in the development of· 

the monochromatic transformation equations. 

After the initial discussion of the modification processes, the 

necessa.ry transformation relationships are deveh>ped In accordance 

with small amplitude wave.theory. These are then U$ed to transform 

the energy density at each frequency of the spec;:tr:uf1', for a given 
' depth and current, in the manner suggested by Bretschnelder (1963b) 

for shoaling alone. Finally, the relative ct,ange In average height 

and, period is determined by integration of tt,e unaltered and trans· 

formed ~pectra. 

Processes That. Modify the Wave Spectrum 

As wa~es propagate toward a river.mouth, the wave spectru~ is 

mocHfied to various.degrees by bottom frictl.on, percol,ation, .refrac

tion, shoaling, cur~ents, an~ breaking. All of these agents are_se-_ 

lective tn their action. That ls, they modify the energy density 

more ·at one end af tlie spectrum than at the other, thereby deforming 
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the spectrum in a non-uniform manner. Selective modification of a com

plex wave group produces a shift in the frequency of the spectral peak 

{associated with the predominant wave period), as opposed to the case 

of a 11monochromatic 11 wave group, where the frequency {period) ls taken 

as invariant. 

The effects of the various agents of modification are summarized 

in Table 7. Bretschneider (1963b) noted that over the wide continen

tal shelf of the Gulf Coast, selective attenuation of longer period 

waves by bottom friction and percolation is greater than their selec

tive amplification due to shoaling. As a result, the predominant pe

riod shifts to lower values as the waves approach the coast. Along 

the west coast of North America bottom friction and percolation are 

negligible {except in the surf zone) due to the narrow and abruptly 

rising slope and shelf. There the shoaling effects are the more im

portant; longer period waves are selectively amplified and the pre

dominant period shifts toward higher values. 

Near tidal inlets of the west coast, both shoaling and currents 

are important sources of wave modification. The relative importance 

of each depends on the channel depth and current speed relative to the 

wave period. However, during the tidal ebb the current effe.ct is al

most always appreciable. This is because channel depths and jetties 

are designed so that the ebb flow will be strong enough to avoid net 

deposition of sediment in the entrance channels. At the Columbia 

River mouth the ebb speeds range from six to eight feet per second (3.5 

to 5 knots) during neap tides to more than thirteen fps (8 kt) during 

spring tides at high river stage. 



Modifying Process 

Shoaling 

Bottom Frlct-ion 
and Percolation 

Following Currents 

Opposing Currents 

Refraction Over 
Shoals 

Refraction Over 
Channels 

Refraction By 
Following Currents 

Refraction By 
Opposing Currents 

TABLE 7. Processes That Modify Wave Spectra. 

Frequencies most 
Effect on Spectrum Affected (high/low) 

Energy Density Increases Low 

Loss of Energy Low 

Energy Density Decreases High 

Energy Density Increases; High 
Total Energy Loss Above 
Critical Frequency (breaking) 

Energy Density Increases Low 

Energy Density Decreases Low 

Energy Density Decreases High 

Energy Density Increases High 

Frequency of 
Spectral Peak 

Decreases 

Increases 

Decreases 

Increases 

Decreases 

Increases 

Decreases 

Increases 

-V1 
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Wave breaking Is an important modification process in shoal re

gions generally and specifically over entrance bars at ebb stage. The 

amount of breaking depends not only on the relative depth and relative 

current at the point in question, but on the Initial (deep water) 

steepness of the waves ,as we11 (see, for example, the discussion of. 

Herbich and Hales, 1972). 

There is an important distinction between the modification of, 

energy density by shoaling and currents on the one hand, and the loss 

of energy through breaking on the other. If energy transfer between 

cur,rents end waves may be neg 1 ected, the re 1 at i onsh i p between in it la 1 

and final states in the former is conservative, as there Is no net, 

loss.or gain of energy to the system. Du~ing breaking, net wave ener~ 

gy . Is converted into heat and cannot be recovered. The nen.,conserva .. 

tive breaking process depends upon its history. That is, if one.wish

es to accurately account for energy lost in breaking, he must knQ\"J the 

di.stributlon of both depth and current in the area between deep water 

and the point in question. This is because the distribution of break• 

ing waves is dependent on depth and.current, as will be shown In the 

next chapter. 

Refraction along the approaches to the Columbia River results 

fr:om changes in depth and current speed. Refr~ction induced by depth 

changes was discussed qualitatively In Chapter II, and Is most pro

nounced, just n.orth and south of the entrance, and upriver of. the jet

ty tips. Current-induced refraction is especially strong during ebb 

flow over the outer bar. Neither of the effects is treated here due 
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to inadequate bathymetrlc data and the almost non-existent data on cur

rents seaward of the jetties. 

To summarize, the situation to be treated in this chapter Is a~ 

Idealized one. It is equivalent to considering waves which propagate 

eastward toward a tidal inlet of simple proportions on a north-south 

coast with parallel, north-south depth contours. Depth and current 

are assumed to deepen and disperse (re~pectively) seaward of the inlet 

with sufficient abruptness that 'the effects of bottom friction, per

colation, and wave breaking are minimal prior to arrival of the waves 

at the inlet opening. This simple model focuses attention on.the ef

fects pf shoaling and currents, the two most consistent causes of wave 

modification at the mouth of the Columbia River, In practice, even· 

pver the relatively deep entrance channel the history of refraction 

and wave·breaklng may be important, depending on wave height, period, 

direction, and tidal current. 

Modification of Small Amplitude Monochromatic 
Waves By Shoaling and Currents 

Consider a train of small amplitude waves of height H, length 

L , and period T • The celerity of such waves, caccording to small 

ampl I t1.1de (fi.rst and second order) theory, ls 

(6-1) 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and d is the water depth. 



In the limit of large depths (d > L/2), (6-1) reduces to 

(6-2) 

where.the 110 11 subscript denotes deep water, and· 

(6-3) 

Equations (6-2) and (6-3) are sufficiently good approxi matt ons pr9-

vided the depth is at least half.of the deep water wavelength, or 

( 6-4) 

If the waves pr0pagate with or against a current, equation (6-1) is 

to be interpreted as the celerity in a reference frame moving with 

the current. To a stationary observer, the period of,the waves would 

be 

L 
T = C + U (6-5) 

where U is the current speed and is taken to be negative if it 9p

poses the waves. The usual kinematic assumption is that the period 

remains constant as the depth and current speed change. Thus, as the 

waves. propagate from deep slack water to an area of influencing ~epth 

and non-zero current, 

'-o L -= 
Co C + u 

or 

L C + u -r= co • 
0 

(6-7) 

1 18 



From (6-1), (6-2), (6-3), and (6-7), the celerity and length of 

waves in water of depth d and.current U, relative to deep, s1ack 

water, are 
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C L d Lo ¼ c = [-L tanh{2'11"""':-L • -L}] (6-8) 
0 0 0 

and 

(6-9) 

Equation (6-9) is transcendental In L/L0 but can be solved for L/L0 

by computing Iteratively until successive differences are acceptably 

sma11. Subtraction of the constant term, U/C0 , yields the corres

ponding value of C/C0 • 

Equations (6-7) and (6-8) were first discussed by Unna (1942). 

He assumed that the speed of wave energy propagation past a stationary 

observer Is 

V = nC + U. (6--10) 

where 
d d n • ¼(1 + 41fT /slnh[4~-r-1) • (6-11) 

The quantity n is the ratio of group velocity to phase velocity for 

sma11 amp11t~de waves In the reference frame moving with the current. 

Denoting the wave energy density (energy per unit horizontal area) 

as E, we require that the rate of energy transfer past a stationary 

point remain invariant or, using (6-10), 

L (E[nC + u]) = o ax (6-12) 
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where X ls the horizontal coordinate In the direction of wave trav

el. This means that the energy density relative to deep slack water 

becomes 

(6-13) 

where n = ½ in deep water and K2 is a convenient symbol to denote 

the energy amplification factor. Wiegel (1964) discusses the appli

cation of equations (6-7), (6-8) and (6-13) to the case of waves in 

deep water which encounter a current along the x axis. 

Longuet-Hlggins and Stewart (1961) pointed out that, although fre

quently cited In the literature, the assumption (6-10) (and therefore 

a1so its consequences, (6-12) and (6-13)) Is not correct generally. 

Thus (6-10) ls equivalent to assuming that there fs no net energy trans

fer from the mean current to the waves, or vice versa. The authors 

show that as the waves propagate through a current gradient, the de

gree of interaction between current and waves will depend on how much 

of the non-uniformity in the x-direction ls due to horizontal compen

sation (lateral inflow or outflow) or to verticql compensation (up

welling or downwe111ng). 

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart applied their theory to two special 

deep water cases. In their development the energy balance equation 

reduces to 

¾x-{E(½C + U)C} = 0 (6-14) 



for pure upwe l1 i ng (downwe 111 ng), and 

_L {E (i-C ~ U)} .. 0 
ax 
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(6-15) 

for pure 1atera1 Inflow (outfJow). The energy amplifications are, 

respectively, 

(6-16) 

and 

E C i-C 
T • T <tc ? u> - K"

2 
, 

0 0 
(6-17) · 

If the waves are assumed to be In Initially slack water. 

If wave-current inter1ctlon Is neglected, (6-13) yields 

(6-18) 

for deep water. Comparison of (6-16), (6-17), and (6-18) suggests· 

that (6-18) corresponds to a case Intermediate between the twe> extremes. 

In fact, one can show that (6-18) results If equal amounts of vertical 

and lateral compensation are Involved. Herblch and Hales (1972) point

ed 01,1t that In a prototype t Ida 1 In 1 et s I tuat I on some cond I, t I on betwee~ 

the extremes probably exists as the current converges (diverges) from 

(toward) all directions. 

The actual degree of wave-current interaction cannot be deter

mined for the Columbia River because the detatls of the current dlstrl

buti.on seaward of the Jetties are unknown. In view of this lack of 
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data, the assumption leading to (6-18) appears to be satisfactory. It 

will be assumed, therefore, that (6-1)) correctly describes the energy 

amp 1 if i cation .for the Co 1 umb i a River entrance. 

It can be seen from (6-13) that a discontinuity occurs when 

U = -nC ; as this limiting value is approached, the amplification tends· 

to infinity. In this limit the speed of energy propagation is reduced 

to zero (Unna, 1942). Unna noted that for depths greater than L0 /20 

the discontinuity may be approximated by the condition 

He further pointed out that wayes of finite steepness must break be .. 

fore. the current reaches the 1 imiting condition of .equation (6 .. 19). 

Wave breaking would presumably continue (perhaps sporadically) as the 

limit Is approached and additional energy is lost through breaking. 

Since the wave energy is proportional to the squared height, the height 

amplificatioQ from (6-13) Is just 

(6-20) 

The amplification, Ksc , can be termed a shoaling-current coefficient 

in ana)ogy ta the shoaling (Ks) and refraction (Kr) coefficients eften 

c.ited in the literature. In fact, Ksc reduces to Ks in the limit 

of zero current, as It should. 

Noting that 
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and 
d 27T d 

-L = -9 (-.:;yT) 
0 

The coefficient Ksc can be computed for various va1ues of re1ative 

depth (d/T 2
) and relative current (U/T) • The resu1t is shown in 

Figure 22. The sa1 lent features of Figure 22 may be summarized as 

fo11ows: 

(a) In the 1 i mi t of deep s 1 ack water Ksc approaches unity. 

(b) Along the null-current 1ine (U = 0), Ksc reduces to the 

shoaling coefficient, Ks • 

(c) For .a given va1ue of D/T2 
, Ksc increases with greater 

opposing current. speeds (U/T < 0) and decreases with greater 

fo11owing current speeds (U/T > 0). 

(d) For a given value of re1ative current (U/T), Ksc is mini• 

mum at Intermediate values of relative depth. 

(e) The rate of increase of Ksc is greatest for shallow depths 

and strong opposing currents. 

In some app1ications (e.g. H.O. Pub. 234, 11Breakers.and Surf: 

Princip1es in Forecasting 11, 1954) it is assumed that statlstica1 av

erages of H , C , and L can be transformed (shoa1 Ing on1y) by the 

equations of sma11 amplitude theory and that the average period is un

changed. The assumption is correct in the 11mit of waves of inflnites

ima1 steepness with a 11 llne 11 spectrum, where energy is unaffected by 
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) and 
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other processes fT\8ntioned in the preceding section. The assumption be• 

comes Increasingly unacceptable as the actual waves depart from this 

idea,llzed condition. In the case of storm waves It is necessary to 

transform the entire spectrum, 

Tr;rnsformation ef Wc;1ve Spectra By Shoal Ing and Currents 

Bretschnelder(1963b) transformed wave spectra by applying the shoal

Ing coefficient Ks to the e~ergy densities of the deep water period 

spectrum, S0 (;(} 

S(T) = K/ S0 (T) 
I\, I\, 

(6-21) 

where Ks= [C0 /2nC]¼ as determined by small amplitude theory, 

S (T) = AT3 exp(-BT~) 
O'v "' I\, 

(6-22) 

A and B are censtants and T0 is the average wave perled in deep water, 

before transformation. 

Each peried cemponent of the spectrum is subjected to a relative 

depth 

(6-24) 

The coefflGlent Ks varies acress the spectrum accordingly; it will 

affect the longer periods to a greater extent due to their smaller rel

ative depth. 
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Bretschneider (1959) showed how the frequency spectrum may be 

obtained from the joint probability distribution of wave heights and 

periods. If heights and squared periods are both Rayleigh-distributed 

and independent, the frequency spectrum corresponding to (6-22) is 

(6-25) 

where f is the frequency as normalized by a characteristic value, 

'" and a and b are constants appropriate to the choice of normali-

zation. Depending on the specific form which (6-25) takes, and its 

dependence on wave generation parameters, it may be alternatively re

ferred to ~s the Bretschneider spectrum (Bretschneider, 1959) or the 

Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum (Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964). 

If the frequency is normalized by the spectral peak frequency, 

max 
5 

max 
f

0 
, and the spectral density by the peak energy density, 0 , 

the normalized spectrum becomes simply 

where f = f/f 0 max, and the 110 11 subscript refers to the unaltered 
"' 

deep water spectrum, as before. The shoaling transformation of (6-26) 

is 

(6-27) 

The period corresponding to the spectral peak frequency is 

T max= [f max1_1 
0 0 (6-28) 
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and is related to the mean period, To , by a constan.t factor. If 

"T;, is taken as the average period defined by the zero upcrossing meth

od, it can be shown that (e.g. Bretschneider, 1959) 

T max/-T = 1 4 
0 0 • (6-29) 

For a given in it i a 1 value of d/f/ , each frequency component is ~Ub"". 

Jected to a shoaling coefficient corresponding to the relative depth 

at that frequency: 

'f 
d/T 2 

• ( 0 )2 

T max 
0 

(6-30) 

In Figure 23 the transformed (normalized) spectra are shown for. 

various values of -2 d/T0 • The spectrum corresponding to d/T
0

2 = 

12 ft/sec 2 Is essentially the unaltered deep water one, (6-2:6). Al

though the form of the spectrum changes little with changing depth, 

the peak frequency shifts and the area under the spectrum changes. 

At d/T0
2 

• 2.4 ft/sec 2 (intermediate depth) the spectral area is l~ss 

and the spectral peak frequency shffts to higher frequencies. At t~~ 

shallower.depths the spectral peak frequency shifts to lower val.ues 

and the spectral area increases. 

The desired transformation for the spectra of waves approaching 

the CqJumbia River is one which combines the effects of shoaling and 

currents. Figure 24 shows the result of transforming the normalized 

spectrum (6-26) with the shoaling-current amplification factor dis

cussed in the previous-section: 
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(6-Jl) 

where K 2 
SC (6--13) 

All cu.rves tn Figure 24 are for a relative depth d/T0
2 = 0.36 

ft/sec 2
• This would cor~espond, for example, to waves with an aver

age zero upcrossing period of 12 seconds at a depth of about 50 feet. 

The range of relatiye current (U/T0 ) shown is equivalent to current 

speeds of from 5.5 fps (flood) to -11 fps (ebb) for the same example. 

These .are typical figures for storm waves over the Columbia River navi,

ga,ti'on channe 1, say, between the jetty tips. 

Several .prominent features of Figure 24 may be noted: 

(1) The spectra] peak frequency shifts slightly to higher values 

with Increasingly negative (opposing) relative current. 

This Is to be expected as (6-13) is larger for shorter waves 

(larger frequencies). 

(2) Energy density increases for opposing currents and decreases 

for following currents. 

(3) For opposing currents a relative minimum occurs, beyond 

which energy density rapidly increases (dotted portion of, 

curves). 

The frequency at whlch the energy density approaches inf~nity is 

the theoretical limit where the group velocity Is equal and opposite 

to the current velocity. 
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Huang!!~· (1972) performed transformations on deep water spec

tra where opposing and following currents were involved. They arbi

trartly chose the energy amplification factor (6-16) and applied it 

to the. Pierson-Mosk.owitz spectrum obtaining results similar to Figure 

24. They pointed out that n<:> waves can ex,ist beyend the theeretical 

limit and that waves would break before, reaching it. They ad~ed that; 

In actual cases, the spectrum will show an overshoot or 
energy. pile-up at the freq1,Jency just below (the critical 
frequency), and the sea state becomes extremely rough 
caused, by the breaking. 

The effe~ts of shoaling and c~rrents on averaged wave height and 

period will now be·examined by Integration of the unaltered spectrum 

in deep slack water and the transformed spectrum in water of arbi

trary depth and current. 

Change in Average Wave.Heights 

The variance.of the sea surface elevation is equal to the zero-th 

moment of the energy spectru(ll, or the spectral area. Lenguet-Hi.ggtns 

(l952) showed theoretical lY that for a narrow banded spectrum the 

square root of ·this varJance is related to the mean wave height and 

the average ef the highest one n·th waves by con~tant fact<:>rs. The 

relatJve ~hange in average height resulting from the spectral trans

f~rmatl<:>n (6-31) is therefore equal to the square reot of,the rela-
, 'I 

tive change in spectral area. That is, 
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(6-32) 

where the computed ratio applies to mean .height as well, as to the av

erage height of the highest one n-th waves. 

In practice, of course, one could choose a non-infinite ~pper fre

quency limit for the Integrations, consistent with the expected range 

of wave periods. For this study the upper frequency limit was-chosen 

to be four times the spectral peak frequency. For an average zero ~p- .. 

crossing period of 12 seconds, this would mean neglecting periods of 

four seconds or l~ss. 

In the case of opposing currents, a cutoff frequency for the 

transformed spectrum must be chosen that is less than the 1 imit j4st 

mentioned. This limit was taken as the frequency at which the spec

tral density Is .a relative minimum, t min. The choice is arbitrary, 

as it Is not possible to say how the energy lost through breaking ~s 

distributed across the spectrum. As noted earli~r, this depends on 

the history of.dept~ and current encountered by the waves ~s they 

propagate to the point in question. 

There Is a probabi 1 i ty, however smal 1, that waves wi 11 break in 

any part of th~ spec.trum. It.will be shown in the next chapter that 

in deep water breaking waves are most probable at high frequencies, 

but that at depths smaller than a critical value there is a sudden 

shift of the maximum breaking probability toward lower frequencies. 



It wi 1 ,1 be ;assumed therefore that. the frequency ,{, m In ls a _reasor:i

ab 1 e cutoff point before depths become so sha11ew that the largest 

waves freqyently break. For the purpose of computation the relative 

change· in average wave. height becomes 
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{6-33) 

where. 
f min< 4 • 
"' -

- -2 The distribution of K with relative depth d/T0 and relative 

current u/f 0 is shewn In Figure 25 (T0 denotes the Int t ta, ave_rage 

zero ~pcrosslng perlo~). The behavior of i is very similar to that 

of Ksc, the shoaling-c1,1rrent coefficient for monoch_romatlc waves 

{Figure 22). The most notable difference is that K isles~ than K
5
c 

for strong opposing currents. This Is because the increase In energy 

density for t ~,{,min Is partially compensated for by the ,oss of all 

energy where f > f min (breaking). 
"' "' 

Change in Average Wave Periods.· 

The rel~tive change in average period with shoaling and curfents 

can ,be computed by integration of the _narmallzed spectra in deep water 

and in water of arbitrary depth and current. Using Rlce•s.(1944) def

inition of Y discuss~d In Chapter IV {equation [4-11]), 
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(6-34) 

where ~ min ls as defined in (6-31). 

The variation of T/f0 Is shown in Figure 26 as a function of 

- 2 -d/T
0 

and U/T
0

• The amount of variation is not great over most 

d fll!o•-2 of the domain of , 1, The average period decreases 

somewhat .at relatively large depths and moderate opposing currents. 

This reflects the increase in the spectral peak frequency discussed 

earlier in connection _with Figure 24. This tendency is weakened as 

depth decreases because shoaling has the opposite effect on the spec• 

tra, peak frequency. For strong opposing currents the trunca_tion of 

the transfprmed spectrum becomes important, causing the averc~ge peri• 

od to increase over the value in deep slack water. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The results ,of this chapter should not be treated as having quan-. 

titative siBnlficance, except.insofar as an actual situation satisfies 

the assumptions, which have been made. At the entrance to the Columbla 

River, f\Jrther modification of the wave spectrum can be expected due 

to refraction. Previous wave breaking below the cutoff frequency and 

departures .from the idealized unaltered spectrum are also important 

sources af discrepancies. 
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Refraction effects will be strongest in the areas of Peacock 

and Clatsop Spits. whereas it is appropriate tQ study the navigation 

hazard over the channel. Due to the channel depth, these effects will 

usuaJ)y .not be great. During ebb conditions, current and water depth 

Induce refraction of opposing tendency (see discussion of refraction, 

Chapter I I). The current effect is probably stronger during strong 

ebb conditions, causing additional Increases In average height. 

The history of wave breaking prior to arrival of the waves at the 

point In question will result In departures from the (average) height 

and period changes suggested in Figures 25 and 26. If swel 1 s arrive 

from west-northwest and a strong ebb current jet flows directly towar9 

the oncoming waves seaward of the jetties, considerable wave breaking 

could·occur over the shoal area off Peacock Spit. This would result 

in lower.average heights between the jetty tips than would be expected. 

from Fl gure 25 • The effect on average period would depend on. the pe

riod of the most probable breaking waves over the shoal area. 

The assumption that the wave spectrum in deep slack water is na,r

row ,banded and of the Pierson-Moskowitz form Is another 1 Imitation. 

The assumption Is probably best after the cold front of a storm passes 

Inland and the cross swell caused by the southerly winds of the storm's 

foresector disappears~ At this time the spectrum, if previously bi

modal, becomes unimodal. It should be noted, however, that deviations 

from the idealized spectrum are automatically accounted for if one per

forms transformations on the forecast or hindcast spectra. The re

~ults then depend on the ability of the forecast method, the forecast

er and hi$ data to simulate.the actual spectra. 
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In spite of the difficulties in applying the techniques of this 

chapter to actual situations, the results agree qualitatively with 

physical logic and are useful in understanding the combined effect of 

shoal Ing and tidal. s.treams on waves arriving at river meuths. 

Nothing .has been said of the effects of depth and current on 

wave steepness. The waves wl 11 be shorter and steeper at i.ntermediate 

and shallow depths than in deep water. Ebb currents will induce addi

ti.enal steepening. However, a study of the statistical nature of wave 

breaking for such conditions is more useful than steepness in under-. 

standing the navi·gation hazard. Also, parameters related to breaking 

reflect on the steepness as well. The results of this chapter pro

vide a useful basis for developing statistical indices related to 
' ' . / 

wave hrea~lng,. This Is done in the fo.1 lowing chapter. 



VII. DERIVATION OF A HAZARD INDEX FOR RIVER ENTRANCES 
FROM THE PROBABILITY .OF BREAKING WAVES 

Introduction 
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Wave breaking Is In general random, even in the surf zone, except 

when only very regular swell are involved. This randomness is especial• 

ly true.durlr:ig the winter along the Oreg0n-Washin9ton coast. During .t~e 

arrival of storm waves the surf zone becomes quite wide, with the larg

est waves breaking at Its seaward edge and breaker heights decreasing 

toward shore. 

Even over ship channels random breaking may occur, especially dur

ing ebb tide •. As storm.waves encounter the outer (weakest) pertion of 

the ebb effluent, the shert waves .become extremely rough and break fre

quent.Jy. A$ the waves approach the jetties, the CLtrrent becomes strong-:

er and the period range of tumultuous wave breaking will shift toward 

higher, values. 

Waves. whose periods are beyond this critical range wiH break ran

domly with increasing frequency. The randem breaking ef the lenger 

"sweJ 111 Is the most hazardous to pi lots and navigators of large vessels. 

Occaslona11y, during severe storms, very hazardous conditions trans.cend 

the ebb tide effects and continue on the flood. 

Given the capability of predicting deep water wave.conditions, it 

Is desiraple to estimate the degree of navigation hazard which. can be 

expected. This Is in part.a problem of transforming the wave spectrum 

according ta.physical principles (Chapter VI). Assuming the transformed, 
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spectrum can be estimated for some point near the river entrance, one· 

may arrive at the probability that a given wave will break, provided 

the statistical properties of wave heights and periods are known. 

Related to this probability is a statistical function which empha

sizes the breaking probability of waves in the period range associated 

with swell. This function Is insensitive to assumptions about the dis-. 

trlbution of wave periods. It theref<i>re appears to be an ideal index of 

navigation hazard at river entrances during storm conditions. 

In the following section the breaking Index is developed as a func

tion of depth and current. Then some of the pertinent literature re~ 

gardlng wave statistics Is reviewed, with emphasis on the Rayleigh dis.-

* trfbutlons for wave heights and squared periods. Expressions are de-

veloped and discussed for breaking wave statistics in deep slack water 

as well as water of arbitrary depth and current. A useful statistical 

index for navigation hazard at river entrances Is discussed and Illus

trated in an example. 

The Breaking Index in Water of Arbitrary Depth and Current 

A very useful parameter for many design purposes is the height of 

a breaking wave. The breaking height (Hb) is important to the develop

ment of this chapter because the probability that a given wave is break.

Ing Is related to the probability that the height exceeds Hb. F~r a· 

* Unless otherwise specified it will be assumed that heights and 
periods ref.er to those of zera upcrossing waves. 
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given depth and current, the breaking height depends on the wave period. 

Thus It Is convenient to determine the breaking index Hb/T2 as a func

tion of relative depth and relative current: 

(7-1) 

The functional form taken by (7-1) should be conslstent with the 

known behavior of breaking waves in the absence 0f currents. The Stokes 

criterion for wave breaking is that the water particle velocity at the 

crest is just equal to the wave celerity. This leads to the result that 

the wave breaks in de,p water when a critical steepness Is attained, 

where Lb I~ the wavelength of the breaking wave (Michell, 1893). 

Michell further showed that the deep water breaking length is greater 

than that expected from small amplitude wave theory (L0 ). Specifically, 

where 

Together, these equations yield 

Hb 
- • o.875 ft/sec 2 

T2 

(7-3) 

(7-4) 

(7-5) 
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for deep water. Since only waves In a developing sea break in deep water, 

the breakers are short crested and cusp-shaped, usually termed 11~hite

caps1·1. 

As, ·wav,es move into shallow water (d < Lc1i20) they beceme 11sol l

tary11 waves; that Is, they behave independently of each other, er ef 

the wavelength. Assuming that the Stokes criterion applies to soli

tary waves,_ Mccowan ( 1894) showed that 

(7-6) 

i.e., the breaking height is .determined only by the depth. Equations 

(7-2) through (7-6) are summarized by Dean and Eagleson (1966). 

In water of intermediate depth the breaking height depends on both 

length and depth. M,che (1944) gives the limiting steepness as 

2,rd o. 142 tanh (-L) 
. b 

for water of arbitrary depth. The data of Danel, (1952) show that (7-7) 

is satisfactory from an engineering standpoint (see discussion by Wi~gel, 

1964). 

From small amplitude wave theory, the celerity and wavelength are 

given by 

(7-8) 

and d 
L = L tan h ( 2111""'":'-L) 

o b 
(7-9) 
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Equation (7-9) fo 11 ows from (7-8), (7-4) and the necessary condition 

that C • L/T. The fact that breaking waves are faster and longer 

than small amplitude waves might be accounted for by generalizing (7.-3) 

to all depths. By this hypothesis, (7-8) and (7-9) become (for break-

ing waves) 

and 

glb d 
Cb2 

• 1.2 ~ tanh(2n -r;) 
d 

Lb= 1.2 L0 tanh(2n ,:::-) 
b 

(7 .. 10) 

(7-11) 

By using (7-10) to eliminate the hyperbolic tangent in (7-7), we may 

obtain the breaking Index 

(7-12) 

Cb may be found from (7-10) after Lb is successively approximated 

by iteration of (7-11) on a computer. The curves of Hb/T2 and Lb/T2 

are shown in Figure 27 as functions of the relative depth, d/T 2 
• For 

comparison, the values given by stream-function theory are also shown 

(Dean, 1970). 

At relative depths of 1 ft/sec 2 or less, the curve for Hb/T2 ap

proaches the 1 lne far 1: 1 correspondence with d/T 2 
• This means. that 

Hb becomes relatively Independent of wave perlod at these depths. This 

is of considerable Importance to the development of an index of naviga

tion hazard.at the river mouth, to be discussed in a s1.1bsequent section. 

The agreement shown In Figure 27 is sufficient for the purposes of this 

study. 
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Equations (7-10) and (7-12) may be easily extended to include the 

case of non-zero current. Assuming that the period ls constant for a. 

wave which eventually breaks In water of current U , then 

(7-13) 

where C0 • gT/2~ and L0 =_gT2/2~ may be assumed to apply to deep 

slack water (small amplitude theory yields good approximations until 

shortly before the limiting steepness ls reached). Substituting (7-13) 

Into (7-10), and expressing C0 and L0 in terms of T, one obtains, 

(7-14) 

which may be solved directly by iteration.· 

The breaking Index from (7-12) and (7-14) varies with d/T 2 and 

U/T as shown in Figure 28. For a given depth and period, the breaking 

height Is less·for opposing currents than for slack water or.following 

curr:.ents. The wavelength is decreased when waves encounter ar, opposing 

current, so that the height must also be less when the 1 imiting steep

ness for breaking Is reached. 

The Insensitiveness of Hb to wave period for d/T 2 < 1 ft/sec 2 
. -

also .applies to cases where currents are involved. This condition ex

tends• .to somewhat greater depths for following currents, and somewhat 

lesser depths for opposing currents. 

It ts readily seen that In the 1 imit of shallow depths (where the 

hyperbolic tangent may be approximated by its argument) equations (7•12) 
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Figure 27. Heights (Hb) and lengths (Lb) of breaking waves 
relative to squared period, shown as functions of 
relative depth (d/T 2

). Solid curves are given by 
equations (}-10), (7-11) and (7-12); plotted points 
were numerically computed from stream function theory 
by Dean (1970). 
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and (7-14) .give Hb ~ 0.142(2n)d = 0.89d. Thus these relationships 

give a higher breaking height in very shallow water than (7-:6). This 

discrepancy is less at greater depths, and is reversed at intermediate 

depths (Figure 27). Though the functional relationships do n9t conform 

perf~ctly te theory, they provide a practical means of cQmputing v = 

Hb/T2 as a function of both depth and current. 

Height and Period Statistics 

I t is, we 11 knewn that the heigh ts and per I ods of ocean waves a re 

net regular but statistically distributed. Various mathematical. func

tions have.been preposed to account for these distributions, the fore• 

most being the Rayleigh distribution for wave heights, and the Ray

leigh distribution for squared wave period. The mements of tbese dis

tributiens are simply related by the gamma function. 

Longuet-Higgins (1952) showed, theoretically that when the wave 

spectrum is narrow-banded, the maxima of water surface elevatien fellow 

a Rayleigh distribution. For such a spectrum t~e wave height ~s twice 

the surface elevation maximum, and therefore is also Rayleigh-distri

buted •. Thus, 

and 

P(H ~ h) = FH(h) = 1 - exp[-(h/n) 2
] 

dFH 
fH(h) = dh = 2h/n 2 .exp[-(h/n) 2

] 

(7-15) 

(7 .. 16) 

~ere,· FH and fH are referred to respectively as the cumulative dts• 

trlb.ution function and the marginal prebabil ity density function (p.d.f.) 

for the random variable H (height). The notation P(A) denotes the 
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probability that H occupies the sample subspace A, h refers to a 

particular value or realization of H, and n Is the root mean square 

(r.m.s.) value of H. 

The Rayleigh distribution for wave heights has b.een sh0wn by 

Bretschneider (1959), Goda (1970) and others to have a wide applicabil• 

ity. Moreover, Goda found that the distribution is applicable over a 

wlde range.of spectral width. Thus the assumption that (7-15) holds is 

a reasonably good one. 

Longuet~Hlgglns (1952) determined the relationship of the various 

average wave heights to the r.m.s. height for narrow banded spectra: 

if= o.89 n 

H = 1.41 n 
1/3 

H = 1,80 n = 1.28 H 
1/10 1/3 

(7-17) 

Goda confirmed these numerically and found them to vary from (7-17) for 

sufficiently broad spectra. His results show that they are applicable 

to waves with a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. 

There is much less uniformity regarding the distribution of wave 

periods. Various distributions such as the Putz or log-normal distri

butions t,ave been proposed, but the Rayleigh distribution for squared 

peri.ods ·. is the most widely accepted. Bretschneider (1959) gave both 

physical arguments and considerable observational evi.den.ce for the. 

Rayleigh .distribution. Goda (1970) numerically simulated waves from 

spectra of varying functional shapes and cQmpared the resulting distri

butions with the theoretical ones. ije found the T2 -Rayleigh dlstribu-
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tion to be in fair agreement.with that of the Pierson-Moskowitz spec

trum, but considerably different from those of other spectral forms, 

especially double-peaked spectra. 

The T2 -Rayleigh distribution is given by 

(7-18) 

where T
2 is the r.m.s. squared period and t is a realizatl~n of the 

random variable T(period). The corresponding marginal p.d.f. for peri

ods is 

(7-19) 

The k.!!!, moment of (7-19) Is given by 

(7-20) 

from which the average period becomes 

T = 0.91T • (7-21) 

It has been shown by Bretschneider (1959) and confirmed experimentally 

by Goda (1970) that 

(7-22) 

where f is the spectral peak frequency for a spectrum of Pierson-

Moskowitz form~ 

By setting the derivative of (7-19) equal to zero, the •most prQb

ab 1 e period, tm , Is 
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tm = 0.93T = 1.03T (7-23) 

and (7-24) 

The relationship between wave spectra of the Pierson-M.oskowitz · 

form and the T2 -Rayleigh distribution has been demonstrated by Bret

schneider (1959) and Goda (1970). This relationship and (7-21), (7-22) 

and (7-23) should remain valid under the shoaling-current transforma

tions described except in the case of opposing currents. They presum

ably break down if exte~sive losses of wave energy occur due to bottom 

friction, percolation, and wave breaking. Bretschneider (1963b) argued 

that a. single-peaked spectrum in deep water may become double-peaked 

in the surf zone due to the successive action of bottom friction, per

colation and shoaling (Gulf of Mexico). 

The correlatipn between heights and periods and its variation with 

spectral characteristics have not been studied extensively enough to 

draw definitive conclusions. Bretschneider (1959) found correlation 

coefficients from 0.08 to 0.65 between heights and squared periods, in

creasing for decreasing spectral width. Bretschneider suggested that 

"zero correlation quite likely exists between H and T for a full,y 

develCi>ped sea" and that "non-correlation is perhaps the most likely to 

be encountered by engineers and oceanograph.ers". 

Goda (1970) found the correlation between (zero upcrossing) heights 

and periods to be strongly affected by spectral width, increasirtg with 

increasing width. This is seemingly contrary to Bretschneider•s resijlts. 

Goda concluded that further field analysis is needed to clarify this. 
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The Truncated Distribution For Wave Periods 

The effects of opposing currents on the wave spectrum were dis

cussed in the previous chapter. Waves cannot propagate against a cur

rent if the wave period Is less than some critical value. They there

fore dissipate all of their energy in breaking and the spectrum is trun

cated at high frequencies. Though this phenomenon has been noted vis

ually by observers (e.g. Isaacs, 1948), there is no observational evi

dence (to my knowledge) regarding the statistical distribution of such 

waves after this truncation has been effected. 

If the wave-breaking activity takes place chiefly at periods near and 

below the 11cutoff 11 period, then the shape of the distribution for longer 

periods should not be affected. That is, the probability density of 

the remaining periods should be increased equally, In proportion to the 

11lost 11 probability. 

This may best be seen by expressing (7-18) in terms of the most 

probable period, tm: 

(7-25) 

(since The choice of Is appropriate because the 

most probable period should maintain its relationship with the spectral 

peak frequency (7-24), whereas truncation will bring about an increase 

in all moment-related periods, such,as T. The truncated distribution 

Fr' (t) is limited to the sample space tc < t <®,where tc denotes 

the cutoff period. Therefore (7-25) must be normalized by the total 

probability that a period lies in this range. Thus, 
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(7-26) 

and the corresponding p.d.f. becomes 

(7-27) 

where tc < t < ~. 

The expression relating T to tm may be obtained from the fourth. 

moment of fr' (t) • Lett Ing z denote .the argument .of the exponential 

in (7-27) we obtain, after some manipulation, 

- ~ 
-r4 • T4 • / t 4f 1 (t)dt 

t T 
C 

4 ~ -z ~ z 
• - t 4 [ ze dz+ tc 4 r e~ dz 3 m o b 

4 --t4+t4 
3 m C 

(7-28) 

Thus T increases with tc as expected. But ~eca4se T is propor ... 

tlonal to the fourth root of (7-28), its increase In not,large until tc 

nears t,n • Selvi.ng fpr t 4 
m , ( 7-27) may be expressed In an alternate 

form, 
4t 3 t4 - t 4' 

fr'(t). 4 exp{- ( 4 C )} (7-29) 
tc4) t 4 ( T - T C 

When tc • 0, both (7-28) and (7-29) reduce to the corresponding 

relationships ·for the untruncated distributh>n, (7-19) and (7-23),. How-. 

ever, the.rel•tionship between the lll(i)St probable period and t~e spectrijl, 
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peak frequency should remain as given by (7-24) even when tc ~ 0, 

provided (1) wave~breaking is confined predominantly to low period 

values and (2) the truncation period remains low .enough that waves of 

perl_od T • tm do not frequently break. If these c0nditlons. are not 

satisfied, the distribution (7~29) may only be reasonable at the onset 

of breaking. 

One ts forced to conclude that for strong opposing currents even 

the largest waves will break frequently and the period distribution will 

become unstable and degenerate. If the waves are Initially distributed 

as T2-R~ylelgh, the truncated distribution (7-29) Is reasonable for mod~ 

erate opposing currents until Just after water depths are shallow enough 

for the largest ~aves to.break (I.e. swell). 

Even when (7-29) may be.considered applicable there exists some 

probability that random wave breaking will occur. This is to be.taken 

up In the next section. 

Breaking Wave Probability 

The subject of this section Is the breaking wave probability, or 

the probability that.a given wave will break. This Is to be distin

guished from the tumultuous breaking which occurs at short wavelengths 

(peri.ods) at ebb tide, I.e., at periods near or below the cutoff period 

(tc) discussed In the previous section, For verification purposes the 

breaking-wave prqbabllity may be considered th_e fraction of breaking 

waves In a wave record. 
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Much Insight to the following development was obtained from the 

work of F. L. Ramsey and J. H. Nath, which has not yet been put;>llshed. 

They are developing expressions for the probability distribution func

tions of breaking waves In the Ea~tern North Pacific Ocean, verified 

with observations and measurements from the Canadian weather ship at 
' ' . 

station Papa. In particular, I am indebted to them for the derivation 

of the probabi-lity that a wave is breaking in deep slack water. 

To illustrate the logic of the statistical arguments, the breaking 

probability is first derived for deep slack water. These arguments are 

then extended to include water of arbitrary depth and (opposing or fol-

lowing) current. The variations of statistical breaking properties with 
~ ' . 

depth and current are Illustrated by means of an example. 

The expressions for the breaking wave probability evolve from the 

fol lowing assumptions: 

(I) wave heights are_Rayleigh distributed without exceptions; 

(Ii) squared wave periods are Rayleigh distributed in water of 
arbitrary depth and/or following currents; 

(ill) the distribution of wave periods is given by the truncate~ 
distribution when the mean current opposes the waves; 

(iv) heights and periods are uncorrelated. 

Application of these Ideas to the wave spectra transformed from deeR 

slack water requires the additional assumption that 

(v) the most probable period is related to the spectral 
peak frequency by an Invariant factor (7-24). 
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Deep Slack Water 

The probability that a given wave is breaking may be restated a~ 

tt,e probabil.ity _that the limiting height Is ex.ceeded; 

(7-30) 

Where v Is the breaking index defined by (7-1) and. H and T are 

the random variables for height and period. 

The probability that~ wave of period T • t is breaking Is (with 

the aid of [7-15]) 

P(H > Vt 2 ) • - P(H .::_ Vt 2 ) 

• 1 - FH(vt2
) 

• exp[-(vt 2
)

2 /n 2
] • (7-31) 

The probability that t < T < t + dt Is (from [7-19]) 

4t 3 

P(t < T < t + dt) .. fT(t)dt = ~ exp[-(t/T) 4 ]dt. (7-32) 

If heights and periods are independent, the probability that t < T < 

t + dt and _the wave breaks ~s the product of (7-31) and (7-32): 

g(t)dt • P(H > vT2 and t < T < t + dt) 
4t 3 

• exp[-(vt 2
)

2 /n 2 ]exp[-(t/T) 4
] - 4 dt 

. T 

• exp[-(t/T) 4 (1 + Q-2 )]~ dt , 
T4 

(7-33) 

where Q • n/vT 2 
• The parameter Q Is the ratio of the r.m.s. wave 

height to the height of a breaking wave of period T = T. Finally, 
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the probability that the wave breaks regardless of its period is the 

integral of the product function g{t) over all periods. In deep 

slack water the breaking index is a constant, v = 0.875 ft/sec 2 , so 

that (7-33) Is easily integrated in closed form. With the change of 

00 

= £ exp[-z(l + Q-2)]dz 

• (I + Q-2 )- 1 (7-34) 

The marginal p.d.f. for breaking-wave perioQs, f;(t) , is re.lated 

to the relati.ve frequency of the event 11t < T < t + dt given that 

H > vT2". From (7-33) and (7-34), 

P(t < T < t + dt and H > vT2) 
P(t <.T < t + dtlH > vT2) • P(H > vT2) 

In other words, 

Using (7-20) and the change of variable z = (t/T)~(l + K-2) 

moment of (7-35) ls 

Mk• Tbk • Tk(l + K-2)-k/~ £00 zk/~ ezdz 

= (Pbw)k/~ Tkf(l + k/4) 

(7-35) 

the kth -

•. (Pbw) k/~ ?Z (7-36) 
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Thus any representative period (Tbk)i/k for breaking waves has the 

same simple relationship with the corresponding period for all waves 

(rk) 1/k : 

(7-37) 

speclflcal,y, (7-38) 

As an example of (7-34) and (7-38) consider waves in deep slack 

water with an r.m.s. height n • 14 feet and periods such that L • 10 

seconds. The probability of wave breaking is 2.5% and Lb/L = 0.4 -

that Is, periods of breaking waves are generally a litt\e less than half 

those for a 11 waves. 

Probability of breaking tn water of arbitrary depth and current 

In water of arbitrary depth and current the breaking index depends 

upon wave period and the period distribution may. in general be truncated 

at low peri.ods. (opposing currents). From (7-29) and (7-31) the product 

function g(t) becomes 

(7-39) 

Then 
00 

Pbw,.. { g(t)dt 
C 

the p.d.f. for periods of breaking waves is 
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Because of the complicated functional dependence of v on period, 

these Integrations are done numerically on a computer. 

An example 

The behavior of P(H > vt 2
) , fT(t), ~(t), Pbw and Tb/T as func

tions of depth and current are shown in Figures 29 and 30. At each 

depth and current the spectrum (deep slack water) of waves with n0 = 

15 f~et and T0 • 10 seconds was transformed as described In Chapter VI. 

Thus the r.m.s. height (n) at the depth and current in question Is the 

result of applying the amplification factor of Figure 25, where T
0 

• 

0.9 T
0

• The corresponding value of T was obtained from the spec

tral- peak frequency of .the transformed spectrum using (7-24) and (7-28). 

Variations with depth (no current) are shown In Figure 29a,b,c,d. 

The conditional probability of wave breaking at period t, P(H > vt 2
), 

Is shewn in Figure 29a, while Figure 29b shows the period probabqity 
• 

density fT(t) • Figure 29c shows the product function, g(t) , and 

Figure 29d give~ the variation of Pbw and Tb/T with depth. The 

following features may be n0ted: 

a. The conditional probability of breaking in deep water is 

appreciable only fQr periods less than sfx seconds, where the 

probability density for periods is low. Thus Pbw Is small 

and breaking periods are short relative to all periods, i.e. 

Tb/T Is small. This condition might apply to short-crested 

whitecaps in a developing sea. 
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b. At intermediate and shallow depths the conditional probability 

of breaking increases. At periods near or beyond the lll(:)St prob

able period (say t .::_ 8 seconds) It becomes insensitive to period 

chan,ge (because of the behavior of the breaking index noted in 

the second.section of this chapter). At depths for which the c~n

ditlonal probability of breaking becomes appreciable at longer pe

riods, the product function g(t) a~ those periods also becomes 

significant. 

c. The apparent shift of the predominant breaking wave period from 

lower, to higher values occurs at a depth of 33 feet. This is an 

intermediate depth for waves with the average zero upcrossing p~-. 

ried (nine s~cends). Waves with the,average peried b,ecome str;-ict

ly 11sha11ow11
, when d • (gT~/2,r)/20 = 21 feet. At 11sha11ew" depths 

't'b/'r Is alrnest unity and Pbw rises very rapidly, Indicating en

try into a surf zone. 

d. The transition from low to high values of 't'b/1' takes place 

over a relatively narrew range of depths, from 50 feet to 30 feet, 
• 

At depths of over 50 feet breaking waves have essentially the same 

statistica,1 charac~erlstlcs as in deep slack water, even though 

waves of average upcrosstng period are not 11deep11 until depths ,ex

ceed 200 feet. 

e. Shoaling has relatiyely little effect on the probability dlstri-, ' 

butlon ef wave periods ~xcept to increase somewhat the pr~dominant 

period. Shoaling tryerefore affects breaking wave.statistics pri~~ 

cipaJly through the behavior of the conditional probability of 

breaking (Figure 29a). 
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Variations with current (depth= 30 feet) are shown In Figure 30a, 

b,c,d. The parameters shown are those of the corresponding portions of 

Figure 29, but for varying current (negative currents are opposing). 

The following features may be noted: 

f. The conditional probabflity of breaking (Figure 30a) decreases 

for following currents and Increases for opposing currents, the ef

fect of opposing currents being greater. At periods near or longer 

than the predominant period it is relatively unchanging as a func

tion of period. However, the dependence on period increases some

what for opposing currents. 

g. There Is little change in the most probable period (Figure 30b). 

The truncation of the probability distribution for periods results 

in higher probability densities since the area under the curve 

fT(t) must be invariant. The increases in the product function g(t) 

are therefore a result of increases in both the probability density 

of periods and the conditional probability of breaking, 

h. The increase of Pbw with opposing current (Figure 30c) is 

mainly the result of the increase In the conditional probability 

of breaking. This Is at first surprising in view of the previous 

observation, It Is because the increase in g(t) due to the In

crease of fT(t) Is compensated for by the truncation. This means 

that the area under g(t) (proportional to Pbw) Is relatively in

sensitive to changes in fT(t) , This fact is of Importance in 

the following section. 
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i. For the particular depth chosen in Figure 30c, there is little 

change in Tb/T , which is uniformly high. For depths greater 

than the transition depth (33 feet), a considerable increase of 

Tb/T from medium to high values is observed for opposing currents 

(due to truncation of the lower periods). 

The following results are especially significant in regard to the 

statistics of breaking waves in water of arbitrary depth and current: 

(1) The probability that a given wave breaks at water depths of up 

to SO feet· appears to be Insensitive to the exact form of the probabil

ity distribution for periods. Variations of Pbw result mainly from 

changes In the conditional probability of breaking (at the period T • 

t). Because of the previously noted behavior of the breaking index, 

the conditional probability is insensitive to period changes at periods 

near or longer than, say, the average zero upcrossing period in deep 

slack water. 

(2) In slack water where waves of average zero upcrossing period have 

a relative depth d/T0
2 ~ 0;6 ft/sec 2 

, the breaking wave statistics 

are essentially those of very deep water. Thus, ·for example, storm 

waves for which T
0 

• 12 seconds would have a breaking probability giv

en by the simple closed-form equation (7-34) at a platform in 85 feet 

of water (In contrast to 380 feet as expected by the classical criter

ion for deep water, d/f
0

2 .::,, 2.56 ft/sec 2 ). This simplifies greatly 

the problem of studying breaking wave excedances at offshore platforms. 
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(3) During a_ strC!>ng ebb In a tidal inJ~t, the periods of random break

ing waves are near the predominant periC!>ds (for all waves) in deep slack 

water, no matter what the relative depth d/T 2 
0 

may be over the chan-

nel. This ls due to truncation of the probability distribution at low

er periods. This truncation is due to tumultuous wave breaking at low 

peri.C!>ds seaward of the point in question (e.g. over the outer bar}. 

An Index of Navigation Hazard At River Entrances 

Every navi.gatC!>r knows that when waves are large offshore, condi

tiC!>ns will be hazardC!>us at a river mouth, especially during ebb tide. 

But there exists nC!> reliable measure of the h,azard from one sue" sitLt

ation to the next. This is because of the camplex interaction of many 

factC!>rs -- In the case of.the waves themselves the most important ele

ments are the depth, current, and average height and period of the waves 

C!>ffshore. One expects the wave conditions tC!> vary as some function of: 

-2 -2 - ( the parameters Has/TC!> , ·d/T(!) , and U/T~ HC!>s denotes the significant 

height in deep slack water}. 

The weakest assumption of.the previous section is probably that the 

squared periods are _described by the Rayleigh (er truncated Rayleigh) 

distribution. Yet this is not crucial to the determinatlC!>n C!>f Pbw at 

the water deptns typical of river entrances. This is because of the in

sensitivi~y of the conditional breaking probability to the longer wave 

periods. 

FC!>r any given situation there exists some period t 1 such that 

(7-40) 
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In deep water, t' is much less than T0 . However, in relatively 

shallo~ water (e.g. - 2 2 d/T0 ,::. 0.4 ft/sec), t I Is near the predomin-

~mt period, and slight deviations from t' do not seriously affect 

(7-40). This means that for zero upcrossing periods of 10 to 11 seconds 

or more in deep water (typical of storms), Pbw may be approximated by 

the conditional pro,bability of breaking at T = T0 , namely P(H > v0 

'fo2) • exp [-(voT02/n2)] 

question Is Hs a 12n, 

Since the significant height at .the po(nt in 

( - 2 - ) where ~ Is the desired hazard index, and v0 = v d/T
0

, U/T0 •. Note 

that the remaining quan;ity in the argument of (7-41) {s 

110 s/f 0
2 , where K is the height amplification factor of equc1tion (6-

33), Thus the Index a Is In fact a function of all three parameters, 

H If 2 , d/T 2 and U/f.0 • 
OS O 0 

The index a is a satisfactory approximation to Pbw for storm 

waves 'at the Columbia River entrance. The following characteristics of 

a are useful for wave forecasting applications. 

(I) It depends only on the statistical assumption that wave 

heights are Raylelgh distributed (a relative tenable as

sumption); 

(ii) it is.not necessary.to determine changes in average period 

with changes in depth and/or current; 

(i_ii) it is not sensitive to errors in forecast of 'f0 ar,d 

(iv) computation is-straightforwar~. 
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The principal difficulty in the use of a lies in its sensitiv~ty 

to Hs. Use of the deep water signHicant height (H0 s) would ignore 

entirely the effects of shoal Ing and currents on heights. M_odification 

of the significant height by an amplification factor such as tha~ of 

Figure 25 would be an impr~vement, and pr0bably sufficient far forecast·. 

ing purposes, where other errors are large. For hindcasting and engi

neerin.g purposes, however, a detailed study of r~fraction due to both 

depth and currents is probably advisable. 

The breaking Index can be rewritten as 

(7-42) 

where· Hb a v0T0
2 (the breaking height for waves of period T • T

0
). 

The functi~n (7-42) Is sh.own in Figure.31. When tt:ie ratio Hb/H
5 

is 

unity, a a 13%. If H5 is doubled, keeping Hb constant, then the 

ratio is also doubled and a Increases to 60%. For s~ell at water 

depths of 50 feet or less, v0 is approximately proportional to d/f 0
2

1 

so that Hb and a are nearly independent of T0 • Thus the signifi

cant height Influences the hazard index much more than the average pe

riod does. 

Figure 32 shows the behavior of the hazard index and the breaking 

probability with varying depth and current (Hs and T0 kept con~tant). 

The plots show the variation of tide stage, currents, Pbw and a over 

two diurnal cycles, at bathymetric depths of 30 and 50 feet. These 

depths .are typical of _the outer portion of Clatsop Spit and tbe navl-

. gati'on channel at the Columbia River, respectively. The significant· 
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Figure 31. Hazard Index a (%) as a function of ,the ratio of 
breaking height (T • 'f

0
) to significant height (at · 

d~pth d, current U). 
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Figure 32. Tide stage and current (Columbia River entrance), 
probability of breaking (Pbw), and hazard index 
(a) over two diurnal tidal cycles; shown for 
bathymetric depths of 30 and 50 feet, Significant 
height and average period in deep slack water are 
40 feet and 11 seconds, 
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height and average zero upcrossing period in deep sla~k water were k~pt 

constant at 40 feet and 11 seconds. Total depth is taken as the sum 

of the bathymetric depth (MLLW) and tide stage (MLLW). The hazard in~ 

dex a. ts c001puted as described previously, with the transformed sig

nificant height. 

The index· a. follows Pbw quite closely at both depths. At the 

50 foot depth a. is slightly higher at the peak ebb, and sltghtl
1
y low

er at the peak flood. The maxima of P0w and a. occur about one hour 

after the maxi,mum ebb currents, due to decreasing tide stage. However 

the influence of tide stage variations is smaller than that of changes 

in tidal current and bathymetric depth. The latter two are about equal 

In their effect and Induce variations of 30-40% in Pbw and. a.. 

Summary 

The breaking Index (Hb/T2
) has been generalized to include, the ef

fects of current as well as depth. That is, Hb/T2 • v(d/T 2 , U/T). 

For ocean swell at depths typical of river entrances (up to 50 feet),· 

v is only weakly dependent on the swell periods, and more strongly af

fected by water depth. 

Assuming that wave heights and periods are statistically independ

ent and distributed according to a Rayleigh function, an expression 

was derived. for the probabi 1 ity of breaking waves in deep slack water, 

Pbw • The arguments used were extended to th.e case of arbitrary depth 

and current, using the function v(d/T 2
, U/T) and a truncated Rayleigh 

distribution for wave perie!>ds (when 'the mean current opposes the waves). 
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The probability that swell of a given period (2:_ 8 seconds) break at 

river ~ntrances Is strongly depende~t on the r.m.s. wave height, the 

current ·anq water depth, but only weakly dependent on the swell period 

(due to the behavior of the breaking index, v ). 

It was 'noted that, when the significant wave height and average 

wave period are large (typical of high swell conditions), the probabil

ity that any wave breaks is very nearly equal to the probability that 

swell. with the aver"ge period break (at river entrances). The latter 

probabl,lity depends on the steepness of .waves in deep water and on the 

relat.lve depth and relative current at the river mouth, but does not 

depend· on the statl,stical distribution of wave periods. This function 

(giv~n by equatton [7-41]) is therefore Ideally suited as an inde, of 

bar hazird during winter storm conditions. 



VI I I. SYNTHESIS 

Introduction 

It Is the aim of this chapter to Illustrate the combined use of 

the deep water semi-automated forecast method and the hazard index, 
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a (Chapter VI I). Three high-swell situations affecting the Columbia 

River were selected from the 1971-1972 winter as examples, Each was 

11hindcast 11 by the semi-automated deep water method developed in Chapter 

IV, The hlndcasts are equivalent to forecasts in which the forecaster 

has six-hourly surface pressure analyses and "perfect" (correct) prog

noses to a distance of 2000 nautical miles from the Columbia River. 

The hazard Index (a) was computed from the hindcast heights and periods 

as outlined at the end of Chapter VII. Wave heights from visual obser

vations and the seismometer at Hewport are used as verification, as well 

as the bar closure periods at the Columbia River. Results are interpret

ed with the aid of Information on time of day, tide stage, wind, amount 

of cross swell, and breaker observations at the South Jetty of the Colum

bia River. 

The Data 

The output from the hindcasts consists of six-hourly significant 

height and average zero upcrosslng period, determined from the hindcast 

spectrum by theoretical methods (Chapter IV). The hlndcast heights and 

periods were linearly interpolated to hourly values in order to discern 

tidal effects on the hazard Index. 
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Tide stage and current were estimated by a very simple FORTRAN sub

routine which fourier-superimposes the predominant tidal constituents. 

The twelve largest constituent amplitudes for tide stage at Tongue Point, 

Oregon, were used along with their constituent frequencies and phases. 

The ten largest constituent amplitudes for current at Grey's Harbor 

(with frequencies and phases) were used to compute currents. The latter 

were modified to conform to a point over the channel nera Jetty 11A11 at 

the Columbia River, as shown in "Tidal Current Tables 1971: Pacific 

Coast of North America and Asia". Hourly values of tide stage (feet) 

and current (feet per second) were output for the hindcast periods. 

These computations differed by at most 2% from standard tidal predlc-, 

tlons of maxima and minima at the same places. 

A bathymetric depth of 40 feet was chosen for computations of the. 

hazard index, a. This is the approximate depth on the north flank of 

Clatsop Spit, south of the ship channel, where severe breaker conditions 

are common (Chapter II), The water depth is taken as the.sum of the_ 

bathymetric depth and the tide stage. 

The significant wave height (Hs) at each hourly depth and current 

was found by applying the amplification factor K (from the spectral 

transformation of Chapter VI) to the hourly (deep water) hlndcast 

height. Then H
5 

and the (deep water) hindcast average period IT0 ) 

were used to compute the hazard index of equation (7-40), 
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Wave heights from Newport, observed visually and by the seismom

eter (Chapter 111), are used for verification of the hindcasts. The 

wave heights from Newport are always less than the hindcast heights. 

This tendency was noted in Chapter V, and may be due to a bias in the 

wind speed inputs for the hindcast. At least part of the discrepancy 

may be due to the reduction of wave height at the Newport site due to 

the effects of shoaling and refraction. Unfortunately, the wave obser

vations from the Columbia River Lightship are unreliable, thus Newport 

(130 nautical miles south of the Columbia River) ls the best available 

source of verification data. 

The applicability of Newport wave heights for verification can be 

seen by comparing them to visual observations of breaker heights at the 

Columbia River. Breaker heights were estimated daily by Mr. Norm Ku

jala at the South Jetty 'during the 1971-1972 winter. The method of 

observation and treatment of the data are discussed in APPENDIX B. 

Figure 33 shows time plots of seismometer-inferred significant wave 

heights at Newport and of breaker heights at the Columbia River. (Th, 

seismometer heights which most nearly coincided with the times of the 

breaker observations were plotted.) The two series seem to be well 

correlated, especially during October, November and December, 1971, 

Breaker heights are generally greater than the intermediate-depth New

port wave heights. (This is to be expected from shoaling relation

ships, solitary .wave theory, and the observations of others [Munk, 

1949],) 
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Figure 33. Time plots of daily breaker heights (Columbia River) 
and seismometer-inferred significant heights (Newport), 
for the 1971-1972 winter. 
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Case #1: November 8-10, 1971 

At 1600 PST on November 7, 1971, a large stationary cyclone occu

pied the entire Gulf of Alaska. Thirty-five to fifty knot winds were 

reported In Its southern sector, behind the cold front and aimed at the 

Oregon-Washington coast, some 500 miles* to the east. Subsequently, 

this fetch moved somewhat southward and winds of 30 to 40 knots were re

ported there for the next 24 hours. Meanwhile another fetch developed 

along the cold front at about 1000 PST, November 8, and stretched south

westward from Vancouver Island for about 1000 miles. Southerly and 

southwesterly winds were reported along this fetch for the next 30 hours. 

Shortly before the cold front passed inland at midday on November 9, 

winds at Newport, Oregon increased abruptly to 50 knots from the south

southwest and continued at 30-35 knots for the next six hours. 

Wave heights at Newport exceeded 20 feet seaward of the jetties at 

flood tide on the evening of November 9 (Figure 34). Hindcast heights 

reached their maximum of 31 feet somewhat earlier, around midday on 

November 9, 

Westerly swell from the more distant fetch and south-southwesterly 

seas from the more local fetch apparently arrived nearly simultaneously 

at the Columbia River on November 9 and 10, indicating a serious cross 

swell condition. 

* All reference to distance is in nautical miles, 
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The Columbia River bar was closed to ship traffic at 1240 PST, 

November 9, at the onset of flood tide and remained closed for 11 hours 

through the succeeding ebb. The closure corresponds closely to the 

highest observed waves at Newport. The fact that the bar was closed 

during flood tide and daylight ts indicative of very hazardous condi

tions which transcended the effects of the ebb tide and poc,r (night) 

visibility. The decision to close the bar may have been due to the com~ 

blnation of high and increasing waves, intense southerly winds, and the 

cross swell condition noted previously. Breakers of 27 feet were re

ported at the South Jetty at the approximate time of closure. 

Deep water heights were hlndcast at a maximum of 31 feet at the 

time of closure, resulting in significant (5%) values of .the hazard In-. 

dex during flood tide, increasing to 25% on the following ebb. During 

two previous ebbs the index reached values of 10% and 15%; these may 

be too high, Judging from differences of 10 to 12 feet between hindcast 

and observed heights during those periods. 

A short,four~hour bar closure occurred during the afternoon of 

November 8 at the transition from flood to ebb. There is no clear ex

planation of this closure from either the observed or hindcast data. 

This case ls an example of hazardous conditions resulting from 

the complex Interaction of many factors, including high waves, cross 

swell, and severe local weather. 
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Case #2: Nc:wember 28-30 1 1971 

At 1600 PST on November 27 the cold (south) ·sector of a low pres

sure system lay some 400 miles off the coast, with 25-35 kn0t winds di

rected eastward at the Columbia river. The disturbance and the fetch 

moved steadfly eastward and somewhat southward over the next 36 hours. 

The low pressure center crossed the coast at the Columbia River at 2200 

PST. Nove_mber 27, whl le the fetch Intercepted the coast to the south. 

As the system passed inland, high pressures built up behind the low •. 

West-northwesterly winds of 25-40 knots directed at Newport,were report .. 

ed on tbe northeastern limb of the high pressure cell, some 300 miles 

off the coasts of Washington and Vancouver Island. This condition con .. 

tinued for about 18 hours. Both fetches affected Newport.somewhat more 

than the Columbia River, with the west-northwesterly fetch following 

the westerly fetch. 

Beginning at 1900 PST, November 28, 15 to 17 fo~t waves. were re

ported at Newport-for the next 24 hours (Figure 35 ). The hindcast 

waves reached their maximum height of 21 feet at 1900 PST, November 29. 

The largest breakers reported at the South Jetty of the C0lumbia River 

during the period were 22 feet at midday on November 29. 

The Columbia River bar was closed to shi'p traffic twice en Novem,

ber 29. Both closures occurred during ebb tide, the first for 4¼ hours, 

at night, the second for 8 hours during daylight. During the flrst 

closure the h~zard Index did not exceed 1%, but. reached 15% during the 
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second C;losure. The hazard inde~ appears to correctly indicate that 

wave conditions were more severe during the second ebb (the second 

closure was longer in spite of more favorable visibility). 
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Hazard Indices of 4% and 1% were computed for the ebb tides of No

vember 30, but no bar closures occurred. Comparison of.hindcast and 

observed heights suggests that the hlndcast may have been too high dur

ing this period. 

During most of the period a slight cross swell condition existed. 

Winds .at Newport were generally west-southwest to west-northwest at 10 

to 20 knots. Thus, overall conditions were not nearly as severe as in 

the previous.example. The conditions illustrated In this case occur 

quite .frequently at the Columbia River, with waves only high enough to 

cause bar closure during the ebb tide. 

Case #3: December 9-10 1 1971 

At 1000 PST, December 8 a cyclone centered over Anchorage and the 

Alaskan Panhandle began to intensify. A long and Intense fetch was set 

up with northwesterly winds of 30 to 50 knots directed across the north

ern portion of the Gulf of Alaska at the Columbia River. Cold air ad

vection over the Gulf from the Alaskan mainland and a developing high 

center southwest of the fetch seem to have been the principal causes of 

the development. Wind reports of up to 50 knots continued through 1600 

PST, December 9. Thereafter, the winds reduced to 30-35 knots and were 

directed at the Oregon-C~llfornla border, further south. 
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Waves 23 feet high were measured during the evening and night of 

December 9-10 at Newport (Figure 36). Hindcast arrivals reached their 

maximum of 31 feet somewhat earlier during the afternoon of December 9, 

During the morning and afternoon of D~cember 9, hindcast heights were 

up to 14 feet higher than observed heights at Newport, Breaker heights 

of 23 and 26 feet were reported at the South Jetty (Columbia River) on 

the mornings of De~ember 9-10, 

On the afternoon of December 9, at flood tide, the Columbia River 

bar was closed for almost 11 hours. The bar reopened during the sub

sequent flood and again closed for five hours during ebb.tide at about 

midday of December ,o. 
The hazard Index agrees generally with the closure periods, but 

no closure was associated with the high index values on the morning of 

December 9 (ebb tide). This may or may not have been due to excessive

ly high hindcast heights, since the reported breaker heights at the 

South Jetty were already fairly high (23 feet). In addition, waves 

from the northern Gulf of Alaska can be expected to arrive somewhat 

sooner at the Columbia River than at Newport (about 5-6 hours). 

High waves and breakers seem to have been the main cause for clos

ure -0uring this period, as winds did not exceed 25 knots (Newport) and 

there was no cross swell condition indicated. This case is a good illu

stration of high swell created by storms in the Gulf of Alaska, dis

cussed in Chapter II. 
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Discussion 

The combined use of the deep water hindcasts and the hazard index 

(Chapter VII) was verified by wave observations and bar closures. 

Where hlndcast and observed wave heights agreed well, the hazard Index 

correlated well with the closure periods. Where hindcast heights were 

considerably higher, moderately high index values at ebb tide were not 

associated with closure. 

Only three cases have been examined In detail here, using hindcasts 

Instead of actual forecasts. They seem to confirm the earlier conclu

sion that the significant wave height is a critical parameter for fore

casting hazardous conditions, To the extent that deep water wave 

heights can be correctly forecast, the hazard index shows promise as an 

Indicator of navigation hazard at the Columbia River. 
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IX. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATtONS 

Summary and Conclusions 

The Columbia River entrance is a large area where shoal zones 

and strong ebb currents cause waves to increase in height, steepness 

and frequency of breaking, thus resulting in hazarddus navigation 

conditions for mariners. One of the most critical areas for vessels 

in bar transit is the outer portion of Clatsop Spit, near buoys six 

and eight. This area is relatively close to the ship channel, is 

exposed to offshore waves, and Is characterized by rapidly decreasing 

depths and strong ebb currents. Large swell from winter storms brea~ 

in this area and in the adjacent ship channel, creating the single 

greatest hazard for commercial ships. 

A computerized, semi-automated method was developed to forecast 

the significant height and average period of waves in deep water. The 

method has the fol lowing characteristics: 

(1) It is a hybrid scheme that combines the spectral principles of 

Pierson, Neumann and James (1955) with the empirical-theoretical 

fetch 1 imlted spectrum of Liu (1971) and graphical input techniques 

similar to those suggested by Wilson (1955). 

(2) The method el !min.ates tedious calculations and references to 

g·raphs, allowing more time for the careful analysis of fetch 

histories. It may be applied by persons with relatively 1 ittle 

knowledge of wave forecasting principles, but who are familiar 

with synoptic weather charts. 

(3) The method is designed to accept multiple fetches with arbitrary 
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speeds of movement. Fetch histories may be subdivided to account 

for sustained changes in wind speed, fetch speed and/or fetch 

length. 

Six-hourly microseism recordings at Newport, obtained during 

more than four months of the 1971-1972 win.ter, provide a convenient 

means of verifying the prediction methods developed In this study, 

The recordings were unusually noise-free and well correlated with 

. visual observations of .waves against a buoy in 50 feet of water off ... 

shore. The seismometer at Newport was calibrated to give the approxi

mate significant wave height and average period at the buoy, 

The semi-automated method produces wave spectra with character

istics and behavlor slmllar to those. of actual spectra. · Hindcast 

significant heights for the 1971-J972-wlnter at Newport coml)'are well 

with the heights inferred from the. se.ismometer at Newport. A correla

tion coefficient of 0.77 was comp,ut.ed. fo,r. the heights and. the visual 

agreement between time series is particularly good over .two to thre~ 

day intervals. Hindcast and measured average periods had similar· 

means, but a correlation coefficient of only 0,31, This is explained 

In part by the fact that, unlike significant wave heights, average wave 

periods depend strongly on the distribution of wave energy with 

frequency, 

Comparison of simulated semi-automated forecasts with manual 

forecasts by the P-N-J and S-M-B methods suggests that the semi

automated method should give comparable results under operational 

forecast conditions, 

The transformation of wave spectra by shoaling, discussed by 
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Bretschnelder ( 1963b), was extended to include the effects of cur

rents. A shoaling-current amplification factor .for significant helg~t 

may be found by spectral transformation. The height in water of 

arbitrary depth and current is the product of the significant height 

in deep slack water and the amplification factor. 

The probabllity of wave-breaking In water of arbitrary depth 

and current was derived assuming that the heights- and perlods-squar~d 

of individual waves are Independent and statistically distributed 

according to a Rayleigh function. When the predominant period of 

high offshore. waves is In the range typical of ocean swell (9-14 

seconds), the predominant period of breaking waves Is also in this 

range. In such cases the breaking probability is relatively insensi

tive to the exact fo.rm.of the, wave·perlod distribution. 

A function closely related to the probability •of breaking swell 

at the river entrance during high wave conditions was Identified and 

suggested as an Index of navigation hazard. The hazard index depends 

only slightly on the average wave ·period In deep water but signifi

cantly on the mean current, water depth and significant wave height 

at the river entrance. (The last may be found by multiplying the 

significant height in deep slack water by the shoaling-current 

amplification factor,) 

The significant wave height and hazard lnde~ were hindcast for. 

three two-day periods of high waves at the Columbia River entrance. 

Occurrences of high hazard index agreed (qualitatively) well with 

periods of bar closure at the Columbia River. It ·is concluded that 

the hazard Index is a potentially useful prediction parameter for 
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hazardous bar conditions, but that it depends strongly on the fore-

cast height in deep water. It is, however, relatively insensitive to 

errors in the forecast average period, because the breaking heights 

for swell at river entrances are only weakly dependent on their 

periods. 

Recommendations 

Prediction methods were developed for this study with operational 

usefulness and applicability in mind. However the work was carried out 

in an academic environment withou.t the benefit of extensive interaction 

with potential users, The methpds should. be refined to maximl·ze their 

efficiency under operat i ona 1. cond It ions.. . A prog.ram of test Ing and 

verification is currently being conducted at the Newport: and -Portland, 

Oregon .. Weather. Offices •. , Th.ts .. study, cou.1.d . .be expanded to include the 

hazard index developed here, •. If- t.he.. haza,rd.:.l.ndex. proves useful, it 

can, and should, be incorporated into. the FOR-TRAN program currently 

be i.ng used: :(APPENDIX A). 
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APPENDIX A: DEEP WATER WAVE FORECAST PROGRAM 

This appendix documents the FORTRAN program used in the semi

automated deep water wave forecasting method. The major units con

sist of the main pr~gram, FCST, and the principal FORTRAN subroutines, 

FETCH, LIUSPEC~ LINK, DATE and MODAHR •. Sample runs were. presented 

In Chapter IV, together with definitions of terms, and detailed 

discussions of the principles and procedures involved., These will 

not be repeated here. 

Program FCST 

The flowchart (Figure 38) and program 1 lsti.ng for FCST are found 

at the end of APPENDIX A. The main functions of FCST are: 

(1) to read-.the input. data needed; 

(2). to- transfo.rm. -1 nput- da.ta .into . .un..i.ts •·· .t-i-mes, .speeds, etc,, 

that are more. readily manipulated in computations; 

(3) to Interact with the user in branching and termination 

decisions; 

(4) to execute the main DO loops which increment computations 

from one time interval to the next, and from one spectral 

frequency component to the next; 

(5) to integrate forecast spectra and output significant wave 

height and average period for several time intervals; 

(6) to call the principal subroutines, 

l~put-
' 

All input data is read in from a remote terminal in conversation 
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mode, whereby the user responds to questions written by the program on 

the teletype. Examples of input conversations are shown in Figures 15 

and 17, 

Timing 

Compilation of FCST and its subroutines requires less than ten 

seconds of central processor time on the CDC-33OO computer at Oregon 

State University. Slightly more time is required for average execu

tions involving several fetch hlstories, 

Subroutlnes and FunctJons Called 

In addition to the principal subrout.ines.a-fread-y. mentioned, FCST 

also cal ls TTYIN and TELIO-(remote- terminal f.ree form input .. output 

subroutines deve-loped. for the. O-regon. Sta-te- Uni.vers-ity time-sharing 

system). Standard FORTRAN functions called by FCST and the principal 

subroutines Include: SQRT, ABS, EXP.and ALOG. 

L lmi tat ions 

FCST is not programmed. to. accept. -fetches. -that. recede from the 

forecast point. Angular spreading factors are incorrectly interpolated 

in such cases. The program should be modified to accept receding 

fetches if East Coast forecasts are to be made. 

The program will incorrectly convert month-day-hour Into absolute 

time for leap years. For leap years, the array elements MON(2,3) 

through MON(2,12) defined in the DATA statement should each be Increased_ 

by one. 
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Principal Subroutines 

The FORTRAN 1 istings for the subroutines FETCH,-LIUSPEC, LINK, 

DATE and MODAHR are found at the end of APPEND.IX A. Each 1 isting con

tains an abstract (comment statements) describing its operation. 

Ca 11 Sequences. 

FETCH (FRQ,DFR1,DREAR1,VF,VR,DUR,TIMCST,TOB,GENDIST,NUM,DFR2,DADS,AS2, 

AS) 

LIUSPEC (UU,DD,FRQ,DF,DE) 

LINK (UU1,UU2,FRQ,D) 

DATE {DATE) 

MODAHR (NTIM,NMO,NDA,NHR) 

Deflnlt.ions. of Parameters Ca.lled by .. S.Ub.routfnes 

parameter 

FRQ 

DF 

DE· 

UU ,UU 1 ,UU2 

D,DD,GENDIST 

DFRl 

DFR2 

DREARl 

VF 

VR 

definition 

frequency (Herz) 

band wldth (Herz) 

band,energy (feet 2 ) 

wind speeds* (see FORTRAN 1 istings) 

generation distance* (see FORTRAN 1 istings) 

initial decay distance (from fetch front) 

f t na 1 11 11 11 11 11 

initial distance of fetch rear from forecast point 

speed of fetch front 

II II II rear 

* All speeds are in knots; distances are in nautical miles. 



DUR 

TIMCST 

TOB 

NUM 

AS2 

DADS 

AS 

DATE 

NTIM 

NMO 

NDA 

NHR 

duration of fetch history (hours) 

number of hours after 00 GMT, Jan. 01, that fetch 

reaches coast 

time from start of fetch to forecast time 

branching parameter for frequency scan 

final angular spreading parameter 

change of angular spreading with distance 

interpolated angular spreading factor 

absolute number of. hours from .Q2_, Jan. 01 

II II II II II II 

number of months .(e.g. June = 6) 

day of a month (1 to 31) 

hour. of day (0 to 23) 

11 II 

Comments on Algorithm Methods 

LIUSPEC.computes the energy in each spectral band according to 

equations (4-22) through (4-25). LINK solves the equality 

S(U1 ,D1 ,f) • S(U2,D2,f) for the 11effecti.ve 11 generation distance D2, 

where S(U,D,f) is the spectral density as a function of wind speed, 

fetch length (or generation distance) and frequency. This is 

necessary when energy propagates from one fetch into an adjacent one 

with greater wind speed, U2• The equality leads to the equation 

where X1 •.gD1/U 1
2 (known) and 

X2 • gD2/U22 (D unknown). 
2 
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The equation Is solved Iteratively for X2 using as an initial guess 

X2 • X1(U1/U2)6• The iteration usually converges to with1n ±1% of 

the correct value in three steps. 
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FCST 

Convert date-t (me to 
mpber of hours after 
Jan 01, ~ GHJ' 

Define bandwidth, time 
step, and number of 
steps 

and 
Increment fetch count 

Input date-t lme for 
start of current fetch 

Convert date t lme to 
number of hours after 
~GMT, Jan, 01 

Input fetch parameters: 
wind speed, duration, 

decay distances, fetch 
I engths & spread Ing 

factors 

Figure 37. 

Compute rate of change 
of spreading factor 
with distance 

Compute the t lme interval, 
TOB, from the start of 
fetch until first forecast 

Scan al I frequency bands for 
passage through fetch h Is
tory; compute the generation 
distance and spreading factor 
for each band; compute the 
energy In each band, E(J). 

I • I + I 

TOB • TOB + TIHESTEP 

NT ~ hours after 00 GMT, 
Jan. 01 for flrstfore
cast; convert to PST 
hours, NTPST • NT - 8 

Compute spectral moments 
SUH• E E(J) 
FSUH • E FRQ2E (J) 

Sig. height • 4•SQRT(SUH) 
Avg. period • SQRT(SUH/FSUH) 

Flawchart fer semi-automated forecast program. (FCST). 

Initial lze array for 
generat Ion d I stances 

ITSTEP 

\D ...... 



c ••• a_lF~l'ff IH~ C•l"'lo•l'l',/ UAIA ~L'1CK FJ)" ,"'Al.., Al\fD :;,Hl"IUI'!:> 
f)f,JOJ'llf CoJl"!tol•JN 
f:flMM•l',/,llATA,Ml"J·,u I?,?) 

~ "ll 
Pi<n£•"A"" ► C::.I 
l"fCLIIOF l"l'J-'1"1,/\1 

r. 000 t1FFl"F flAIA A..-IS'.A't Ji'lW 1'1'1',/lHS A',/fl f:•lfrll1 1t.Al IVF '1~YS 
C AS flF 1Hi:: FIH!:>"I 'lF EACH ,'11)"JTH 

OA TAC ( 0 1 l"J',/( I• .I>• I= I• I?>• J: I•?>• .1HJA"'• .1HFFH, ]HMAH • 
?J ... APH • .lHHAV • :,M.JIJ"• JHJ•JL. :lr-lAI.JI, • .lr-lSEt', :1H'1CT • :lHNOV, 
:t:lHflFC.ff, JI• 59, 90, 12fill, I 51, 1 RI ,?I ?,?.4J,27:l, 30-11. 3:l-111 

DIME"4SJt'J'I 1)(?5,171, F<?.S,1"1> 
r; ••• m•FINF RA~Olt:JlllH•ll~F STFt>,.f OF SlF'PS 
r; ••• ASJ( FIJM Tl .. F. r ... F o►· THF FIH?-.r FO.CFCA!:>J 

999 ._!HLTF.<t.1,.,.1 
~ POM~l<" l,H[,'f IS O•JH Fl+.r:S1 FOtH:CAST FOk?"> 

c ••• cnii,vrRT (fr\lPUT "')'flH-OA"l'-H'llJR rn AF15'll.lJT£ lfUMHFH Ill' 
r. Wll.lH:S COtl:ifTINf. FHO"I on HQllrtS({/IIIT) "·" JAN -111 <SA"tF Y'fAH> 

CALL DAlE<TI> 
OF■ .,u 

Tflit[STEP■ t,. 

ITSHP•l tMFSTl"t-' 
C ••• J .. ITIALllF T.ttF: FF.TC"4 •'flJMdUt 
c ••• JNCh:[1'tF~1 1,,., ,o~ 'fEJ(J Ft1kl!C4'SI INJEkVAL 

~SU,.5•5 
.. Fll"':Hsft 

Cooo"iFT )(:~ ( J"IPLJFS A llff:I,. 1-Etr.HI ~-· r. ••• JNITIALllE APRA"l'S FOW RA'IO F.NF.W{ IF.!:> Af\10 (,1-,,.EPATl'l'f 
r. DtSTANCFSo 

DO 15 (cl,NUMSlFPS 
nn t ~ J"'I, 17 

15 0( I o-lhJ'< 1,,J>s<A ... 
r. ••• ::.fo:T 1 I.ME FElC:H HFAHFS r.nAST 1n H~f)--,.,,nr Jr'I AF (;MANf-En 
r. UJILFSS IHF t-n;.:FC:ASH'tt S~Fr.JFIFS Hi.._J FFJ(;M RFACMF~ 
C COASI--THFN 11,.,CSJ,..fJJlltE. nF -FFlCH AkRJVAL. 

1~ft l 1-..CST•ft.A 
JrrilFTt:lhNfTCM+I 
l,.ttlTf"t"l,'!tl J NFJC-i 

c ••• ASK FOW I IMF: FFTC'!H ~IJ~RFH .. NF1C"4" !:>TAfitEO. 
",J F•>k111AT<0 TIMI- Ft-lf':.H • •,11.• STAHlE01•> 

r: ••• i:i..sK Fnk FfTCtt Hl!>lmU l~tll (lAIA ,-..-,~n Sl"[FD,OllkAllON, 
r lllffl IAL A .. ,, r1,-,AL riFr.AY' lll51A ... CF3,FFIC'"' L[NG1HS,A ... O 

-ANf·IJLAl't 5,...._f,.f)J"ff, J.·Ar.to+c~). 
CALL DAIFCJTI 
U:11Vlf\l(,6i,I lo!JN,,.Hn St-',AHF.Ffl ,41H., 

IFCl(.Fll.?J 01=1.1 
fll!H=TIYl'\l(,6H Ollko4tfAlJ0,41H!'4 <H,41'"4•lllrtS,4H) 
OF~ls11Yl,',/(4H l•"l~4HlliftL,411-t tl~C,4HAY' l'l,4HISTA,411,_.CF 

::>-11H: J 
flFw?:zJ lt('f(.t,,1 Fl ... ,lo,tAL ll,4HFCAY',•., Jll~o41HlA"fC, 

1<11Hf- : I 

!'"l.l:IIY'l~J(JIH l"l•LIHIIAL,.nH FEJ,"f-4(:1-<1 L,<111-lFN-f•lo 

.Q4HH : ) 

FL2,.TTY'IN<4H FIN.41HAL F,4HETCH.4H LEN,..,Hr.TH • 
54H• , 

ASl:zTT'tIN(4H INI • ..W-ITIAL, ◄H SPR,4HEADI,4HNG F, 
6-tHACTO,.-Hff"' > 

AS2:z1T't-INC 4H FIN, ◄HAL S, 4HPR[A, ... DING, 4H FAC, 
74HTOR • 4H• I 

c ••• JF FETCH REACHES COAST, ASK WHEN 
IF<OFRI oGT .e •• AND,DFR2.E'1,8o) 939,941 

939 NTIM•TT+Dl.lR 
CALL MOOAHR<NTUl,NMN,NDAY,NHR) 
WNITl:(61,S .. > NHN, KIN<NMN, I >,NDA't 

~-- FORMAT<• DOES FETCH REACH COAST B[FOR[ 0 ,12, •z 
IA3, IX, 12) 
L•TEt. lOCBM('t[S/NO> > 
1,-<L.[Q,I) 9,4fl,9-t1 

9,4fl \IRITEUl.55> 
55 FORMT( • WHEN P) 

CALL DATECTIMCST> 
c ••• FIND \€LOCJTIES Of' n:TCH FRONT(VFUAND REAR(VF2J. 

9-41 VR•C <BFRI +FL t >-<OF'ff2•F'l.2> )/DUR 
'" 1 IMCST • Ea • .e.e,21 • 22 

21 VF■ (DF'RI-Dfl'R2)/0UR 
GO TO 23 

22 TIMCST•TtMCST-TT 
VF•DF-RI/TINCST 

c ... •FIND INITIAL DISTANCE or n:T.CH Rf.:AR, T-HEN CHANGE IN 
C SPRDINf. ll"ACTOR FRON JNftlAL RE.Ml TO FINAL .,-RONT DIVJ DED 
C BY SEPARATION OF SANI:, 

23 DREARl•DJ'Rl+Fl..1 
MDS•<AS2-ASJ J/(0REARI-DJ'R2) 

c ••• FIND OBSERVATION TIM[ FOR rIRST FOR[CASt 
TOB•JJ-TT 

c ••• JNITIATE TIM£ LOOP 
DO 291 Ic I, NUMSttPS 

c ••• INITIATE FREQ.UENC't LOOP 
DO 118 J•I• l'1 
FJoJ 
FHQ•FJ•.01+.83 

c ••• FINO GENERATION DISTANCE AND SPHDING FACTOR 
C FOR THE J-TH FR£11i11UENCY BAND. 

CALL FETCH( FRQ .. DFRI. DREAR I• \IF. \IH, DUR .. TIMCST .. roe. G£NDIST, Nllfll 
I, DFR2,DJIIDS,AS2, AS) 

c ••• MJM•l t PROPAGATION LINE DIDN'T PEH£1RATE POL.YGt:tN--
C INCH£tt£NT FREQUENCY• 

ll'(NUM.[Q.t >GO TO 181 
-c ••• NUM•2t FMEtaUENC't SCAN COMPLETED--INCH&:M£NT Tl,..£ 0 

IF<NUM.Er.J,2)6010 199 
c ••• GO TO 7S FON HEW FTCH,1076 FOR CONTINUATIIW 

lF<K.[9.2 >75.16 
75 D0,J)•GENDJST 

GO TO 77 
C ••• 1F WIND INCREASES IN CONTINUATION FTCH,FINO r.EN-DISTo 
C NEEO£D TO f.[N[RATF THF. INCOMING ENERGY' AT NEW WIND SP£ED 

76 IF(U.GJ.JJIJ CALL LINt<<Ul,U,FR\l,0(1,J>> 
DC J ,JJ•DC J ,JhGENOISl 

c ••• COMPUTE GIENERATEO BAND EN-ERG¥ LEAVJNr, CURRENT FETCH 
77 CALL LIUSP[C<U•D<J.J».FRQ.OF,D£> 

c ••• APPLY' ANG.SPREADING FACTOR A,.D COMPUTE FINAL EN£RGY' 
IF(K.[Q.2>78,79 

78 E<I,J> ■AS•DE+E:<J,J> 

GO TO 181 
79 ASDE•AS•DE: 

IF<[< I,J> oGT.ASDE: >GO TO Ill 
E<J,J>•ASD!' 

198 CONTINUE 
199 TOB•TDB•TIMEST£P 
288 CONTINUE 

c ANOTHER ,rrcHt IF so. A N[W ONl:(2) OR CONTINUATION( I)? 
Na:TD.JO(BHINPUT AN.-BHOTHER l"E,8HTCHCYE$1",8HNO> ? > 
lF<N.EG.2)311• 388 

388 K•TTYlN(.-.CONT.-.-HIMJA.-4fTIOfh-tH or ,.-HPR£V,4UOUS, 
1.-t J"ET.-4NCH (.-4fl> 0,-tHR Nl!:,4fW J"E, .. HTCN ••U2> 
2 .. H, t ) 

IJ"<K•EQ. I> 511, 59 
58 Ul•U 

.GO TO 351 
c ••• NE-W ,1tTCH1 tNltJALIZE GENERATION DISTANCE ARRAY, 

59 -DO 61 M•lolfUNSTEPS 
DO 68 N•t,-11 

68 DCM,10•1•· 
GOT0351 

c ••• ,nun: OUT THE l"ORECAST TABL[ 
381 WRJTEUI, .... > 
.... F'ORMAT(/1"" MONTH DAY HOUR<PST> SIG.HGT. PCRJODCS>'> 

NT•TI 
NTPST•Nf-8 
DO see I•I.-NUMST£PS 
SllM•I• ■ 
FSUM•l•I 

c ••• CONUTE ZER01l4 & 2ND SP£CTRAL MOMENTS -<SUM & F'SUM>, 
DO 499 J•l,1'1 
SUN•SUM.♦f:C J,J> 
FJ•J 
FRQ.FJ••II +.13 
FSUl•P'SUN+E( l,Jl•FR9••2 

,4fll CONTINUE 
c ••• CONPUT-£ SI& HEIGHT AN~ AVERAGE PERIOD, 

P£R•SQRT< SUM,P'SUM) 
NS• .. • ■•SQRT(SUM> 

c ••• CONVERT ABSOLUTE PST HOURS TO PST MON-OAY-HR. 
CALL MODAHft(NTPST.-NMO,rtDA.NHR> 
WRI T"£(61,858)MON<M"IO• I l,NDA,NHR,HS,P[R 

858 ,-ORMATC2X.-A3, 16., J7,8J(, F ... l, 6X,F ... I) 
NTPST•NTPST+ I TS TEP 

588 CONTINUE 
L[ND•TELJOUIHWANT TO ,SHOO ANOTH,BH[R FOREC,8HAST ? 
IFCL[NO.£Q. I) GO TO 999 
STOP 
END 

.... 
"' 00 



SUBROUTINE FETCH<FRQ,Dl,D2,VFl,VF2,TD,TIMCST,TOB,GENDIST,NUM 
l,DFR2,DADS,AS2,AS> 

c ••• THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE GENERATION DISTANCE As-
e SOCIATED WITH THE JTH FREQUENCY AND THE ITH FORECAST IN
C TERVAL• IT FINDS THE TIMES AT WHICH THE PROPAGATION LINE 
C INTERSECTS THE FETCH HISTORY, Tl AND T2o THE DIFFERENCE, 
C DRTN•ABS<TI-T2>, IS THE TIME SPENT BY THE FREQUENCY COM-
C PONENT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE WIND. FINALLY, THE GENER• 
C ATION DISTANCE IS GENDIST=l.5l5•DRTNIFRQ. AT THE END OF THE 
C SUBROUTINE THE ANGULAR SPREADING FACTOR FOR THE FREQUENCY 
C COMPONENT IS FOUND FROM Cl> THE DECAY DISTANCE FROM THE 
C POINT AT WHICH THE COMPONENT LEAVES THE FETCH, AND <2> 
C THE RATE OF CHANGE OF SPREADING FACTOR WITH DISTANCE,DADS. 

NUMa0 
CG•l.515/FRQ 
DG•CG•TOB 
Tl=<Dl•DGl/CVFl•CG> 
T2•<D2•DGl/CVF2-CG> 
TP•TD 
IF<TIMCST.NE.0.0>TP•TIMCST 
IFCCG.GToVF2oAND.T2oGT.TD>l00,I 

I IF<CG.LT.VFloAND.TloGToTP)200,2 
2 IF<CG.GT.VFl•AND.TI.LT.0.0)200,3 
3 IF<CGoLT.VF2oAND.T2oLT.0.0)100,4 
4 IF<TIMCST.NE.0.0oAND.TOBoGEoTIMCST.AND.TOB,LE.TD>50,II 
11 IFCCG.GToVF2oANDoCG.L T.VFI > 12,21 
12 IFCTloLT.0.0oAND.T2.LT.0.0ll3,l4 
13 Tl=0.0 

T2=TD 
GO TO 80 

14 IFCTI.LT.0.0)15,16 
15 Tl=TD 

GO TO 80 
16 IF<T2.LT.0.0ll7,80 
17 T2=TD 

GO TO 80 
21 IF<CGoGT.VFloAND.CG.LT.VF2>22,3I 
22 IF<TI.GT.TDoAND.T2,GT.TD>23,24 
23 Tl•0.0 

T2=TD 
GO TO 80 

24 IF<Tt.GT.TD>25,26 
25 Tl•0.8 

GO TO 80 
26 IF<T2.GT.TD>27,80 
27 T2•0.0 

GO TO 88 
31 IF<CG.GT.VFloAND.CG.GT.VF2>32,4I 
32 IF(TI .GT.TD.AND.r2.Lr.0.0>,33,34 
33 Tl•TD 

r2=0.0 
GO TO 80 

34 IF<T2oLT.0.0l35,36 
35 T2=0.0 

GO TO 80 
36 IF<TloGT.TD>37,80 
37 Tl=TD 

GO TO 80 
41 IF<Tt.Lr.0.0.AND.r2.GT.TO)43,44 
43 Tla0o0 

T2•TD 
GO TO 80 

44 IF<TloLT.0.0)45,46 
45 Tl•0.0 

GO TO 80 
46 IF<T2oGT.TDl47,80 
47 T2aTD 

GO TO 80 
50 IF<TI .Lr.roe.AND.Tl .GT.0.0)51, 52 
51 T2=TOB 

GO TO 80 
52 IF<T2oLT.TOBoANDoT2,GTo0o0l53,54 
53 Tl=TOB 

GO TO 80 
54 Tl•TOB 

T2=0.0 
80 DRTN•ABS<Tl•T2> 

GENDIST=t.5l5•DRTNIFRQ 
TTT=TI 
IF<T2oGT.TI> TTT=T2 
DS=CG•<TOB•TTT>-DFR2 
AS=AS2• DADS•DS 
IFCAS.LT •• 05) AS•oA5 
GO TO 300 

100 CONTINUE 
NUM=I 
GO TO 300 

200 CONTINUE 
NUM•2 

300 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE LIUSPEC<UU,DD,FRQ,DF,DE> 
C•••LIUSPEC ACCEPTS WIND SPEED <UU,KNOTS>, GENERATION DISTANCE 
C (DD,N.MI.), FREQUENCY <FRQ,HZ>, AND BANDWIDTH (DF,HZ> AS 
C INPUT. IT CONVERTS SPEEDS AND DISTANCES TO FEET/SEC AND FEET 
C AND DEFINES GRAVITY <G•32>. IT COMPUTES THE DIMENSIONLESS 
C FETCH PARAMETER, X•G•D✓U••2• THEN FINDS THE SPECTRAL 
C ENERGY IN THE FREQUENCY BAND ACCORDING TO THE FETCH LIMITED 
C SPECTRUM OF LIU <ENERGY•DE>. 

IF<DDoLT•I•> GO TO 100 
U•UU•l.67 
D=DD•6000. 
USQ=U••2• 
6•32. 
UG•U/G 
X=G•D✓USQ 

F0•1.3/(<X•••222>•UG> 
S0=2E•05•USA•<UG••3•>•<X•••695> 
F4•<F0/FR9>••4• 
F5•F4*F0/FRQ 
S•3• 5•S0•F50€XP<• 1 .2S•F4> 
DE=S•DF 

lllll RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE LINK(UUl,UU2,FR9,D> 
C•••LINK IS USED WHEN WAVE ENERGY PROPAGATES FROM A FETCH HIS• 
C TORY WITH WINO SPEED UI INTO AN ADJACENT FETCH HISTORY 
C WITH A GREATER WIND SPEED, U2. THE OBJECT IS TO FIND WHAT 
C GENERATION DISTANCE WOULD HAVE RESULTED IN THE 
C BAND ENERGY OF THE 1ST FETCH IF THE WIND SPEED HAD BEEN 
C U2 THERE INSTEAD OF UI. THIS DISTANCE IS OUTPUT AND LATER 
C ADDED TO THE GENERATION DISTANCE IN THE 2ND FETCH SO THAT 
C THE TOTAL BAND ENERGY CAN BE COMPUTED AT THE NEW WIND 
C SPEED, U2. THE DIM:NSIONLESS FETCH PARAMETER CORRESPONDING 
C TO THE OLD GENERATION DISTANCE IS COMPUTED, XI. THE NEW 
C PARAMETER,X2,IS FOUND ITERATIVELY FROM THE CONDITION THAT 
C 
C S<Xl,UI >=S<X2,U2> 
C 
C WHERE S<X,U> • SPECTRAL DENSITY <FTSQ•SEC>. 

IF(D.LTolo) GO TO lllll 
D•D•611110• 
6•32. 
Ul=UUl•I 067 
UISQ=U1••2• 
U2•UU2•1.67 
U2SQ=U2••2• 
F4aFRQ••4• 
U2Ul4•(U2/Ull••4• 
U264=(U2/Gl••4• 
Xl=G•O✓UISQ 
X2•Xl•UISQ/(U2U14•U2SQ> 
X888=1•/(Xl•••B88> 

99 X22=lo/((U2Ul4•X888-.1165*F4•U2G4•ALOG(X2/Xl>>••t•l25> 
QUOT=ABS<<X22•X2l/X2> 
IF<QUOT.LE •• 111> GO TO Sil 
X2•X22 
FORMAT(IX,Elll.2> 
GO TO 99 

Sil DsX22•U2SQ/G 
DsD/60ll1lo 

100 RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DATE<DATE> 
c ••• THIS SUBROUTINE ASKS THE USER TO INPUT THE MONTH (rlRST 
C THREE LETTERS>, DAY AND HOUR rOR SOME DESIRED TIME. IT 
C THEN rlNDS THE CORRESPONDING NUMBER Or HOURS FROM 00 GMT 
C ON JAN Ill OF THE SAME YEAR<•DATE>. THE ARRAY FOR THE 
C CUMULATIVE DAYS AS OF THE FIRST Or EACH MONTH <"MON"> 
C IS SET UP FOR NON-LEAP YEARS. 

INCLUDE COMMON 
WRITE<61,ll 
FORMAT<' MONTHI') 
READ(61!,2> IMO 

2 FORMAT<A3> 
MDAsTTYIN(4HDAY•> 
NHR•TTYIN<4HHOUR,4HCGMT,4Hl 
DO 111 1=1,12 
lrCIMOoE9.MON<l,I)) GO TO 11 

Ill CONTINUE 
II JDAY•MDA+MON<l,2>·1 

DATE•NHR+JDAY•24 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE MODAHRCNTIM,NMO,NDA,NHRl 
c ••• THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE NUMBER OF HOURS AFTER TIIII GMT 
C ON JAN 111 <=NTIM> AND CONVERTS IT TO THE MONTH,DAY AND 
C HOUR. 

INCL UDE COM MON 
DO 311 l ■ l,12 
IPl,.l+I 
MA•MON(l,2> 
IF<l•EQ.12> 211,21 

211 MB•366 
GO TO 22 

21 MB•MONCIPl,2> 
JDAY•NT IM/24+ I 
NHR•NTIM•<JDAY•ll•24 

22 IFCJDAY.GT.MAoAND.JDAY.LE.MBl GO TO 31 
311 CONTINUE 
31 NDA•JDAY•MON<l,2> 

NMO•I 
RETURN 
END 

N 
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0 



APPENDIX B: OBSERVATIONS OF BREAKER 
HEIGHTS AT.THE COLUMBJA RIVER 
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Mr. Norm Kuja,a (Astoria, Oregon) made dally observations of. 

breaker heights at.the South Jetty (Columbia River) during the 1971-

1972 winter. He observed the breakers south of the jetty from a 

vantage point on the Jetty, somewhat seaward of the shorel lne (see 

Figure 2). When visibll lty permitted, he observed the swell which 

broke furthest (seaward) from the .observation point. (they break in 

deeper water, therefore are larger and are associated with the locally 

predominant portion of the wave spectrum). He estimated _the apparent 

height of the breaker crests (Ha) above.the stil-1-water level by 

levelling the crests visually (with binoculars) against the horizon, 

while notlr:ig the approximate.height of bis eyes above.the still-wat~r 

level. The height estimates were based upon observations of groups of 

more conspicuous (large), regular swell. 

During periods of high swell the largest breakers were often from 

one to over two miles from the observer. Occasionally, low vlsibil ity 

caused by fog, spray, and/or rain necessitated observation of smaller 

breakers (closer to shore) without the benefit of a well-defined 

horizon~ 

The apparent breaker height. Ha, Is greater than the true height 

of the breaker crest above the still-water level, Ht. The ratio Ht/Ha 

depe,:ids on the observer-to-breaker di stance (Sb) re 1 at l_ve to the 

observer-to-horizon distance (Sh): 

(13-1) 



(see Figure 38). From Bowditch (1962) the horizon distance Is 

sh· .. 6960 (H).\' , 
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where Sh and Ha are in feet. Assuming that solitary wave theory (Munk, 

1949) Is applicable, the crest-to-trough breaker height, Hb, is 

(B-3) 

and the still-water depth below the breaker is 

(B-4) 

Combining (B-1), (B-2) and (B-3), one obtains 

Hb = 4/3 Ha (1 - Sb/Sh) 

• 4/3 Ha (1 - f(Hb)/6960 H!), (B-5) 

where Sb Is a function of Hb (Sb• f[Hb]) that can be determined from,. 

bathymetrlc charts, predicte~ tide stage (Zt) and equatton (B-4). 

Specifically, the bathymetric depth (MLLW) Is 

zb = db - zt 

.. 1.28 Hb - Zt (B-6) 

and from bathymetric charts one can find the breaker distance from 

the observation point as a function of Zb. Therefore, the true crest

to-trough breaker heights can be inferred from the apparent heights 

(Ha) by (B-5), (B-6) and. the (approximately) known variation of 

bathymetrlc depth with distance offshore. This is the procedure that 

was used to obtain the breaker heights in Figure 33. At the Columbia 



figure 38. 

t t 
horizon breaker 

t 
observer 

H 
a 

Schematic diagram for determining the relationship between the true and apparent heights 
of breaker crests above the still-water level (Ht and Ha, respectively}. Breaker distance 
and horizon distance from observer are Sh and Sb, respectively. 
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River (South Jetty) observation site, neglect of the perspective 

error (Figure 38) would result in overestimates of about 30%. 
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